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Introduction

Fission was discovered in December 1938 by Otto Hahn and Fritz Strassmann [1].

They found that the heavy nuclides Uranium broke and split into two lighter nuclides

when bombarding neutrons on them. Two months later, it was explained theoretically by

Lise Meitner and Otto Robert Frisch [2] by using the liquid drop model. Based on Albert

Einstein’s mass-energy equation E=mc2, the fission process releases a large amount of

energy. Besides the immediate and massive energy release, another characteristic of the

fission process is the emission of neutrons, i.e. every two or three neutrons emitted per

fission. These features make a self-sustaining chain reaction possible. Very soon after

the discovery of the fission process, scientists started experiments and tried to make use

of it in the nuclear applications. In 1940, Enrico Fermi built the first nuclear reactor.

Since then, the nuclear power industry has grown rapidly worldwide. It has become one

important component of the world’s electricity production nowadays.

A nucleus about to fission will undergo shape evolution. Eventually, the nucleus

ruptures at the a critical point, and two fission fragments are generated in a excited,

rotational state. The two fission fragments are accelerated under the repulsive Coulomb

forces and emitted in opposite direction. The excitation energy and spin of the fission

fragments will be released by emitting prompt neutrons and prompt γ-rays, until the

ground states are reached. Since fission fragments are generally neutron-rich nuclides,

they will undergo radioactive decay process β− until the valley of stability.

Prompt fission γ-ray spectrum (PFGS) and its spectral characteristics, namely γ-ray

multiplicity, total γ-ray energy release and average photon energy, are crucial nuclear data

for reactor physics. Prompt fission γ-rays (PFG) have a wide range of energy, from few

tens of keV to few tens of MeV. They can escape the reactor core and deposit energy in the

instrumentation and shielding materials. Gamma heating of these materials is dominant

over neutron heating [3], which needs to be predicted with reasonable accuracy to avoid

possible fracture and failure. But in some recent reactor experiments, γ heating was shown

to be underestimated by up to 28% [4]. In addition, the development of Generation IV

reactors, aiming for improved safety, demand the measurement of more precise PFGS and

spectral characteristics.

On the other hand, more precise PFGS information is also useful from a fundamental
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Introduction

physics point of view. Nowadays, several competitive calculation codes are trying to

reproduce all the properties of the fission fragments and the emitted particles (neutron and

γ-ray) for a wide range of fissioning systems. These codes include GEF [5–7], FREYA [8–

13], CGMF [14–17], FIFRELIN [18–20], etc. Many assumptions and models are made in

these codes, which still remain controversial. PFGS contains a large amount of information

about the fission process and neutron rich nuclides (i.e. fission fragments). It can lead to

a better understanding of the excitation energy sorting mechanism between the nascent

fission fragments [5, 18, 21], angular momentum generation mechanism of nascent fission

fragments at scission [7,13,16,18] and neutron/γ competition during de-excitation process

of the fission fragments [22–24].

In recent years, a series of measurements have been performed to obtain more precise

values of the spectral characteristics in the thermal-neutron induced fission [25–27] and

spontaneous fission [28, 29]. Very little PFG information exists for fast-neutron induced

fission. The development of LICORNE neutron source [30–32], by producing intense,

kinematically forward focused fast neutrons, makes the study of fast-neutron induced

fission more accessible. In this work, we aimed to measure and study the PFGS of fast-

neutron induced fission of 238U and 239Pu. 238U and 239Pu are important nuclides in a

reactor core. These results also provide information of PFGS characteristics for fast-

neutron induced fission in general.

In this thesis, the mechanism of the fission process is described in Chapter 1. The

description of the LICORNE setup is presented in Chapter 2. The experimental setup

and corresponding data analysis of PFGS measurements are explained in Chapter 3 and

Chapter 4, respectively. In Chapter 5, we discuss the obtained PFGS and spectral char-

acteristics from this work and compare the results with those from GEF and FREYA

calculations.
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Chapter 1

Mechanism of the nuclear fission
process

Since the discovery of the fission process in 1938, the theoretical interpretation as well

as the measurements have helped enormously the understanding of this complex problem.

However, even though it has been nearly 80 year since the discovery of fission, the fission

theory is more interpolative than predictive. There is a lack of overall theory to predict

the fission observables, e.g. the isotopic yields of fission fragments for different fissioning

systems, especially in the regions where nuclear data are scarce. That is because nuclear

fission is a time-dependent many-body problem with no analytical solution in terms of

the current computational ability. The many-body interaction is complicated, especially

at large deformations. It is usually fitted by the experimental data and many types of

correlations are neglected to simplify the problem. In addition, it is also an open system,

i.e. the fragments can emit particles and radiation. As a consequence, all these reasons

make the exact theoretical calculation of the fission process extremely difficulty.

At first, nuclear fission can be viewed as a shape evolution, see Figure 1.1. The fission

process can be separated in two steps: firstly the fissioning system undergoes deformation

until the “scission point” (point where the nucleus breaks apart and two nascent fission

fragments are generated). This step is described using collective model to reproduce the

collective behaviour of the nucleons. The second step, after “scission point”, is the de-

excitation process of the fission fragments. Several statistical models are dedicated to

generate large numbers of fission events, containing all the information of the energy and

momentum of the fission fragments as well as emitted particles (prompt neutrons and

prompt γ-rays), in a reasonable short time.

The first section will present a macroscopic-microscopic model [33]. It combines liquid

drop description of the nucleus (macroscopic) and the information extracted from the

shell structure and pairing effect (microscopic). This is a relatively easier calculation ap-

proach compared to a purely microscopic model. It provides a powerful and quantitative

theoretical tool for studies of low-energy fission dynamics, where the influence of nuclear

structure is strong. The second section will focus on several important ingredients in the

post-scission phase including the excitation energy sorting and angular momentum gener-
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Chapter 1. Mechanism of the nuclear fission process

ation mechanism, prompt neutron and prompt γ-rays emission. Several competing fission

models, dedicated for the description of post-scission systems, will be also presented, in-

cluding GEF, FREYA, CGMF and FIFRELIN. In this work, if not specified, only binary

fission is discussed.

Before

Scission

After

Scission

Figure 1.1 – Schematic view of the shape evolution of the compound nucleus 240Pu in the binary
fission process [34]. The three main steps of the fission (from top to bottom): pre-
scission, “scission point” and post-scission are represented.

1.1 Description of the pre-scission step in the fission

mechanism

Fission is a large amplitude collective motion, which can be viewed as an evolution

of the nuclear shape, from a spherical or close-spherical shape to two separated nuclei.

A nucleus about to fission will stretch until it reaches a critical deformation, aka the

“saddle point”. Beyond the “saddle point”, repulsive Coulomb forces become dominant

over surface tension. Then, the nucleus forms a dumb-bell configuration with two fission

fragments joined by a thin neck. Eventually, the neck ruptures at the “scission point”.

The evolution of the nuclear shape is driven by a few collective variables q≡(q1,...,qN),

which are often some deformation parameters characterizing the nuclear shape. A series

of shapes has to be fixed firstly based on parameterizations with finite collective vari-

ables, i.e. determine the degree of freedom for the calculation. Based on different nuclear

shapes as specified by q, the energy of the nuclear system, namely the potential energy

U(Z,N,q), is then calculated. In the macroscopic-microscopic model, the potential energy

is represented as a sum of a smooth term, Emacro(Z,N,q), and a fluctuating correction

term, Es+p(Z,N,q). The smooth term (macroscopic energy) is based on the liquid drop

model, which successfully describes the smooth trend of the binding energy as a function
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1.1. Description of the pre-scission step in the fission mechanism

of mass number A and atomic number Z. The fluctuation term (microscopic energy) re-

flects the shell and pairing effects due to the irregularities in the single-particle energy

levels. Once the potential energy as a function of the nuclear shape has been established,

the time evolution of the nuclear shape q(t) is then calculated by using the Langevin

equation. One fission event is generated when the shape propagates from ground state

until “scission point”.

1.1.1 Nuclear shape parameterization

Different parametrization methods can be used to describe the nuclear shape along the

fission path that one can expect, e.g. spheric harmonic functions expansion in spherical

coordinate system [35] and three-quadratic-surface parametrization in cylindrical coordi-

nate system [36].

Naturally, an expansion in multipoles over the Legendre polynomials can be used to

describe R(µ), the distance from the nuclear center to the surface, for axially symmetric

shapes in the vicinity of a sphere (up to the fourth terms):

R(µ) = λR0(1 +
∞∑
n=2

anPn(µ)) (1.1)

where µ=cosθ and θ is the polar angle, λ is the normalization parameter to ensure the

constant volume. Coefficients a2 represents the quadrupole moment, a3 the mass asym-

metry, and a4 the neck thickness - cf. Figure 1.2. This shape parametrization works for

a slightly deformed nucleus, but fails when close to the scission configuration, i.e. many

terms are required for the description of the shape.

Instead, three-quadratic-surface parametrization is capable of representing the nuclear

shape from originally sphere through the saddle and scission shapes, to the fragments at

infinity. Even though the results from this parametrization are not satisfactory for small

deformations compared to expansion in spherical harmonics, it is not problematic in the

description of the large deformation motion as it is the case of fission. J.R. Nix [36]

describes the nuclear (axially symmetric) shape by three smoothly joined portions of

quadratic surfaces, e.g. two spheroids connected by a hyperboloidal neck. The form in a

cylindrical coordinate system is:

ρ =


a2

1 − (a2
1/c

2
1)(z − l1)2 l1 − c1 6 z 6 z1

a2
2 − (a2

2/c
2
2)(z − l2)2 z2 6 z 6 l2 + c2

a2
3 − (a2

3/c
2
3)(z − l3)2 z1 6 z 6 z2

(1.2)

Where, the left-hand surface is denoted by the subscript 1, the right-hand one by 2 and the

middle one by 3 and z1 and z2 are the values of z at the intersections of the middle surface
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Chapter 1. Mechanism of the nuclear fission process

with left-hand and right-hand surfaces, respectively, see Figure 1.2. These parameters are

dependent to make sure that different parts are joined smoothly and the nuclear volume

must remain constant during the shape change. Consequently, J.R. Nix introduced six

dimensionless parameters in description. These parameters are detailed in Ref. [36].

To summarize, a proper shape parametrization has to be determined firstly depending

on the calculation situations, e.g. Legendre polynomials expansion for the deformation

energy calculation of the fragments at scission (small-deformation approximation) and

three-quadratic-surface parametrization for the description of fission (large amplitude

collective motion).

z

l1

z1
l3

lc,m

z2
l2

c1

a1 a3
a2

c2

Figure 1.2 – (a) Contour plots of spheres with different kinds of deformation: no (red),
quadrupolar (green) and octupolar (blue) deformation, with an expansion over the
Legendre polynomials R(µ)=λ R0(1+a2P2(µ)+a4P4(µ)). (b) The three-quadratic-
surface parameterization in representing the nuclear shape for the tabulation of
macroscopic-microscopic potential energy surface (PES) [36].

1.1.2 The macroscopic energy: liquid drop model energy

The liquid drop model (LDM) was proposed by G. Gamow [37] in 1930. According to

the model, the behaviour of the nucleus is analogue to a drop of liquid, where neutrons

and protons are hold together by the nuclear forces (made of the residual strong force and

Coulomb repulsion). Given enough excitation energy, the spherical nucleus may undergo

deformations and then may split into two smaller drops. The experimental observations,

that nucleus is filled with incompressible substance and there are short range nuclear

forces amongst the nucleons which are saturated, are compatible with this picture of the

nucleus as a liquid drop. In other words, it was a successful model, especially in the
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1.1. Description of the pre-scission step in the fission mechanism

explanations of the nuclear binding energies. For example, the Weizsäecker Formula (or

the semi-empirical mass formula) [38], proposed by Carl Friedrich von Weizsäcker in 1935

based on the liquid drop model, successfully describes the smooth trend of the binding

energy as a function of mass number A and atomic number Z:

m(Z,N) = Zmp +Nmn −
Eb
c2

(1.3)

Eb(MeV ) = aVA− aSA2/3 − aC
Z2

A1/3
− aA

(A− 2Z)2

A1/3
± aδA−3/4 (1.4)

Where, aV A is the volume term corresponding to the attractive strong forces in a limited

range. -aSA2/3 is the surface term as a correction to the volume term due to an overesti-

mation of the attractive strong forces in the surface (the surface tension effect). -aC
Z2

A1/3

is the Coulomb term caused by the Coulomb repulsion between protons. -aA
(A−2Z)2

A1/3 is the

asymmetry term due to the fact that neutrons provide attractive forces in the compen-

sation of Coulomb repulsion between protons. ±aδA
−3/4 is the pairing term since nuclei

with an even number of protons and an even number of neutrons are more stable.

The surface term and the Coulomb term are the most important ingredients because

they are in competition as the nucleus is deformed from originally sphere. For example,

at the quadrupole deformation a2 of a liquid drop, according to Bohr and Wheeler in

1939 [35], it depicts that the surface energies ES(a2) and Coulomb energies EC(a2) are

changed to:

ES(a2) = ES(0)(1 +
2

5
a2

2) (1.5)

EC(a2) = EC(0)(1− 1

5
a2

2) (1.6)

where ES(0) and EC(0) are the surface and Coulomb energies of the original spherical

nucleus, respectively. The Coulomb energy is decreased due to the decrease of the average

distance between protons in deformation, while the surface energy is increased since the

increase of the surface in deformation. It indicates that there will be a macroscopic fission

barrier as long as 2ES(0)>EC(0), i.e. Edef = U(a2) - U(0)>0, which is the case for the

atomic number up to 126, because the nucleus tends to have the lowest potential energy

in favour of stability (see Figure 1.3).

The LDM has been improved since the end of 1970s and then the finite-range liquid

drop model based on the Yukawa-plus-exponential potential was developed [40]. It had

being employed in the modern calculations with the form of:

F (A,Z,q, T, L) = −av(1− kvI2)A+ as(1− ksI2)Bn(q)A2/3 + c0A
0

+ ac
Z2

A1/3
Bc(q)− ac

5

4

( 3

2π

)2/3Z4/3

A1/3
+

~2L(L+ 1)

2J(q)

(1.7)
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Chapter 1. Mechanism of the nuclear fission process

Figure 1.3 – (a) Schematic two-dimensional diagram of potential energy surface of a fission-
able nucleus. (b) The potential energy along the minimum energy trajectory for
increasing elongation [39]. A fission barrier is observed along the trajectory.

where av, as and ac are the usual volume, surface and Coulomb energy parameters and kv
and ks are the corresponding volume and surface asymmetry parameters. The deformation

dependence is taken into account through the shape functions Bn(q), Bc(q) and J(q) (see

Ref. [40] for the details). The last term represents the rotational energy with the shape-

dependent rigid-body moment of inertia.

1.1.3 The microscopic energy: shell-plus-pair energy

The liquid drop picture of the nucleus was very successful but could not explain all

the phenomena, e.g. the existence of shape isomers, i.e. long-lived states characterized

by a large quadrupole moment [41]. Nevertheless, The macroscopic-microscopic approach

incorporates information about the shell effects and pairing effects (microscopic) into the

liquid drop description of the nucleus (macroscopic).

The description of nuclear structure, presented by M.G. Mayer in 1948 [42], suggested

that the nucleons inside a nucleus occupy single-particle orbitals. The distribution of

single-particle orbitals is not uniform and there exists gaps in the distribution, e.g. the

doubly closed shell nuclei 132Sn. The single-particle level schemes also depend on the nu-

clear shape, see Figure 1.4. The irregularities in the single-particle energy levels accounts

for the fluctuation part of the total binding energy. The pairing effect plays a central role

8



1.1. Description of the pre-scission step in the fission mechanism

in nuclear physics, in particular for identical particles, it makes up large fractions of the

correlations among particles. It is responsible for the explanation of many nuclear prop-

erties, e.g. binding energy in this case. In the shell model, two protons (or two neutrons)

with the same quantum numbers except spin projection (up and down respectively) to

respect the Pauli exclusion principle, will have completely overlapping wave-functions and

thus greater interaction between them. It makes an even number of protons and/or of

neutrons nuclei more stable than odd-odd nuclei.

The shell-plus-pairing energy are obtained by solving the one-body Schrödinger equa-

tion: (
− ~2

2m
∇2 + V (q)

)
Ψn(r) = εnΨn(r) (1.8)

where V(q) is the effective single-particle potential depending on the nuclear shape, in-

cluding the mean-field, the spin-orbit and the Coulomb (for protons) potential. Collective

variables q define the shape of the potential, which in turn changes the single particle

energy distribution.

Figure 1.4 – The single-particle energies plotted as a function of the deformations for proton
(left) and neutron (right), respectively (corresponding to 105Zr) [43]. The red dots
represent the Fermi levels for 105Zr. The well-known “magic numbers” correspond-
ing to particularly large gaps are noted at zero deformation. When the nuclear
shape becomes deformed, the spherical shell gaps disappear and new “magic num-
bers” show up.
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Chapter 1. Mechanism of the nuclear fission process

1.1.4 Fission dynamics

According to the last two subsections, the macroscopic and microscopic energy are in-

troduced, respectively. Then, the potential energy of a nuclear system can be represented

as a sum of a smooth term, Emacro(Z,N,q), and a fluctuating correction term, Es+p(Z,N,q),

at different shapes characterized by finite collective variables q:

U(Z,N,q) = Emacro(Z,N,q) + Es+p(Z,N,q) (1.9)

The calculated potential energy U(Z,N,q) constitutes the potential energy surface (PES),

i.e. the energy changes with the deformation of the fissioning nucleus, see Figure 1.5.

The local gradient of the potential energy F(q) = −∂U(q)/∂q gives a driving force in

the calculation of the dynamical evolution of the nuclear shape, which is in favour of

the lowest energy of the system. Starting from some initial conditions (shape q0 and

momentum p0), e.g. around the ground-state minimum, the time evolution q(t) can be

calculated with the Langevin equation [44]:

dqi
dt

= (m−1)ijpj (1.10)

dpi
dt

= −∂U
∂qi
− 1

2

∂

∂qi
(m−1)jkpjpk − γij(m−1)jkpk + gijRj(t) (1.11)

where qi is the collective variable, pi is the momentum conjugate to qi, mij is the mass ten-

sor and i, j corresponds to the collective coordinates in corresponding shape parametriza-

tion. The first term in the right-hand side of the second equation corresponds to the

potential energy gradients, the second term the kinetic energy, the third term the fric-

tion tensor and the forth term a random force in nuclear shape motion. The friction

tensor represents the energy exchange between the collective degrees of freedom and the

intrinsic degrees of freedom (dissipation). The presence of the random force (last term of

Equation 1.11) allows to simulate quantum tunneling effects.

Different trajectories of the shape motion can occur in the PES. One path may end

up with fission, i.e. the neck ruptures at the “scission point” and two fission fragments

are produced. With sufficient sampling of the fission events, the quantities of the primary

fragments can be extracted, including the isotopes distribution, excitation energy sharing

between two fragments and spin-parity distribution. These information are the initial

conditions for the de-excitation process of the fission fragments, as well as can be used as

the validation of the theoretic calculations when compared to the experimental results.

The macroscopic-microscopic method is relatively computationally cheap compared

to a purely microscopic method and serves as the major theoretical tool for the fission

calculation since the last century. Nevertheless, the energy exchange between collective

degree of freedom and intrinsic degree of freedom is not clear, especially when close to the

10



1.2. Description of the post-scission step in the fission mechanism

“scission point”. Sharp nuclear surfaces are incompatible with the experimental evidence,

i.e. scission occurs before one expects. In the last two decades, with the increase of the

computational power, the microscopic methods are becoming more and more compet-

ing compared to the macroscopic-microscopic method, e.g. the time-dependent density

functional theory (TDFT). It can help understand more about the fission process in the

future.

Figure 1.5 – The 5D potential energy surface calculated from macroscopic-microscopic method
is projected into quadrupole moment q2 and mass asymmetry αg to present some
major features of fission in actinides region, taken from [45]. It explains the exis-
tence of the shape isomers (around q2 = 2) in terms of a double-humped fission
barrier which turns out for most actinide nuclei, and the mass asymmetry of the
fission fragments due to shell effects, which can not be explained by LDM.

1.2 Description of the post-scission step in the fission

mechanism

A nucleus about to fission will undergo shape change from “saddle point” to “scission

point”. Eventually, the neck ruptures at the “scission point”, and two fission fragments

(called primary fission fragments at the “scission point”) are produced in an excited and

rotated state. This process takes ∼10−21 s according to the fission dynamic calculations.

Under the effect of the repulsive Coulomb forces and total momentum conservation, the
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Chapter 1. Mechanism of the nuclear fission process

two primary fragments are accelerated and emitted in opposite direction. The charac-

teristic time of the acceleration phase is ∼10−20 s based on kinematics calculation under

Coulomb repulsion. Since primary fragments are often excited and rotating, these en-

ergy and spin will be released by emitting prompt neutrons and prompt γ-rays. Fission

fragments after prompt neutron emission are called secondary fission fragments and after

prompt γ-ray emission are called primary fission products. According to Heisenberg’s un-

certainty relation, the decay time τ for evaporated neutrons and γ-rays can be estimated

to be 10−18 s-10−14 s and 10−14 s respectively, with the formula:

τn or γ =
~

Γn or γ

(1.12)

where Γn is the neutron or gamma width of the states of the fission fragments. Finally

the primary fission products undergo radioactive decay process β−, because they are

usually neutron rich nuclei far from the valley of stability. The radioactivity decay process

are accompanied by emission of γ-rays, neutrons and anti-neutrinos ν̄e, which are called

delayed particles since the time scale is several orders of magnitude larger. See a schematic

view of the fission process in a characteristic time scale in Figure 1.6.

Background 

From  saddle 

to scission

 ~ 10-21s

Prom pt  n

10-18-10-14s

Prom pt  

10-14-10-3s

- decay

10-3s - 

scission n

incident  n target CN

n

n

n
0

Accelerat ion

 ~ 10-20s

Figure 1.6 – Schematic view of the fission process in a characteristic time scale. Modified ac-
cording to the original figure from [46].

The total energy released, given by the reaction Q-value, in neutron-induced fission

can be calculated according to the mass differences, with the formula (in case of binary

fission):

Q = mCNc
2 −mlightc

2 −mheavyc
2 (1.13)

En +Bn +Q = TKE + TXE (1.14)
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1.2. Description of the post-scission step in the fission mechanism

where the masses mCN , mlight and mheavy are corresponding to the rest mass of the com-

pound nucleus and nascent primary fission fragments, En is the kinetic energy of the

incident neutron and Bn is the neutron binding energy Bn=mnc2+mtargetc
2-mCNc2. Ac-

cording to the energy conservation law, the available energy will be shared between the

total kinetic energy (TKE) and total excitation energy (TXE) of the fission fragments.

TXE comprises the energy stored in each fragment from both collective and intrinsic

degrees of freedom [47]. The energy associated with intrinsic degrees of freedom corre-

sponding to the excitation of nucleons is denoted as intrinsic excitation energy E∗,SC .

The part of the energy corresponding to collective degrees of freedom includes deforma-

tion energy Edef,SC and rotational energy Erot,SC . After the full acceleration of the fission

fragments, the deformation energy Edef,SC is transformed into intrinsic excitation energy

E∗,SC . Thus only intrinsic and rotational energy are left, as the initial condition for the

later-on de-excitation process. This section will detail the discussions of intrinsic exci-

tation energy sorting and angular momentum generation mechanism at “scission point”,

as well as prompt neutron and prompt γ-rays emission of the fully accelerated fission

fragments.

1.2.1 Models for the post-scission description

Instead of reproducing the dynamic evolution of the nuclear shape, various models

were designed to generate large numbers of fission events, including all the information on

the energy and momentum of the fission fragments as well as emitted particles (prompt

neutrons and prompt γ-rays), in a reasonably short time (few seconds for 105 events),

which can be incorporated into other transport code, e.g. MCNP and GEANT4. These

models include GEF [5–7], FREYA [8–13], CGMF [14–17,48] and FIFRELIN [18–20]. The

average values of fragment mass A, charge Z, TXE, TKE, average neutron multiplicity

〈ν〉, neutron energy in the laboratory frame 〈Elab
n 〉, average photon multiplicity 〈νγ〉 and

photon energy in the laboratory frame 〈Elab
n 〉 are tabulated for the FREYA and GEF codes

in terms of the light and heavy fragments individually as well as the weighted average of

the two, see Table 1.1. These two codes will be discussed mainly in this work.

GEF, developed by K.H. Schmidt, is an open source available on [49]. It includes a

model of the PES of the compound nucleus (before fission), which is used to obtain the

fragment yields in mass and charge. It also includes some physical models, e.g. excitation-

energy-sorting mechanism and statistical model for angular momentum generation, to

determine the initial properties of the fission fragments at scission. The fragments are then

de-excited by neutron emission and subsequent photon emission. The neutron emission is

described by evaporation models, including neutron-γ competition. The γ-rays emission

is calculated in a fully analytical formalism, in terms of the electric dipole E1 and electric

quadrupole E2 transitions. The electric dipole transitions are calculated according to

a black-body spectrum with a giant dipole resonance (GDR) form factor. The electric
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Chapter 1. Mechanism of the nuclear fission process

quadrupole transitions are calculated according to the moment of inertia and the spin of

the fragments.

In contrast, FREYA (available on [50]) requires fission fragment yields and the total

kinetic energy of the fragments as inputs, in order to extract the initial intrinsic and

rotational excitation energy of the two fragments. The fragments are then de-excited by

neutron emission and subsequent photon emission. The neutron emission is described by

evaporation models and it stops when no more neutron emission is energetically possible

(no neutron-gamma competition included). Then photons emission is calculated first

statistically with a black-body spectrum by a giant dipole resonance form factor and then

follows the experimental data form RIPL-3 [51] in low-energy region. It combines the

analytical formalism and experimental nuclear structure information.

In addition, CGMF and FIFRELIN builds the full level scheme with energies, spin

and parity from RIPL-3 data base or calculations if not available experimentally and then

apply complete Monte Carlo Hauser-Feshbach method to simulate the prompt neutron

and prompt γ-rays decay cascade to the discrete states and finally to the ground state.

Table 1.1 – Summary of the average quantities calculated for the light and heavy fragments
individually as well as the weighted average of the two, in case of spontaneous
fission 252Cf, from the two competing codes FREYA and GEF. The lower energy
limit for photon properties is 100 keV.

FREYA All Fragments Light Fragments Heavy Fragments
A 126.00 108.47 143.53
Z 49.00 42.18 55.82
TXE or XE(MeV) 33.32 19.59 13.74
TKE or KE(MeV) 184.30 104.82 79.48
〈ν〉 3.74 2.17 1.57
〈Elab

n 〉 (MeV) 2.29 2.63 1.81
〈νγ〉 8.31 4.35 3.95
〈Elab

γ 〉 (MeV) 0.85 0.84 0.87

GEF All Fragments Light Fragments Heavy Fragments
A 126.00 108.14 143.86
Z 49.00 42.65 55.35
TXE or XE(MeV) 37.89 18.31 19.57
TKE or KE(MeV) 186.49 106.28 80.21
〈ν〉 4.37 1.97 2.40
〈Elab

n 〉 (MeV) 2.20 2.51 1.96
〈νγ〉 7.17 2.86 4.31
〈Elab

γ 〉 (MeV) 0.91 1.06 0.81
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1.2. Description of the post-scission step in the fission mechanism

1.2.2 Excitation energy distribution and angular momentum

generation in the primary fission fragments

One of the open questions about the fission process is how the TXE is partitioned

between the two fission fragments. It effects the prompt neutron multiplicities distribution

as a function of the primary fragment mass, see Figure 1.7, which gives the well-known

“saw-tooth” like behaviour. The energy sorting mechanism still remains controversial for

the model calculations. Several methods have been proposed in the past few years.

Figure 1.7 – Average prompt neutrons multiplicities distribution as a function of the primary
fragment mass from spontaneous fission 252Cf [52]. The minimum close to A=130
is due to the shell closures N=82, Z=50 that leads to spherical fission fragments.
And thus the fission fragments have less excitation energy available for the neutron
evaporation.

The model calculations, FREYA [8] and Los Alamos model [21], assume that the

light and heavy fragment have the same residual nuclear temperature and the partition

of the intrinsic excitation energy E∗,SC at scission is proportional to the heat capacity

∂E∗,SCi /∂Ti = 2aiTi, based on the well know relations E∗ = aT 2, where ai is the Fermi

gas level density parameter, T is the nuclear temperature. GEF also assumes indepen-

dent fission fragments and thermal equilibration between the fragments at scission [5].

But it applies the constant-temperature level density function instead of Fermi gas level

density function, and the intrinsic excitation energy at scission is shared between the two

fragments according to the probability distribution of the available micro-states, which is

given by the total nuclear level density.

Other model calculations, CGMF [48] and FIFRELIN [18], proposed that the mass-
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Chapter 1. Mechanism of the nuclear fission process

dependent temperature ratio between the heavy and light fragments sets the excitation

energy sharing. The temperature of the two fragments is not necessarily equal for all

the masses. For example, in low-energy fission with the asymmetric fission yields, the

temperature of heavy fragments is generally lower than the temperature of the light

fragment due to the shell effect, e.g. doubly magic heavy fragment with AH=132 (lower

temperature) and complementary highly deformed light fragment (higher temperature)

with AL=120.

On the other hand, the energy sorting can be deduced from experimental measure-

ments regardless any assumptions in the scission configuration, as is proposed by Ref. [53]

with
E∗L
E∗H

= νL
νH

. However, there is a lack of experimental measurements of neutron multi-

plicity distribution for different fissioning systems.

Another open question is the initial spin distribution of the fission fragments at scis-

sion, which can not be directly measured experimentally and by far can not be calculated

precisely. The angular momentum generation mechanism still remains unclear, see Fig-

ure 1.8. Even though it is not sensitive for the prompt neutron observables, it is of great

importance for the prompt γ-rays observables.

Figure 1.8 – The spin distribution (dashed line) of the fission fragment 148Pm as a function of
the excitation energy of the compound nucleus 236U∗ [54]. The solid line represents
the spin distribution for the compound nucleus. Extra spin (∼7~) is generated
during the fission process.

In the absence of detailed information, it is usually sampled from semi-empirical sta-

tistical model (in GEF, CGMF and FIFRELIN), with the form [7]:

N(J) = (2J + 1)exp(−J(J + 1)

2b
)2 (1.15)
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1.2. Description of the post-scission step in the fission mechanism

where J is the angular momentum and b is the so-called spin cut-off parameter. The spin

cut-off parameter defines the width of the distribution and is related to the root-mean-

square angular momentum by Jrms = b/
√

2, which is a function of the effective moment

of inertia and nuclear temperature of the compound nucleus. Other similar distributions

can be found in Ref. [16,18] with the spin cut off parameter either specified or taken from

the RIPL-3 data library.

On the other hand, model calculation, FREYA [13], takes into account different modes

of dinuclear rotation, i.e. wriggling and bending, in which the fragments rotate in same

or in the opposite sense around the axis perpendicular to the dinuclear axis (fissioning

axis). The spin corresponding to each mode also needs to be sampled from a statistical

distribution, which introduces a free parameter “spin temperature” Ts to be adjustable.

1.2.3 Description of prompt neutron emission

Prompt neutrons may be emitted at different stages of the fission process. Different

models and formalisms have to be applied depending on the production mechanism. There

are five sources that contribute to the prompt neutron production: pre-fission neutrons,

ternary fission neutrons (scission neutrons), post-scission neutrons from ternary fission

fragments, evaporated neutrons during the acceleration of the fission fragments and from

the fully accelerated fission fragments. The prompt neutrons are mainly referred to the

ones from the fully accelerated fission fragments, while the others have negligible contri-

butions.

Pre-fission neutrons are emitted prior to the fission in multi-chance fission. Above

the second-chance fission threshold, e.g. En ≈6 MeV in case of 238U(n,f), the compound

nucleus can decay by emission of a neutron then followed by fission (n,n’f). Below this

second-chance fission threshold, the excitation energy of the residual nucleus left after

neutron emission is too low to undergo fission. In fact, the pre-fission neutrons are not

related to the fission process itself.

In most of time, fission is a binary process, i.e. only two primary fission fragments

are formed. Once every few hundred fission events, more than two particles are formed.

When there are three primary fission fragments, it is called a ternary fission event. About

90% of the ternary fission particles are α-particles and 7% tritons. The remaining parti-

cles can include a large variety of species, including neutron emitter, e.g. 5He→ 4He+n

(T1/2=7.03×10−22s). Consequently, post-scission neutron from ternary fission fragments

is a negligible component.

The neutron width of the states in fission fragments are usually around few tens of keV,

corresponding to a characteristics time of ∼1018 s. As a result, the characteristic decay

time of the prompt neutron emission is larger than the period of the acceleration of the

primary fission fragments (∼1020s) and thus the evaporated neutrons are mainly coming

from the fully accelerated fission fragments instead of during the acceleration phase.
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Chapter 1. Mechanism of the nuclear fission process

Unlike the four sources of prompt neutrons discussed above, the existence of ternary

fission neutrons, also called scission neutrons, is still an open question. That’s because

the adiabatic assumption is not validated any more in the scission configuration, where

the neck between the fragments ruptures and quickly absorbed by the fragments. Sev-

eral models are dedicated to this kind of calculations [55] based on Halpern’s Sudden

Approximation. There is a lack of precise experimental data to validate the theoretical

calculation, where the main difficulty is to differentiate between scission neutrons and

evaporated neutrons experimentally. The angular distribution of the scission neutron is a

key issue in the separation. Because the evaporated neutrons are emitted from the moving

fission fragments, which are kinematically focused onto the fission axis when transformed

form the center of mass frame to the lab frame. And theoretical calculation reveals that

the scission neutrons are emitted mainly perpendicularly to the fission axis, which has

an opposite effect. However, the evaporated neutrons are not uniformly emitted from

the fragments in center of mass system due to the angular momentum effect [56, 57],

which adds extra difficulties in the separation between evaporated neutrons and scission

neutrons.

According to the discussion above, the evaporated neutron from the fully acceler-

ated fission fragments is the main source for prompt fission neutron spectra (PFNS),

and the scission neutrons is still controversy, which in turns can be a very good ob-

servable in understanding the dynamic process in the scission configuration. Eventually,

PFNS are described by various models, including Maxwellian, Watt, Los Alamos model

(extension Point-By-Point model) and statistical Hauser-Feshbash model (CGMF and

FIFRELIN codes). For example, the earliest and simplest model is the single parameter

Maxwellian-Boltzmann distribution, which is a good approach to evaporation spectrum

of Weisskopf [58], with the form:

N(E) =
( 2√

π

)
×
(√E
T 2/3

)
e−

E
T (1.16)

where T is the temperature parameter. It relies on the fit to the experimental data, e.g. in

case of 252Cf(sf), T=1.42 MeV, corresponding to an average energy<En >=3
2
T=2.13 MeV.

The transformation of the Maxwell spectrum into center of mass system yields a Watt

spectrum. It is implemented in many model calculations due to its good description of

the experimental data, see Figure 1.9. However it has been well known that it can not

describe the experimental result above 6 MeV since it neglects the physical aspects of the

fission process. Given the initial conditions of the primary fission fragments (excitation

energy and spin), the kinetic energy of the emitted neutron can be sampled from one of

the distributions mentioned above and the process stops when no more neutron emission

is possible, namely excitation energy below the neutron separation energy Sn.
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1.2. Description of the post-scission step in the fission mechanism

Figure 1.9 – Comparison of prompt neutron spectrum among the calculations from FIFRELIN,
a Maxwellian and the Manhart evaluation in a linear (a) and a logarithmic (b)
neutron energy scale [18].

1.2.4 Description of prompt γ-rays emission

When the excitation energy has fallen below the neutron separation energy after the

prompt neutron emission, prompt γ-ray emission takes over. Prompt fission γ-rays are

emitted in characteristic times 10−14s to 10−3s. At the early stage, γ-ray emission may

compete with the last neutron emission, which still remains unclear [22–24]. About 95%

of the prompt PFG are emitted within 3 ns after fission [59,60] and it is the main subject

of study of this work. γ-rays emitted in times > 50 ns up to 1 ms is called “late” γ-ray,

which stem from the de-excitation of the shape isomers. The γ-rays emitted after 1 ms

are called delayed γ-rays in order to be distinguished from prompt γ-rays and “late”

γ-rays. The time evolution of relative yields of γ-ray energy and multiplicity has been

experimentally measured, see Figure 1.10.

The early analysis of fission fragment de-excitation assumed that the neutron emission

was taking place whenever energetically possible. The residual energy then evacuated by

prompt γ-rays emission. However, the high yield of prompt γ-rays from the measurement

suggests that there may exist a competition between neutron and γ emission, e.g. at times

about 10−14s, high-energy γ-rays of giant resonances may compete with the last neutron

emission. Neutron emission is efficient in taking away excitation energy (typical neutron

separation energy is ∼8 MeV) but not angular momentum. Then it is highly possible to

leave the nucleus at low excitation energy but high spin. It gives γ-rays a better chance to

compete neutron emission and to exhaust the remaining angular momentum, because the

level densities at low energy but high spin are low and neutron evaporation to final states

is delayed. Experiments have shown [22] that the total γ-ray energy is almost linear with

the excitation energy and could be related to the average number of neutrons emitted by
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Chapter 1. Mechanism of the nuclear fission process

Figure 1.10 – The time evolution of relative yields (to the total production) of γ-ray energy
and multiplicity since fission occurs [59]. The fact that the total photon energy
increases faster with time than the multiplicity indicates that early γ-rays have
higher energies.

the fragments. The relation is:

< Eγ >= 0.75 < ν > +4MeV (1.17)

where < Eγ > is the average total γ-ray energy release per fission and < ν > the av-

erage prompt neutron multiplicity. It has been explained as the linear increase of the

spins of the fragments as a function of the excitation energy, to be closely related to the

deformation. Nevertheless, the branching ratio between the neutron and γ-ray emission

at high excitation energy Pn = Γn/(Γn + Γγ) for different fission fragments still remains

unknown (where Γn, Γγ is the neutron width and gamma width), and more experimental

information is clearly needed.

The angular distribution of prompt γ-rays emission is non-isotropic relative to the fis-

sioning axis, see Figure 1.11. The anisotropy A (defined as [W(0deg)-W(90deg)]/W(90deg))

is negative when the γ-ray energy is lower than 200 keV, namely more γ-rays emitted at

the directions perpendicular to the fissioning axis than along the fissioning axis. It changes

to positive when the γ-ray energy is larger than 200 keV. The calculations [61] indicate

that the statistical dipole and the quadrupole radiation components are about equally

strong at high γ-ray energies, the dipole component predominant at low-energy region

and the quadrupole component at intermediate energies. The quadrupole radiation can

be assumed to be E2. The dipole radiation can be assumed to be M1 at low energies

and E1 at high energies. In addition, components of stretched E2 cascades are seen in

the energy ranges 0.15-0.24 MeV and 0.35-0.96 MeV. It leads to the basic picture of the

de-excitation process of the fission fragments in the (E∗, J) plan, see Figure 1.12.
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1.2. Description of the post-scission step in the fission mechanism

Figure 1.11 – The anisotropy versus γ-ray energy from the measurements with Pt (circles) and
Ni (dots) backing [61].

Figure 1.12 – Schematic view of the de-excitation process of the fission fragments in the (E∗, J)
plan [18]. The primary fission fragments firstly evacuate the excitation energy by
neutron emission, and then followed by γ-rays emission including statistical γ-rays
and discrete γ-rays.

The information of PFG is one of the least understood part of the fission process due

to the experimental difficulties related to the wide ranges of γ-ray energies (few tens of

keV to tens of MeV) and wide emission time range. Recent instrumental advancements
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Figure 1.13 – The prompt fission γ-ray emission spectrum from the work [62] by using LaBr3

scintillation detectors, in comparison with earlier measurements and evaluated
data.

have made it possible to perform more precise measurements of PFGS from spontaneous,

thermal- and fast-neutron induced fission of a large variety of actinide systems. Recently,

several measurement programmes on PFG characteristics, namely the multiplicity, total

energy released and average photon energy per fission, have been performed by JRC

(Geel). For example, the γ emission from 252Cf(sf) was studied and compared to the data

taken 40 years earlier by using various types of γ-ray detectors [62]. More structures at

low-energy region have been observed, see Figure 1.13. In order to extend the nuclear data

library of PFGS, which are important for fundamental physics and nuclear applications,

this work has measured the prompt fission γ-rays from various fissioning systems. These

fissioning systems include 252Cf(sf), 238U(n,f) and 239Pu(n,f). The experimental aspect of

this work will be discussed in the following chapters.
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Chapter 2

The fast neutron source - LICORNE

As mentioned in the first chapter, fast-neutron-induced fission of 238U and 239Pu will

be studied in this work. Due to the fact that the fission cross section in fast-neutron

region is three orders of magnitude lower than that in the thermal neutron region, it

requires an intense neutron source to cumulate reasonable statistics for the study of the

PFGS. Fast neutrons are currently produced using either “white” neutron sources or

mono-energetic/quasi mono-energetic neutron sources. “White” neutron sources offer the

ability to provide neutrons from sub-thermal energies to GeV, for example n-TOF facility

at CERN [63]. However, the use of collimated long flight paths, which are necessary to

obtain better energy resolution using time of flight (TOF) measurement, result in limited

neutron fluxes. Mono-energetic or quasi mono-energetic neutron sources are generally pro-

duced through light ion reactions such as T(d,n), T(p,n), D(d,n), 7Li(p,n) and 9Be(p,n),

and are generally good sources for fast neutron measurements. They are used for example

at the Van de Graaff facility in JRC (Geel) [64]. Nevertheless, inverse kinematics such as

p(7Li,n), p(9Be,n) and p(11B,n) can be used to kinematically focus the outgoing neutrons

into a small angular range around zero degree with respect to the beam axis direction. The

advantages from inverse kinematics reactions are that the shielding materials for beam

collimation are not needed, thereby limiting the background of scattered neutrons, and

the neutron flux is greatly increased. In this chapter, the fast neutron source LICORNE

(which stands for Lithium Inverse Cinematiques ORsay NEutron source) [30–32], devel-

oped at the ALTO facility of the IPN Orsay, will be presented.

2.1 General characteristics of the LICORNE neutron

source

The LICORNE neutron source generates fast neutrons which can be used to bom-

bard an actinides sample and induce fission. LICORNE produces intense, kinemati-

cally focused, quasi mono-energetic beams of neutrons or “white” neutrons, by using the

p(7Li,n)7Be or p(11B,n)11C reaction. The heavy projectile (7Li or 11B), produced by the
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Tandem in ALTO facility [65], interacts in a cylindrical hydrogen gas cell, producing nat-

urally collimated neutrons. This allows placement of detectors close to a sample to be

irradiated without being affected by the neutrons from the source. As a consequence to

this naturally collimated neutron cone, there is no need for the shielding of the neutrons

and the neutron flux is enhanced by the kinematic focusing on the sample. Another

key feature is that the LICORNE device is placed in a big experimental hall without a

roof, which decreases the back-scattered neutron background in the region of the irradi-

ated samples. Thus the neutron background, especially thermal neutrons, is very low.

It has been proved experimentally that the thermal neutron background is five orders of

magnitude lower, which allows the study of fissile material in fast-neutron region reliable.

A schematic view of the LICORNE device can be seen in the Figure 2.1. A reaction

chamber was designed to couple the pressurized gas cell to the Tandem vacuum beam

line. The entry point of the cell consists of a drilled hole and a Tantalum foil pinched

between the cell and the reaction chamber exit flange. The foil thickness may vary from

2.0 µm to 2.8 µm. Tantalum and other high-Z materials are essential to eliminate all

potential sources of fusion-evaporation reactions along the beam trajectory. Low-Z mate-

rials are avoided. Parasitic fusion-evaporation reactions are unwanted because they emit

neutrons isotropically and at undesired energies, destroying the advantage of the inverse

kinematics. In addition they emit background γ-rays. The Coulomb barrier heights of

different structural materials for the primary beam 7Li and 11B are listed in Table 2.1,

respectively, and determine the energy regime within which LICORNE can operate at

very low background. Inside the LICORNE chamber, a fluorescent foil and a camera are

used to help tuning the incident beam to pass through the 4.5 mm hole. Obtaining high

transmission of the primary beam into the cell is of utmost importance. The end of the

gas cell is coated with 100 µm Lead or 25 µm gold foil to stop the primary beam. The

gas cell is surrounded by Lead or Tungsten shielding (not represented in the schematic

view) in order to attenuate the flux of the 478 keV γ-rays emitted from radioactive decay

of residual nuclei 7Be and inelastic scattering 7Li(p,p’) reaction (in case of 11B, 511 keV

annihilation γ-rays from radioactive decay and 2125 keV γ-rays from 11B(p,p’) reaction).

Table 2.1 – Coulomb barrier of the structural materials along the beam trajectory (27Al, 181Ta
and 208Pb) for the primary beam (7Li and 11B), respectively.

VC,7Li (MeV) VC,11B (MeV)
27Al 2.68 9.13
181Ta 22.32 44.52
208Pb 24.79 48.90

It is essential to understand the neutron flux distribution and energy distribution in the

space in order to predict the fission rate of the actinides samples, neutron damage on the
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Figure 2.1 – A schematic view of the LICORNE facility with an actinides sample placed after the
hydrogen gas cell. The Tantalum foil separates the vacuum in LICORNE chamber
and the pressurized gas cell [66].

gamma ray detectors and scattered neutron background etc. A simulation code has been

developed based on GEANT4 [67]. This program aims to simulate the coupling between

the energy loss process of 7Li or 11B in Tantalum foil and hydrogen gas, and the neutron

production reaction of p(7Li, n)7Be or p(11B, n)11C, as well as the neutron transportations

in space. The kinematics calculation of the two reactions had to be incorporated into the

GEANT4 tool-kit, which doesn’t include these reactions in the standard list of physics

processes. Kinematics calculations were performed using TGenPhaseSpace class [68] from

ROOT [69]. However this class assumes that the differential cross section in center of mass

system (CM) is uniform. In order to improve the calculations, two-body phase calculation

had to take into account the differential cross section of the two reactions, obtained from

experiments [70,71]. Since the total cross sections of the two reactions are very low, around

several hundreds of millibarns, it needs a lot of calculation time to decrease statistical

fluctuations in the results. In order to accelerate the simulation, some general options can

be considered, e.g. higher physical cut limits (namely energy threshold) applied to particles

whose tracking are not interesting like beryllium and electron. However, the effect of

these operations is limited. Instead, more efficient event-biasing techniques have been

implemented into the GEANT4 simulation to accelerate the calculations without changing

the tool-kit itself and the code has been validated in different types of experiments.
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2.2 Simulations of the neutron production

2.2.1 Kinematics calculations

The physics list is a key issue in GEANT4. It includes the modelling of interac-

tions of different particles in matter, e.g. photons and neutrons. In the version 9.6, the

processes of inverse kinematics for light ions are not included. For this reason, this sec-

tion describes the creation and implementation of the process of inverse kinematics into

reference physics lists in GEANT4, i.e. “IonPhysics”. Similar to photon Compton scat-

tering, the p(7Li,n)7Be reaction is described in “DiscreteProcess”. The process has three

methods which play an important role in tracking, “PostStepDoIt”, “ComputeCrossSec-

tionPerAtom” and “GetMeanFreePath”. The physical interaction length, namely the

distance at which the process will make an interaction, is calculated by the multiplication

of the mean free path (obtained from “GetMeanFreePath” and “ComputeCrossSection-

PerAtom”) and the number of mean free path (sampled random number). The process

with shortest interaction length is invoked and corresponding states are changed accord-

ing to “PostStepDoIt” class. The principle of the processes for the p(7Li,n)7Be and

p(11B,n)11C reactions is the same. So only the formula for p(7Li,n)7Be reaction is shown

in the following discussion.

The “ComputeCrossSectionPerAtom” and “GetMeanFreePath” methods give the mean

free path in certain materials, which is defined as:

λ =
1∑

H

NH · σH(E)
(2.1)

where NH is the number of hydrogen atom per volume and σH(E) is the total cross section

of the process. The total cross section as a function of the incident beam energy needs

to be provided by the user according to the experimental data [70,71], see Figure 2.2 for

the cross section of the p(7Li,n)7Be and p(11B,n)11C reactions as a function of the kinetic

energy of the projectile, respectively.

The details of the interaction, including the change of the particle’s energy, momentum,

direction and position, and information of secondary particles etc., are implemented in

the method of “PostStepDoIt”, i.e. the phase calculations in this case. The multi-bodied

phase calculation firstly generates an effective mass Meff , conserving total energy and

momentum. And then the effective mass is sequentially “decay” via two-body modes,

giving decay products with an angular distribution in their own center of mass system.

Then the neutron momentum Pn,cm in center of mass system can be easily deduced from
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Figure 2.2 – Total cross sections for the (a) p(7Li,n)7Be and (b) p(11B,n)11C reactions, respec-
tively, as a function of the incident projectiles’ energy. The reaction threshold for
the two reactions has been pointed out in the figure.

the total energy of the neutrons En,cm, with the formula:

Meff = mLi +KELi +mp +KEp (2.2)

En,cm =
M2

eff −m2
Be +m2

n

2Meff

(2.3)

Pn,cm =
√
E2
n,cm −m2

n (2.4)

where mLi, mp, mBe, and mn are the rest mass of 7Li, proton, 7Be and neutron, re-

spectively. In the previous work, “TGenPhaseSpace” class [68] form ROOT tool-kit was

used, in the assumption that the direction of outgoing neutrons is uniformly distributed

in center of mass system. However, it is not the case according to the experimental re-

sults [70, 71] (see Figure 2.3 for the distribution at different projectile energies, which

have been scaled for easier reading) and the angular distribution changes dramatically

especially at high energies of the projectiles. The differential cross section is described

with Legendre polynomials:

σ(θ) =
∑

AnPn(cos θ) (2.5)

where θ is the outgoing angle of neutron in center of mass system, Pn(cosθ) is the Legendre

polynomial coefficient and An is the coefficient fitted from experimental data as a function

of incident particle energy. Due to the fact that the differential cross section data were

obtained from direct reaction 7Li(p,n)7Be, the energy of proton has to multiply the mass
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ratio between lithium and proton to get the corresponding lithium energies, with the cross

section to be conserved in inverse kinematics. And the (180◦ − θ) is the outgoing angle

of neutron in the differential cross section distribution of inverse kinematics by replacing

the original angle θ.
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Figure 2.3 – Differential cross section distribution in CM system at different projectile ener-
gies for the (a) p(7Li,n)7Be and (b) p(11B,n)11C reactions, respectively. The cross
section has been scaled for better visualization. Non-uniform distributions are ob-
served for 7Li energies from 13.15 MeV to 16.5 MeV and 11B energies from 33 MeV
to 50 MeV, especially at high-energy region.

Instead of a uniform distribution, i.e. cos(θ)=rand() and α=2π×rand(), non-uniform

sampling in angle θ according to experimental distribution can be obtained for the outgo-

ing neutrons. As a consequence, the corresponding momentum of the neutrons are then

be able to be modified according to the neutron realistic kinematics:

Pn,cm,x = Pn,cm × sin θ cosα (2.6)

Pn,cm,y = Pn,cm × sin θ sinα (2.7)

Pn,cm,z = Pn,cm × cos θ (2.8)
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2.2. Simulations of the neutron production

Finally, the kinematics properties need to be described in the laboratory (LAB) system

using the Lorentz boost. The boost velocity is that of the mother nucleus (assumed as

the compound nucleus) in lab frame

V CN,lab = P CN,labc
2/ECN,lab (2.9)

where P CN,lab = P Li,lab and ECN,lab = Meff . The components of the ejectile momentum

parallel and perpendicular to the boost velocity are

P ‖n,cm = P n,cm · v̂CN,lab (2.10)

P⊥n,cm = P n,cm − P ‖n,cmv̂CN,lab (2.11)

respectively, where v̂CN,lab is the unit vector of the boost velocity. According to the

Lorentz transformation, the perpendicular component is not affected by the Lorentz boost

and the parallel component in lab frame is

P
‖
n,lab = γ(P ‖n,cm + VCN,labEn,cm/c

2)v̂CN,lab (2.12)

P⊥n,lab = P⊥n,cm (2.13)

where γ = 1/
√

1− V 2
CN,lab/c

2. The summation of the two vector components (parallel

and perpendicular) gives the final momentum in the lab frame. Also Lorentz boost matrix

is available in the class of “TLorentzVector” from ROOT tool-kit, which can be easily

applied in the code.

The results of relativistic kinematics calculation are plotted in Figure 2.4. For each

energy of incident projectile, two energies of neutrons appear in one specific angle in LAB

system, except the maximum angle of the neutron cone. That’s because in the inverse

kinematics, the forward and backward outgoing neutrons in CM system are projected into

the same angle of LAB system, which leads to a primary energy (at higher energy) and a

“satellite” energy at an angle in LAB system. This correlation is illustrated in Figure 2.5

when Γ > 1 in case of A(a,b)B reaction, where Γ is defined as Γ =
(
AaAb
AAAB

· E′

E′+Q

)1/2

, and

E ′ = 1
2
mamA
ma+mA

v2
a is the kinetic energy of the center of mass (non-relativistic kinematics is

used for this illustration).

In addition, when the energy of projectile is higher than the threshold (16.51 MeV)

for the reaction p(7Li,n)7Be∗, where 7Be∗ stays in the first excited state, the equation 2.3

has to be changed as:

En,cm =
M2

eff − (m2
Be + 429.08[keV ]) +m2

n

2Meff

(2.14)

Thus the available energy for neutron production is decreased and two types of kinematics
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.4 – Kinematics curves of the neutron energy vs. the angle of outgoing neutron in
the LAB frame with respect to the projectile’s direction for different projectile
energies, calculated using two-body relativistic kinematics. (a) 7Li energy ranges
from 13.15 MeV to 16.5 MeV, (b) 11B energy ranges from 33 MeV to 50 MeV.

Vcm

Vn,cm

Vn,lab

Vn,cm
θcmθlab

Figure 2.5 – The correlation between V n,cm, V n,lab and V cm when Γ > 1. See text for the
definition of Γ.

curves are generated for one incident lithium energy. Since the ratio of the macro cross

section for the two reactions are known, this part of calculation can be incorporated into

the same DiscreteProcess by changing the equation 2.3. In reality, the lithium energy has

to be operated below the threshold of the reaction p(7Li,n)7Be∗, because in most cases

LICORNE serves as a quasi mono-energetic neutron source.
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2.2. Simulations of the neutron production

2.2.2 Description of the event biasing

As mentioned before, the total cross section for the p(7Li,n)7Be and p(11B,n)11C re-

actions is small, i.e. less than 1 barn, according to the Figure 2.2. It gives a much larger

mean free path compared to other interactions in the gas cell. It is rarely chosen in

GEANT4 Monte Carlo selection of the physics processes. As a result, the analogue sim-

ulation for small cross section processes usually takes a lot of calculation time. In order

to accelerate the simulation, event-biasing technique is often needed by sampling particle

histories in the regions of interest. Since version 10.0, GEANT4 incorporates a new ap-

proach, allowing biasing of processes interaction and final state, together with splitting,

killing etc. However, the validation of the new approaches is still ongoing. In addition,

version 9.6 is used in this work. So event-biasing technique was performed by wrapping

the processes for the p(7Li,n)7Be and p(11B,n)11C reactions (the creation and implemen-

tation discussed in the previous section), that have been inserted into reference physics

list, without changing the GEANT4 tool-kit itself. Two main methods of event-biasing

techniques: particle splitting and importance biasing, are discussed hereafter.

The first method, called particle splitting technique, splits the tracking into two

branches. One contains the interaction products and the other contains the original

particle. It is widely used in MCNP code [72], and is also known as force collision. It may

be necessary to remember that 7Li is continuously loosing its energy over its trajectory in

the gas cell. Unlike dealing with neutral particles, charged particles’ transportation has

strong coupling between the energy loss process in the hydrogen gas cell, which is a con-

tinuous process, and neutron production process, i.e. p(7Li,n)7Be or p(11B,n)11C reaction,

which is a discrete process. Despite the continuous loss of energy, the step-size is limited

in GEANT4 so that cross section can be assumed constant during the step [73]. As a

result, force collision can be applied in GEANT4 by adding secondaries (e.g. neutrons) at

the end of each step, see Figure 2.6(a). Proper weight has to be given to compensate the

splitting process:

W ′(x) = W (x−∆x) ·
[
1− eσ(x−∆x)·∆x] (2.15)

W (x) = W (x−∆x) · eσ(x−∆x)·∆x (2.16)

where W (x − ∆x) and W (x) is the weight of the original incident particles (7Li) in the

previous step and current step, W ′(x) is the weight of the outgoing neutron generated in

this force collision, σ(x−∆x) is the cross section in this step and ∆x is the step length.

Similar to the particle splitting, the final state of discrete processes can also be modified.

It means that instead of generating one neutron in analogue simulation, hundreds of

neutron can be generated following the same kinematics calculation, see Figure 2.6(b).

The statistical weight of these neutrons will be divided by the splitting factor. This

technique was firstly used in the example of Bremsstrahlung splitting [74].
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Figure 2.6 – Schematic view of the principle of multi-level splitting techniques applied in
GEANT4: (a) force collision; (b) secondaries splitting.

Instead of splitting particles, the cross section for potentially interesting processes can

be modified to be more favourable in the selection of different processes. The increase

of the cross section leads to higher probability in getting small step-size samples, which

results in the p(7Li,n)7Be or p(11B,n)11C reaction to be more favourable for high-energy

projectiles, i.e. at the beginning of the hydrogen gas cell. This phenomenon is called

beam depletion. This un-physical phenomenon needs to be corrected by introducing a

proper weight factor to compensate the artificial increase of the cross section. The weight

is deduced from the derivative form of interaction probability (dN/N = −Σdx), with the

formula:

W (x) = W (x−∆x) · e(b−1)·∆λ (2.17)

where W (x) and W (x−∆x) are the weight of the incident particles (7Li) in the previous

step and current step, b is the biasing factor, ∆λ is the number of interaction lengths

traversed in this step. This method is the so-called importance biasing [75]. Figure 2.7

gives the number of interactions for the p(7Li,n)7Be reaction at different positions in the

hydrogen gas cell, with and without weight correction. It depicts that the interaction in

the latter part of the gas cell has greater importance (weight) due to the increased cross

section.

Both splitting and importance biasing techniques are tested in the simulation. Fig-

ure 2.8 shows that both splitting method and importance biasing method are in good

agreement with the analogue simulation. At the same time, it decreases computation

time dramatically. In terms of figure-of-merit (FOM), defined as FOM = 1/(σ · T ) where

σ is the statistical error and T is the calculation time, it has been increased more 20 times

compared to analogue simulation. As a result, the final strategy is the combination of the

particle splitting technique and the importance biasing to make use of all the advantages,
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Figure 2.7 – Comparison of the number of interactions versus the depth in the gas cell with
(black) and without (red) the weight correction. -20 mm represents the entry of
the gas cell and 0 mm the exit of the gas cell. Uncorrected curve exhibits the beam
depletion phenomenon.
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techniques.
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i.e. increase the cross section by a factor of 10000 and increase the neutron yields by a

factor of 100 at the same time in default configuration.

2.3 Simulation results and comparisons with experi-

ment

2.3.1 Energy loss process

In this code, an user interface has been created to take all the parameters of the setup

into account, i.e. thickness of the Tantalum foil, pressure of the hydrogen gas, length of

the gas cell and the incident beam energies (see Appendix. A). All these parameters could

have impact in the energy loss of 7Li or 11B in the setup and thus the outgoing neutron

spectrum.

The incident beam firstly bombards on the tantalum foil, which separates the vacuum

in LICORNE chamber (<10−5 atmosphere) and the pressurized hydrogen gas cell (1.0 -

1.7 atmospheres). There are two limit values for the tantalum foil thickness available at

the moment, 2.0 µm and 2.8 µm. The foil needs a certain thickness to resist the force

caused by the pressure difference on both sides. The main interactions between primary

beam and the tantalum foil are inelastic collisions with the atomic electrons and elastic

scattering with the nuclei. Inelastic collisions with the atomic electrons make negligible

deflection but mainly cause a loss of energy. It causes energy straggling because the energy

loss process in nature has statistical fluctuations in the number of collisions and energy

transfer in each collision. Elastic scattering mainly deflects the primary particles from its

incident direction and introduces spacial spreading of the beam profile. The maximum

cone angle is increased compared to pure kinematics calculations. As a consequence,

the scattered primary particles can hit the Aluminium wall and make fusion-evaporation

reactions since the kinetic energy of the primary particles is generally larger than the

Coulomb barrier height, see Figure 2.9(a). Extra Lead or Gold foil can be coated around

the inside of the gas cell to avoid the fusion-evaporation reactions.

After going through the tantalum foil, the incident particles undergo further energy

loss in the hydrogen gas cell. In the gas cell, the spatial spreading is negligible, see

Figure 2.9(b), because 7Li projectile is heavier than the proton target such that the 7Li

are hardly deflected. And the energy straggling depends on the pressure and the length

of the gas cell (thickness), according to the formula calculated by Bohr [76]:

σ2
0 = 4πNar

2
e(mec

2)2ρ
Z

A
x = 0.1596ρ

Z

A
x[MeV 2] (2.18)

where σ0 is the standard deviation of the energy distribution of the incident particle at

the end of the gas cell, ρ the density and x the thickness of the gas cell. It depicts that the
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2.3. Simulation results and comparisons with experiment

Figure 2.9 – Comparisons of the 7Li trajectories in LICORNE setup (a) with and (b) without
the Tantalum foil, simulated in GEANT4. The spacial spreading of the projectile
trajectories is mainly due to the presence of Tantalum foil.

higher the pressure (i.e. larger ρ), the greater is the stopping power of the gas and thus

wider the energy spread of the incident particles at the end. The longer the gas cell x, the

incident particles lose more energy and thus wider the energy spread. As a consequence,

the wider of the incident particles’ energy distribution induces a wider distribution of

neutron spectrum.

Given all the information of the LICORNE setup, the spacial spreading and energy

straggling are simulated in the GEANT4 code. Assuming that the incident beam has a

two-dimensional Gaussian distribution (σ0=1.0 mm) before the collimator (�=4.0 mm,

see Figure 2.9), the distribution of the beam at the end of the gas cell has been calculated

to be σx=1.17 mm for 2.0 µm thick tantalum foil, and σx=1.26 mm for 2.8 µm thick

tantalum foil, respectively. Table 2.2 summaries the change of quantities during the

energy loss process in LICORNE setup.

Table 2.2 – Summary of the projectile quantities at different positions, including energy and
space distributions. 0 stands for the position before the Pb collimator, 1 stands for
the beginning of gas cell (right after Ta foil) and 2 for the end of gas cell. Other
LICORNE setup parameters are gas cell length L=3.5 cm and pressure P=1.5 atm.

Ta thickness d(µm) E0(MeV) E1(MeV) E2(MeV) σ0(mm) σ1(mm) σ2(mm)
2.0 16.95 15.57±0.04 13.95±0.06 1.00 0.83 1.17
2.8 17.50 15.58±0.05 13.96±0.06 1.00 0.83 1.26
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2.3.2 Neutron production and transportation

As mentioned in the kinematics calculations section 2.2.1, the energy spectrum of the

outgoing neutrons is dependent on the energy of incident particles, i.e. energy distribution

of the incident particles in the gas cell, characterized by its pressure and length. A

typical kinematics curve is plotted in Figure 2.10, showing a coupling between the energy

loss process of incident particles in hydrogen gas cell (continuous process) and neutron

production reaction (discrete process), i.e. p(7Li,n)7Be or p(11B,n)11C. A sample placed

few centimetres after the LICORNE source usually covers several degrees of polar angle

with respect to the beam axis in the LAB system. And the projection of this part to the

y-axis is the neutron spectrum seen by the sample. Several neutron spectra are plotted

at different projectile energies in Figure 2.11 for the two neutron production reactions,

respectively.
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Figure 2.10 – Kinematics curves obtained from the LICORNE simulation with the parameters
L=2.0 cm, P=1.1 atm, d=2.8 µm and E0=17.5 MeV. (a) Correlation between
neutron energy and the angle with respect to the projectile’s direction in LAB
system; (b) Correlation between neutron energy and the angle with respect to the
z direction (beam direction) in LAB system.

By changing the energy of incident particles, various outgoing neutron energies are

obtained, from 0.5 MeV to 4 MeV for p(7Li,n)7Be in a <25◦ neutron cone and 0.5 MeV

to 7 MeV for p(11B,n)11C in a <35◦ neutron cone. In terms of using LICORNE as a

quasi mono-energetic neutron source, the kinetic energy of primary beam is contraint

by two factors: one is to avoid fusion-evaporation reactions with Tantalum on the beam

trajectories and the other is to avoid the opening of other reaction channels with protons,

e.g. p(7Li,n)7Be∗ reaction. Consequently, the upper limit of the primary beam energy is
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2.3. Simulation results and comparisons with experiment

16.5 MeV for Lithium and 44.0 MeV for Boron. The width of the neutron peaks depends

on the thickness of the Tantalum foil, pressure and length of the gas cell, as discussed

in Section 2.3.1. The primary and “satellite” neutron peaks are visible in the spectra

(Figure 2.11). For fast-neutron-induced fission, e.g. 238U(n,f), the energy threshold is by

convention considered to be 1.4 MeV. So the “satellite” neutron peak brings a negligible

contribution to the fission of the system. On the other hand, when the energy of incident

particles is close to the threshold of the reaction, the neutron cone becomes very narrow

and the two neutron peaks very close to each other. 105 n/cm2/s to 106 n/cm2/s are typical

neutron flux available at 100 nA beam intensity of Lithium, when using LICORNE as a

quasi mono-energetic neutron source.
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Figure 2.11 – Quasi mono-energetic neutron mode: neutron spectrum seen by a thin actinide
sample (�=1.0 cm) placed 10 cm after the LICORNE gas cell (L=2.0 cm,
P=1.1 atm, d=2.8 µm) at different incident particle’s energy. (a) 7Li energies
E1 range from 13.15 MeV to 16.5 MeV; (b) 11B energies E1 from 36 MeV to
42 MeV. The neutron flux is normalized to the beam intensity of 100 nA.

Contrary to a quasi mono-energetic neutron source, LICORNE can serve as a “white”

neutron source. In some industrial applications, the neutron energy distribution in few

MeV region dose not affect the results significantly, e.g. testing of electronics in extreme

neutron irradiation environments. In such cases, the upper limit of the primary beam

energy is only limited by avoiding fusion-evaporation reactions on Tantalum, i.e. the

primary beam energy can extend up to 22.3 MeV for Lithium. Consequently, a long gas

cell can be used to maximize the probability of neutron production reactions along the

beam trajectory. One example has been presented in Figure 2.12. In addition, thanks to

the recent upgrade on ion source in ALTO facility, the primary beam intensity provided
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can extend to 1 µA for Lithium without having any window melting problem. Thus, the

neutron flux with 1 µA beam intensity of Lithium can reach up to 7×107 n/cm2/s at

0.5 cm far away from the gas cell.
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Figure 2.12 – “White” neutron mode: (a) neutron spectrum seen by a thin sample
(�=2.0 mm) placed 0.5 cm after the LICORNE gas cell (L=20.0 cm, P=1.6 atm,
d=2.0 µm). The Lithium energies are E0=22.30 MeV, E1=21.11±0.04 MeV and
E2=12.30±0.13 MeV, respectively. (b) The neutron flux distribution at different
distances after the LICORNE setup. The neutron flux is normalized to the beam
intensity of 100 nA.

The calculation of neutron transportation in the experimental hall is also included in

the GEANT4 code. The tracking of the neutron trajectories is stored in the format of

TTree, containing spacial coordinates, momentum, kinetic energy and weight (correction

to event biasing) of the neutrons. It allows extraction of the information at any place

of the experimental hall from the root file without re-doing the simulation, which saves

time. For example, the neutron flux in space is plotted in Figure 2.13, which has been

normalized to 100 nA beam intensity. The neutron flux is at the order of 106 n/cm2/s in

few centimetres after the gas cell. Though the deflected neutrons and even back-scattered

neutrons broaden the cone, neutron flux at positions Y=150 mm is at least 4 orders of

magnitude lower than that of 106 n/cm2/s. The neutron damage for HPGe detectors

placed at certain distances can then be estimated according to this flux distribution,

which is crucial in the experiment design.

By coupling the neutron flux with a fission chamber or a liquid scintillator neutron

detector, the fission rate of certain actinide or the time-of-flight spectra can be calculated.

Figure 2.14 plots the comparison between simulation results and experimental measure-

ments (details in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4) with different techniques, via TOF and fission

rate measurements. TOF spectra were measured in the liquid scintillation neutron de-
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2.3. Simulation results and comparisons with experiment

(a) (b)

Figure 2.13 – Neutron transportation in air after the LICORNE setup in (a) Cartesian co-
ordinate system and (b) cylindrical coordinate system. The parameters of the
LICORNE setup are L=3.5 cm, P=1.5 atm, d=2.8 µm and E0=16.75 MeV. Neu-
tron flux can be easily extracted from figure (a). And figure (b) gives a hint on
the actinides sample design in terms of maximizing the fission rate, i.e. conical
shape.
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Figure 2.14 – (a) Comparison of the simulation and experimental TOF spectrum in a liquid
scintillation detector placed 1.5 m after the LICORNE setup. (b) Comparison
of simulation and experimental fission rate measurement in each channel of an
ionization chamber containing 238U samples.
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tector, placed at zero degree with respect to the beam axis. It is plotted in the left of

Figure 2.14. The primary beam 7Li is a pulsed beam of 400 ns period and 2 ns width. The

arrival of neutrons in the neutron detector gives the start signal and the beam pulsing

signal provides the stop signal. The positions of the primary peak and “satellite” peak

have good agreements with the simulations, while the width of the peaks vary due to the

lack of the time resolution information of the neutron detector. The fission rate distribu-

tion at different distances relative to the LICORNE gas cell (Figure 2.14(b)) was obtained

by using a multi-sample ionization chamber. It contained fissionable nuclides 238U and

was placed in the neutron probe to be irradiated. The fission events were extracted by

excluding the α particles. The tendency of the fission rate distribution has been repro-

duced by the simulation. Some discrepancies are observed in the last few channels, which

may depends on the differences of the sample masses and the discrimination between the

fission fragments and α particles.

To summarize, a code in GEANT4 is developed to simulate the LICORNE setup. It

is able to reproduce the neutron energy and flux distribution in space at different setup

configurations. The calculation time is decreased with the implementation of event-biasing

techniques. The code has been validated by experimental measurements with reasonable

agreements.

2.4 Examples of LICORNE neutron source use

The main advantage of the LICORNE neutron source is the collimated neutron cone.

Thanks to the collimated neutron cone, the flux is kinematically enhanced at short dis-

tances and the detectors are allowed to be placed closer to the irradiated samples. With

the help of the calculations mentioned above, a better knowledge of the neutron flux and

energy distribution in the space is obtained. It opens up probabilities for different kinds of

experiments, e.g. imaging, cross section measurement and nuclear structure study. These

experiments have been performed successfully in the last few years.

2.4.1 Fast neutron tomography

Accelerator based fast neutron tomography (FNT) is a new technique dedicated to

produce images of the insides of dense materials. It can be a complementary technique

to X-ray computerized tomography (CT), due to neutron penetrative property in dense

material and sensitivity to low Z material. In a proof-of-concept experiment, performed

in December 2016, the reaction p(7Li,n)7Be was used and the incident lithium (pulsed

beam) was set closely to the reaction threshold (13.09 MeV) to minimize the opening

neutron cone (<5 degrees). In the experimental setup, a scanning table with rotational

and transitional movement, two high purity Germanium (HPGe) detectors and nineteen
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2.4. Examples of LICORNE neutron source use

liquid scintillator neutron detectors called NEDA were placed, as shown in Figure 2.15.

The HPGe detectors were used to detect the γ-rays from the (n,n’γ) reactions on the

materials, which in principle allows identification of the insides materials. The attenuation

of neutrons was measured by the NEDA array and used to reconstruct the image inside

a sealed box. A recently developed data acquisition system called FASTER was adopted

for the signals treatment. The apply of simultaneous iterative reconstruction technique

(SIRT) successfully produces the images of the internal structures.

Figure 2.15 – Experimental setup of fast neutron tomography by using LICORNE neutron
source, including a scanning table (left) and a neutron detection array NEDA
(right).

2.4.2 Chronological dating

Argon–argon (40Ar/39Ar) dating is a radiometric dating method invented to supersede

potassium-argon (K/Ar) dating in accuracy for geological, planetary and archaeological

materials. The 39K(n,p)39Ar and 39K(n,α)36Cl reactions are of great importance for the
40Ar/39Ar dating technique. However the cross section at energy range from 1 to 4 MeV

of the two reactions is not well known. With the advantages of the LICORNE neutron

source, the cross sections can be measured easily at these energies, with the “satellite”

energy below the reaction threshold. The experimental setup (see Figure 2.16) includes

a sample holder, a neutron detector and a HPGe detector. In the sample holder, metallic

foils (In and Au) were attached behind the sample (KBr or KNO3). The absolute neutron

fluence is mainly monitored by activation of metallic foils (In) and measuring the decay

γ-rays, through 115In(n,n’)115mIn reaction (T1/2=4.5 h, cross section around 310-340 mb).

After each irradiation, the In and Ag foil were taken off and put in front of the HPGe

detectors to measure the decay gamma rays. A neutron detector was placed 3 m away from

the LICORNE chamber, in order to monitor the beam fluctuation during the irradiation,

which then gives a correction factor for the neutron fluence. At the end of irradiation,
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analysis of 39Ar and 36Cl were performed by noble gas mass spectrometry and accelerator

mass spectrometry, respectively.

Figure 2.16 – Experimental setup of the cross section measuremnt in the key reaction for
40Ar/39Ar dating technique. The neutron fluence is monitored by mesuring the
decay γ-rays of the In and Au foil.

2.4.3 Nuclear structure studies

The nuclear structure of the neutron-rich nuclei is of great interests in nuclear physics

since the high neutron/proton ratio can be an interesting environment to study the nuclear

force between nucleons. In the past, other experiments have sought to produce neutron

rich nuclei by using nuclear fission. The spectrometers used to identify the hundreds

of fission fragments (neutron-rich nuclei) produced were those used in the EUROBALL

and EXILL experimental campaigns, with great success. However, only a limited subset

of neutron-rich nuclei can be obtained from these experiments. The LICORNE neutron

source was coupled to the MINIBALL γ-ray spectrometer to investigate fission fragments

produced by fast-neutron-induced fission of 238U (En = 1.72 MeV), which allows access

to more neutron-rich nuclei.

The lithium energy (pulsed beam, E0 = 16.75 MeV) and gas cell (3.5 cm and 1.5 at-

mosphere) were chosen to maximize the flux for the opening angle of the neutron cone

less than 20 degrees. The Uranium sample was placed 1.5 cm away from gas cell, and

was a half cylinder of Uranium metal with a diameter of 1.2 cm and length of 3.0 cm.

The MINIBALL array was placed 14 cm away from the Uranium sample to detect γ-rays,

which consisted of 24 high-purity Germanium detectors clustered in 8 cryostats without

BGO shields. The experimental setup can be seen in Figure 2.17. By using γ-γ and

γ-γ-γ coincidence techniques, starting from first and second excited states, the partial

level schemes of fission fragments after pre-emission can be built.
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Figure 2.17 – Experimental setup of the MINIBALL γ-ray spectrometer coupled with the
LICORNE neutron source, dedicated to measure the decay γ-rays of fission frag-
ments (neutron-rich) in the reaction 238U(nfast,f).

Since its creation in 2013, the LICORNE neutron source has now become an essential

tool for the ALTO facility. This simulation code, developed in this work, has been used for

the LICORNE experiments and is now accessible. Recently, a powerful γ-ray spectrom-

eter, called ν-ball, is coupled to the LICORNE neutron source for various fundamental

physics research.
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Measurements of PFGS in 238U(n,f)
and 239Pu(n,f) reactions

In recent years, the development of Generation IV reactors revived the measurement

of prompt fission γ-ray spectra, especially for fast-neutron-induced fission. The spectral

characteristics, such as γ-ray multiplicity, total γ-ray energy release and average photon

energy, are crucial nuclear data. These information are also useful from a fundamental

physics point of view, where results can be compared with theoretical predictions to refine

fission models. They are as well of great importance for reactor physics, e.g. they are used

as inputs for γ heating calculations. With the development of LICORNE neutron source,

the study of PFGS in the fast-neutron region becomes more practicable.

Two experiments dedicated to measure the prompt fission γ-rays of 238U and 239Pu

in fast-neutron region were performed at the tandem of the ALTO facility in IPN Orsay,

by using LICORNE neutron source, see Figure 3.1. Fission events were detected with

an ionization chamber containing actinide samples, placed in the neutron beam, and

the emitted prompt fission γ-rays were measured using a number of LaBr3 scintillation

detectors and a cluster of 9 phoswich detectors from the PARIS array [77–79]. Prompt

fission gamma rays were discriminated from prompt fission neutrons using the time-of-

flight (TOF) technique over distances of about 35 cm. In addition, liquid scintillation

detectors were placed along the beam axis 1.5 m away from the LICORNE source to

characterize neutron spectra via the TOF technique and to monitor the produced neutron

flux. In both experiments, detector pre-amplifier signals were processed using the digital

acquisition system FASTER (Fast Acquisition SysTem for nuclEar Research) [80]. In this

chapter, a detailed description of all the setup components will be given.
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Figure 3.1 – Picture of the two experimental setups, dedicated to measure the PFG of the (a)
238U(nfast,f) and (b) 239Pu(nfast,f) reactions, respectively.

3.1 Fission fragment detection

3.1.1 Interaction of fission fragments in matter

Fission fragments are charged particles that can be divided into two main groups: the

heavy-fragment group around mass number A= 143.53 with an average kinetic energy of

79.48 MeV per fragment and the light-fragment group around mass number A= 108.47

with a kinetic energy of 104.82 MeV per fragment, according to the FREYA calculation

in the case of 252Cf(sf). In addition, fission fragments are generally highly excited ionized

nuclei, see Table 1.1. The following discussion will focus on the interaction of fission

fragments in matter, which is mainly concerned with the collision between the heavy

charged particles and the atomic electrons. It is described quantitatively by the stopping

power defined as dE
dx

, i.e. the average linear rate of energy loss in a medium (MeV/cm).

Inelastic collision with the nucleus can be important in relativistic energy range. A

quantum of electromagnetic radiation is emitted (a photon) in this process, also known

as radiative energy loss. However, in this case, β is equal to 0.046 for the light-fragment

group, way below the relativistic energy range. Thus the radiative energy loss is negligible.

Consequently, the inelastic collision with atomic electrons through Coulomb force is

mainly responsible for the energy loss of fission fragments in matter. It results in excitation

or ionization. The excitation process promotes the atomic electron to a higher energy

level, followed by characteristics X-rays emission. The ionization process frees the atomic

electron creating an electron-ion pair. This is primary ionization. The emitted electron

(delta-rays) can have high enough energy to create electron-ion pairs itself, inducing

secondary ionization. The total energy and momentum conservation predicts that only a

small fraction of the heavy particle’s energy is going to be transferred to the light particles

(electrons). So the fission fragments travel along an unaltered linear path, gradually losing

the kinetic energy. In this region, the stopping power has been well described by the
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Figure 3.2 – Stopping power of a typical fission fragment Xenon as a function of the ion energy in
different targets. The black solid line refers to the calculation result from SRIM [81],
as well as different experimental results marked with target name.

Bethe-Bloch formula calculated in quantum mechanics [76]:
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(3.1)

where Wmax is the maximum energy transfer in a single collision, δ the density effect

correction and C the shell correction. Some general properties can be seen from the

formula. For example, the property of the medium is described by the Z/A and I, which

are roughly the same for all the materials. Thus the stopping power is mainly dependent

on the velocity and charge of the incident particles and can be estimated roughly to be

-dE/dx ∝ 1/v2, see Figure 3.2 in energy range from 104 to 105 keV/amu.

Table 3.1 – Range calculation results from the TRIM/SRIM codes [81] for a typical fission frag-
ment 132Xe and α particle in different counting gases.

Particle Kinetic Energy (MeV) Counting Gas Density (kg/m3) Range (mm)
132Xe 100 CF4 3.72 8.43

100 P10 1.59 23.55
100 P20 1.49 24.72

α 6 CF4 3.72 17.19
6 P10 1.59 52.50
6 P20 1.49 55.22

When the energy of the heavy particles is lower than certain limit, the contribution
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of the inelastic collision with atomic electron becomes less important. Because the prob-

ability for heavy fragments to capture of the electrons is increasing, thus decreasing the

effective charge of the heavy fragment and Coulomb force. In addition, elastic collision

(nuclear stopping power) starts to play a role in the interaction in the low-energy region.

When the incident particle reaches thermal equilibrium with the medium, the energy is

finally transferred to the atoms of the medium in the form of heat. In this region, the

Beth-Bloch formula is not applicable (no longer follows 1/v2, see Figure 3.2 in energy range

from 1 to 104 keV/amu) and the theoretical calculations are still not satisfactory with

the experimental observations. Several semi-empirical stopping power formulas have been

developed [82,83] and implemented in the TRIM/SRIM codes [81]. Table 3.1 includes the

calculation results of the stopping ranges by the TRIM/SRIM codes.

3.1.2 Multi-sample fission chamber

The large kinetic energy in fission fragments makes use of gaseous ionization detectors

a common technique for fission fragment detection. These gaseous ionization detectors

are usually filled with an ionizing gas of a pressure just above 1 atmosphere, and parallel

plates consisting of foils of actinides samples and blank foils. The actinide samples are

coated on the surface of a thin conductive foil, which can serve as a cathode or an anode. A

cathode/anode pair is formed with an adjacent blank or coated foil. The cathode/anode

pair is biased with a voltage of about 300 volts, allowing operating in the ionization

chamber mode, i.e. the charge collected is relatively insensitive to the applied voltage.

Gaseous ionization detectors are sensitive to the movement of charge, i.e. electron-ion

pairs, produced by ionizing radiation. The average energy to create an electron-ion pair in

the gas is called the ionization energy ω, which is at the order of 30 eV. It is not strongly

dependent on the type of incident particle, but depends slightly on the type of gas. In

case of full-energy deposition, the total number of ionizations N is proportional to the

energy of incident particle E0 [76]:

N =
E0

ω
(3.2)

It leads to the basic principle that: measuring the total number of ionizations gives access

to the energy of the incident particles. The occurrence of the ionization processes is

statistical by nature, following a Poisson or Poisson-like distribution. The fluctuation of

the distribution is described by [76]:

σ2 = FN = F
E0

ω
(3.3)

where F is the Fano factor, characterizing the energy loss in a collision not being purely

statistical (F<1 for gases and semiconductors). The resolution R = 2.35
√
FN
N

thus im-

proves with larger number of ionizations.
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Figure 3.3 – Schematic view of the parallel-plate ionization chamber, taken from [84]. See the
text for the explanation of the symbols.

A schematic view of the parallel-plate ionization chamber can be seen in Figure 3.3.

The electric field can be assumed to be uniform when the spacing d is small. If N electron-

ion pairs are created in position x0 in the gas, the voltage on the collecting electrode is

then [84]:

V (t) =
q(t)

C
=
Ne

C

(d− x+

d
− d− x−

d

)
(3.4)

where x+ = x0 + ω+t, x− = x0 - ω−t, x+ and x− are the positions for ions and electrons

at time t and ω is the drift velocity. Since the electron drift velocity is three orders of

magnitude larger than that of ions, the pulse from the anode is used in order to achieve

better time resolution of the ionization chamber. Therefore the circuit time constant RC

is chosen to be slightly larger than the electron collection time t−, which is much smaller

than the ion collection time t+, i.e. the motion of the positive ions is neglected. Thus the

voltage turns out to be [84]:

V (t) =
Ne

C

(−x0 + x0 − ω−t
d

)
=
−Neω−t
Cd

(3.5)

which increases linearly with time until all the electrons are collected. Finally the ampli-

tude of the pulse will be V(t)=−Nex0
Cd

, depending where the electron-ion pair was created.

In the experiment to measure 238U(n,f) PFGS, two fission chambers, newly developed

at CEA/DAM Bruyère-le-Chatel, were used to study prompt emission in fission [85]. The

first chamber contained one cathode supporting a 25 mm diameter 252Cf sample, which is a

60 kBq spontaneous fission source that has been widely studied and serves as a reference to

validate the analysis procedure. The second chamber is a multi-sample fission chamber,

containing 340 mg Uranium samples over 72 deposits (� = 33 mm) with a compact

geometry, see Figure 3.4 for a schematic view. The Uranium was deposited on both sides
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of each anode and cathode, except the first and last samples which were only coated on

the internal side. The anodes are paired two by two constituting 9 channels for readout

of fission fragment detection information. The chambers have been designed with thin

Aluminium walls to minimize scattering of prompt γ rays and neutrons emitted in fission

and thus have minimum distortion of the γ and neutron spectra. A gas regulation system

was used to keep a constant flux and a pressure 50 mb above atmospheric pressure. The

key characteristics are the sub-nanosecond time resolution and excellent discrimination

between fission fragments and α particles.

 beam

Ionization

chamber

preamps
LICORNE

setup

238U samples

12 cm

8 cm

Figure 3.4 – Picture of the multi-sample fission chamber developed in CEA Bruyère-le-Chatel
(left) and the corresponding simulation in GEANT4 (right).

The intrinsic time resolution of the fission chamber is the main constraint in this type

of experiment. This is because the signal from the fission chamber serves as the “start” of

the time-of-flight measurement, while the signal from the γ-ray detectors gives the “stop”

signal. In these experiments, the time resolution is around 300 ps for the γ-ray detectors,

which is much better than conventional ionization detectors. In order to improve the

time resolution of the fission chamber, Tetrafluoromethane CF4 was used as an ionizing

gas. It exhibits a higher electron drift velocity and a higher density compared to typical

ionizing gases, e.g. P10 (90% Ar, 10% CH4) or P20 (80% Ar, 20% CH4). The faster the

electron moves, the shorter the rise time of the signal will be. And the high density of the

gas allows a short distance between cathode and anode within reasonable pressure for a

compact geometry design of multi-sample chamber. In addition to the good drift velocity,

corresponding electronics have also been designed to preserve the good time resolution of

the chamber [85]. In the end, sub-nanosecond time resolution (732 ps) has been achieved

for this type of multi-sample fission chamber.

Another important characteristic is the discrimination between fission fragments and

α particles. A clear separation between the alpha decay and fission events is needed,

otherwise a false coincidence with the PFG may occur. In addition, the total number

of fissions detected in the experiment will be needed to normalize the measured PFGS.
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Figure 3.5 – The integrated charge spectrum taken with the CEA multi-sample ionization cham-
ber depicted in linear scale; the inset shows the same distribution in logarithmic
scale. In both representations, the separation between fission fragments and α
particles is visible.

According to Ref. [85], the gap between the anode and cathode is set to be 2.5 mm, along

which the fission fragment induce charge equivalent to energy loss of at least 12 MeV.

This value is twice larger than the maximum induced charge of an alpha for actinides

(equivalent to ∼6 MeV). A good discrimination between fission fragments and α particles

then has been accomplished, see Figure 3.5. The overlapping between α particles and

fission events is less than 3% in 252Cf fission chamber. The overlapping is higher in the
238U chamber due to slightly larger thickness of the deposits, but it is still negligible.

In the experiment of 239Pu(n,f) measurement, a fission chamber developed at JRC Geel

was used to discriminate α particles and fission fragments and acted as the “start” in the

timing measurement (see Figure 3.6). The chamber contained high purity (99.97%) 239Pu

samples with a total mass of 3.519 mg. Every two samples were attached to the cathode,

forming 4 channels for readout of fission fragment detection information in the anode.

A gas regulation system was also used with the ionizing gas being Tetrafluoromethane

CF4. Due to the fact that the half-life of 239Pu (24110 y) is much shorter than 238U

(4.468×109 y), the α activity of the 239Pu samples is much higher (up to 7 MBq). The

pileup of the α particles emission degrades the discrimination between α particles and

fission fragments. Instead, pulse shape discrimination (PSD) was applied to improve the

discrimination, see Figure 3.7. PSD technique is also used in the organic liquid scintillation

neutron detectors. It will be detailed in Section 3.3.2.
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Figure 3.6 – Picture of the multi-sample fission chamber developed in JRC Geel (left) and the
coresponding simulation in GEANT4 (right).
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Figure 3.7 – Correlation between the ratio of partial charges and the total integrated charge.
PSD improves the discrimination between α particles and FF.

3.2 Prompt fission γ-rays detection

3.2.1 Interaction of γ-rays in matter

Interaction of γ-rays in matter is different from that of charged particles. The number

of γ-rays passing through matter follows a decay law. There are a number of known

γ-ray interaction mechanisms in matter. The main processes are the photoelectric effect,
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3.2. Prompt fission γ-rays detection

Compton scattering and pair production which play important roles in the energy range

that we are interested in (few tens keV to 10 MeV). The other processes like Rayleigh

scattering have much smaller cross sections and mainly occur at much lower energy. The

observed γ-ray spectrum can be complicated for a given type of γ-ray detector, as a result

of the various interactions with matters [86]. One typical spectrum for 2.5 MeV incident

γ-ray energy has been plotted in Figure 3.8.
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Figure 3.8 – Typical response of a single LaBr3 scintillation detector (surrounded by some Lead
shielding) to a mono-energetic γ-ray source of 2.5 MeV, obtained from GEANT4
simulation. Several key components are pointed out. See text for the details of
different structures.

In the low photon-energy region, the photoelectric effect is dominant (see Figure 3.9).

Part of the incident γ-ray energy is transferred to an atomic electron to free the atomic

electron. The remaining energy is transferred to the kinetic energy of the electron. In

the second step, outer shell electrons may cascade to the lower atomic energy levels

and emit characteristic X-rays (fluorescence). Or outer shell electrons may exhaust the

atomic excitation energy and be emitted, i.e. Auger electrons. In both cases, the neutral

particles transfer all their energy to secondary charged particles (electrons), which can be

then collected to measure the incident photon energy. Thus, the photoelectric mechanism

is one of the main component of the full-energy peak in the Figure 3.8.

In the intermediate photon energy region, the Compton scattering effect becomes

important (see Figure 3.9). The Compton scattering is the inelastic scattering of a photon

off an quasi-free electron. The electron is ejected from the atom and the photon is scattered
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with a reduced energy. The energy transferred to the electron can vary from zero to a

large fraction of the incident photon, following the formula:

Ef =
Ei

1 + Ei
mec2

(1− cosθ) (3.6)

where Ei and Ef are the initial and scattered photon energy, respectively. When the

angle θ between the initial and scattered photon is 180◦, the transferred energy is the

maximum, corresponding to the Compton edge in the Figure 3.8. The energy distribution

of Compton scattered electrons is nearly a constant, exhibiting an almost flat plateau

(Compton continuum) from zero energy up to the Compton edge. And due to the fact

that the function cosine changes slowly around 180◦ and 0◦, two sharp fringes are observed.

However, if the secondary γ-ray deposits its energy in the detector, then the incident γ-ray

energy has been measured. This event will then be represented in the full-energy peak.

When the γ-ray energy is larger than 1.022 MeV, pair production starts to play a role,

i.e. creation of an electron-positron pair (see Figure 3.9). The electrons deposit the energy

as described previously. In addition, the positron will annihilate with another electron in

the crystal and then produce two photons with energy 0.511 MeV in each. These photons

will interact or not inside the crystal. In the case of one photon escape, the detector would

then have collected the initial energy minus 0.511 MeV. In the case of two photon escape,

the detector would then have collected the initial gamma energy minus 1.022 MeV. The

consequence is the appear of single-escape peak and double-escape peak, separated by

0.511 MeV and 1.022 MeV with respect to the full-energy peak, respectively.

Figure 3.9 – The relative importance of various processes of gamma radiation interaction with
matter [87].

Actually, the spectrum is even more complicated because of multiple Compton scatter-

ings, secondary electron escape, bremsstrahlung escape, characteristic X-ray escape and
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3.2. Prompt fission γ-rays detection

effect of surrounding materials. The response function of a detector at a given energy

is determined by all these different interactions that the radiation can undergo in the

detector and the property of the corresponding detector (i.e. material composition and

geometry). It is usually simulated using Monte Carlo codes in modern calculations, by

taking all the possible physical processes and detector properties into account.

3.2.2 Inorganic scintillation γ-ray detector

The scintillation detector is widely used in radiation detection. In terms of γ-rays

detection properties, inorganic scintillators are preferred when compared to organic and

plastic scintillators, because of the greater light output, higher density and higher atomic

number. Above a certain minimum energy (few tens of keV), most inorganic scintillators

exhibit a linear relationship between the light output and the incident particle energy.

They have fast response and short decay time, i.e. good time resolution, small dead time

and high counting rate acceptance. In addition, pulse shape discrimination technique

(PSD) can be applied to distinguish between different types of incident particles or dif-

ferent types of scintillators [76].

Figure 3.10 is a representative diagram of a scintillation detector. It is mainly com-

posed of scintillator and an associated photomultiplier tube (PMT). The two are connected

by a light guide. The inorganic scintillators are mainly crystals of Alkali Halides contain-

ing a small fraction of activator impurity. The γ-rays entering the scintillator crystal

can ionize the crystal by exciting an electron from the valence band to the conduction

band. It creates a freely moving electron-hole pair. Or it can create an exciton by ex-

citing an electron to the exciton band (a loosely bound electron-hole pair). Excitons can

migrate through the crystal and be captured by impurity centers, exciting the latter to

certain radiative states (fast component). On the other hand, free electron-hole pairs are

captured successively resulting in the excitation of certain metastable states (slow com-

ponent). The time evolution of this emission process is described by linear combination

of two exponential decay with the decay constant from the fast and slow component.

Thus a single high-energy gamma ray entering the scintillator produces a flash of low-

energy photons with two components in terms of the characteristics decay time. These

photons are directed to the photosensitive surface (photo-cathode) of a photomultiplier

tube, where they eject electrons via the photoelectric effect. The number of electrons are

then multiplicated in several dynodes and finally collected in the anode to yield a current

pulse.

There are three most important properties of a scintillation detector, which need to

be taken into account when choosing proper detectors in any experiment: energy resolu-

tion, intrinsic detection efficiency and time resolution. The ability to resolve the small

differences in the particle energy is referred to the energy resolution. It is characterized

by the full width half maximum (FWHM) of the full-energy peaks, which mainly depends
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Figure 3.10 – Schematic view of a scintillation detector, including the scintillator and PMT. The
high-energy photons hit the scintillator and release low-energy photons, which are
then converted into photoelectrons and multiplied in the PMT.

on the light output of the scintillator and corresponding PMT and electronics. Since the

mean free path of un-charged γ-rays is large in the material, especially for high-energy

γ-rays, a reasonably high efficiency is favourable in consideration of the statistics. Larger

density, higher atomic number and larger size increase the detection efficiency. In addi-

tion, time resolution is also important, e.g. in case of the TOF measurement. The decay

time of the scintillator is the main impact factor, especially the fast component, for the

time resolution. A number of properties are listed in Table 3.2 for common scintillators

used in nuclear physics.

Table 3.2 – Properties of the scintillators used for the γ-ray measurement. Part of data taken
from Ref. [88]

BGO BaF2 NaI LaBr3

Light yield (ph/keV) 9 9 38 60
Primary decay time (ns) 300 600 250 16
∆E/E(%) at 662 keV 10 13 6 3
Density (g/cm3) 7.13 4.88 3.67 5.08

In this experiment, three types of fast scintillation detectors were used to measure the

PFG: 7 individual Cerium-doped Lanthanum Bromide LaBr3(Ce), a cluster of 9 phoswich

detectors from the PARIS array [77–79] and a cluster of 7 Barium Fluoride BaF2 from

the Chateau de Cristal array [89]. The state-of-the-art scintillation detectors made of

LaBr3(Ce) (50.8 mm × 50.8 mm and 76.2 mm × 76.2 mm in diameter and length) have

excellent time resolution (∼300 ps for coincidence gamma rays from 60Co) and good energy

resolution (∼3% at 661 keV). These detectors were used in several recent measurements

of PFGS from different fissioning systems [25–28]. As their response function is well

understood, they are used in this work as the main reference detectors to facilitate the
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comparison.

PARIS is an array of a new type of LaBr3(Ce)-NaI(Tl) phoswich detectors, see a pho-

tograph in Figure 3.11. The inner shell is LaBr3(Ce) cubic crystals (50.8 mm × 50.8 mm

× 50.8 mm) and the outer shell consists of NaI(Tl) rectangular crystals (50.8 mm ×
50.8 mm × 152.4 mm). Both crystals are encapsulated in an Aluminium can, sharing

one common photomultiplier tube. According to the difference of the decay times of the

phoswich scintillators, it is possible to apply PSD (PSD details in Section 3.3.2) to dis-

tinguish events occurring in the two layers, see Figure 3.12. In this way, PARIS phoswich

detectors benefit from superior energy and time resolution of the LaBr3(Ce) part, and

b)

12
3

456

789

Figure 3.11 – (a) A single PARIS phoswich detector, containing LaBr3(Ce) and NaI(Tl) crystals.
The two crystals share one PMT. (b) A cluster of 9 PARIS phoswich detectors
used in this work.

increased efficiency, particularly at high energy, from the NaI(Tl) part with larger detec-

tion volume. It has lower economical cost than pure LaBr3(Ce) of identical size. Even

though the energy resolution is slightly degraded due to this specific design (∼5%), it is

not the main constraint in the statistical study of the PFGS and it is still able to resolve

the fine structure in the low-energy region.

The BaF2 scintillators were chosen thanks to their larger stopping power and larger

crystal size. However, the energy resolution (∼15%) is much worse compared to LaBr3

and PARIS phoswich. The main drawback is that they have a high detection threshold

at around 400 keV, excluding a large part of the information embedded in PFGS.

3.3 Neutron detection

3.3.1 Interaction of neutrons in matter

Neutrons are neutral particles that are insensitive to Coulomb interactions with atomic

nucleons and nuclei. The main interaction is through the strong force with the nuclei.
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Figure 3.12 – High-energy γ-rays pulses corresponding to different components of PARIS
(LaBr3, NaI and mixed) [79].

Due to the short range of this force, the cross section of neutron interactions in matter is

small, especially for fast neutrons in the MeV range (the typical energy range generated

by the LICORNE neutron source), the cross section usually has only few barns up to few

tens of barns, depending on the material. The total probability for a neutron to interact

in matter is the cross section summation of all individual reaction channels:

σt = σs + σs′ + σγ + σf + · · · (3.7)

where σs, σs′ , σγ, σf are the cross section for elastic scattering, inelastic scattering, capture

and fission reactions, respectively [76].

The cross section is strongly dependent on the kinetic energy of the neutron for a given

target. In the low-energy region, such as thermal neutrons, the cross section is inversely

proportional to neutron velocity σ(E) ∝ 1
v
. In the high-energy region (MeV), the cross

section tends to be constant. This can be explained by considering the wavelength of the

neutrons and the radius of the target. Neutron has a de Broglie wavelength λ = h√
2mE

.

And the geometric interpretation of the cross section is π(R + λ(E))2. For neutrons of

wavelength much larger than typical radius of atomic nuclei, R can be neglected, which

yields the law of 1/v. On the other hand, for neutrons of wavelength is much smaller than

radius R, the cross section is only related to 4πR2, which is a constant and independent of

the neutron energy. In addition, neutron resonances peaks are observed, when the energy

of the neutron is that a compound nucleus can be formed at a certain excitation state.

In the MeV energy range of fast neutrons, the primary mechanism of energy loss is the

elastic scattering and inelastic scattering, until it reaches thermal equilibrium with the
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surrounding atoms. The neutrons may undergo a nuclear reaction or be captured before

reaching thermal energy due to the 1/v dependence of the cross section, especially if a

resonance peak is present.

3.3.2 Organic liquid scintillation neutron detector

Neutron detection is a very difficult task in nuclear physics experiments since neutrons

are very penetrating neutral particles. Unlike γ-rays, neutrons have more complicated

reaction channels with matters and much smaller cross section in case of depositing all

the kinetic energy to charged particles. Alternatively, the time-of-flight (first interaction)

of the neutrons can be measured instead of the energy deposition, as a common technique

in nuclear physics experiments to measure precisely their energy. Thus organic liquid

scintillator detector is usually chosen for this kind of measurement, because they are

hydrocarbons, containing a huge amount of hydrogen, and have good n/γ discrimination

ability, based on the pulse shape difference. In this experiment, a cylindrical EDEN

detector (20 mm ×5 cm), filled with NE213 liquid scintillator, was used to detect the

neutrons from the LICORNE source. It served as two main functions. One is to obtain

the neutron energy using time-of-flight technique and the other is to monitor the beam

intensity fluctuation. In addition, NEDA detectors [90] were also tested and used in the

ALTO facility.

In neutron detection, γ-rays have to be excluded firstly because γ-ray background

is not negligible in the experimental hall and without discrimination, γ-rays hinder the

measurement of neutrons. As is mentioned in the last section, the scintillation process

in inorganic scintillator is due to the electric band structure found in crystals, while it

arises from transitions in the energy levels of a single molecule in organic materials [76].

The time evolution of the pulse from the organic liquid scintillators also has fast and slow

components. The fast components corresponds to the photon emission from an excited

singlet state (fluorescence) and the slow component corresponds to the photon emission

from a converted triplet state (phosphorescence). The proportional of the fast component

to the slow component is related to the dE/dx (or ionization density), thus to the nature

of the incident particles. In organic scintillator, a high dE/dx produces a high density

of excited molecules and hinders the fluorescence process. When a photon interacts in

the scintillator, the recoil particle is an electron. While for a neutron interaction, the

recoil particle is generally a proton or carbon. Heavy charged particles generally have

larger dE/dx compared to light charged particle, see Bethe-Bloch formula 3.1. As a

result, the pulse shape induced by neutron interaction always has a high proportion of

slow component, while γ-ray interaction exhibits the opposite effect, which allows the

discrimination between neutron and γ-rays (see Figure 3.13).

A practical way to discriminate neutron and γ-ray is to plot charge ratio versus total

charge, see Figure 3.13. Different integration gates are defined in the left of Figure 3.13.
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Qtot is the total charge of the signal, the gate starting before the pulse and ending after

the pulse. Qdelayed is the delayed part of the charge and the starting point of the delayed

gate is crucial to achieve good n-γ discrimination. The point where the neutron signal

crosses the γ signal is usually an optimum value. The charge ratio is then defined as

the ratio between the delayed charge and the total charge. One example is plotted in

the right of Figure 3.13 with NEDA detectors (BC537) used in fast neutron tomography

experiment. Another work [91] uses the charge ratio between delayed and quasi-total

charge to discriminate neutrons and γ-rays for the liquid scintillator BC501A, with typical

gates being total charge [-20 ns,160 ns], delayed charge [-15 ns,160 ns] and quasi-total [-

3 ns,160 ns].
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Figure 3.13 – Left: Schematic view of the oscilloscope signal for γ-rays and protons (or neu-
trons), taken from [86]. The signal induced by neutron interaction always has a
higher proportion of slow component compared to γ-rays. Right: n/γ discrimina-
tion by plotting the ratio of charges vs. the total charge. Here, the charge ratio
is defined as the ratio between the delayed charge and the total charge. See text
for the explanation of the definitions.

In addition, an external module, MESYTEC MPD-4 [92], was also used to perform

the n/γ discrimination in multi-channel liquid scintillation neutron detectors. It has one

PMT signal input and four output signals including integrated PMT charge (Ampl), ratio

of fast and slow component of signal (TAC), logic signal with particle selection (n/g-Trig)

and without particle selection (Gate). Several parameters including threshold, walk and

gain are available for tuning in n/γ discrimination. In the end, the logic signal n/g-Trig

is sent to scaler for the beam monitoring, see Figure 3.14.

The energy of neutrons is calculated according to the measurement of the TOF. In

the few MeV range of neutrons, the relativistic corrections is negligible and the energy of
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Figure 3.14 – Time evolution of the number of neutrons detected (after n/γ discrimination) in
the organic liquid scintillation detector, which represents the fluctuation of the
beam intensity in TANDEM.

neutron is simply calculated with the formula:

E =
1

2
mnv

2 (3.8)

v =
l

t
(3.9)

where l is the known distance between the target and the scintillator (e.g. 1.5 m) and t is

the time difference between a start signal and a stop signal. Here, the start signal is given

by PMT of the detector when an interaction of neutrons happens in the scintillator. And

the stop signal is given by the radio-frequency signal coming from the accelerator that is

used to pulse the beam. A schematic view is plotted in Figure 3.15. The radio-frequency

signal provided by the IPN Tandem has a width of 2 ns and a period of 400 ns. Both

signals are sent to the data acquisition system FASTER and an algorithm is implemented

to calculate the time difference between the neutron scintillation detector signal and radio-

frequency signal in the corresponding pulse. Finally, the correlation between the TOF

versus the charge ratio is plotted in Figure 3.16. The TOF spectra with γ-ray background

subtracted can then be obtained.

There are two important properties for the liquid scintillator neutron detector: en-

ergy resolution and detection efficiency. According to the formula mentioned above, the

neutron energy E is proportional to l2

t2
. Thus the relative error of the neutron energy

is [76]:
∆E

E
=

2∆t

t
+

2∆l

l
(3.10)
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Figure 3.15 – Schematic view of the system of time-of-flight measurement. The arrival of neu-
trons in the organic liquid scintillation detector gives the start signal and the beam
pulsing signal provides the stop signal. A constant offset (cst) is always present
due to the time 7Li travels from the beginning to the gas cell and the difference
of cable length.
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Figure 3.16 – Correlation between TOF and charge ratio in the n/γ discrimination. The γ flash
origins from neutron inelastic scattering in coincidence with the beam pulse, which
is perfectly known (16.67 ns for a detector placed at 5 m for example) and provides
opportunity for the correction of the constant time offset.
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It depends on the relative uncertainty of the time-of-flight and the distance measurement.

The uncertainty of the distance measurement mainly depends on the spatial distribution

of the neutron production in the LICORNE gas cell and the neutron interaction in the

EDEN detector. The uncertainty of the time-of-flight measurement includes the width of

the neutron pulse, time response of the inorganic scintillator and intrinsic time resolution

of the data acquisition system. Thus increasing the distance l (at the same time, t is also

increased) improves the energy resolution. On the other hand, the detection efficiency per

energy ∆N
∆E

is proportional to the geometric factor l−2. As a consequence, the distance has

to be compromised between the energy resolution and detection efficiency. In this case,

since the neutron energy distribution generated in LICORNE source is not complicated

(primary plus satellite neutron energy in general), the task is simply to separate the

two neutron peaks, i.e. the energy resolution is not the main constraint, and the EDEN

detector was placed 1.5 m away from the LICORNE source in the zero degree with respect

to the beam axis.

3.4 Data acquisition system

In this experiment, FASTER (Fast Acquisition System for nuclEar Research) [80], a

new digital modular acquisition system developed at LPC, was used to treat the signals. It

provides CARAS daughter board with 12 bits and a sampling rate of 500 MHz to perform

charge and time measurement. Different algorithms can be implemented into FPGA

(Field Programmable Gate Array), such as “QDC” and “RF” module, depending on the

experimental task. The system has mainly two components: the FASTER console for the

coincidence events decision and all the parameters for tuning in different modules, and

the histogram builder RHB for visualization (including the oscilloscope). See Figure 3.17

for the interface of the two parallel independent programs. All the signals coming from

the radio-frequency, γ-ray detector, neutron detector and fission chamber are sent directly

to the FASTER and immediately digitized. These signals are synchronized with a 2 ns

internal clock whose period is perfectly defined by a quartz.

The FASTER has “QDC” module for the charge measurement. The signal processing

in the “QDC” module will mainly undergo: dynamic range tuning, polarity tuning, con-

stant or dynamic baseline restoration, CFD or leading edge trigger and charge calculation.

The dynamic range of the CARAS daughter card is +/-1.2 V. The dynamic range can be

shifted by adjusting an offset to make full use of the range in case of high energy γ-rays

measurement. The baseline restoration can be achieved either by subtracting a constant

level (constant BLR) or by the low-frequency variations (dynamic BLR). Dynamic BLR

is preferred due to higher peak-to-noise ratio, except for the high counting rate situation,

which is not the case in this experiment. There are three parameters responsible for the

dynamic BLR tuning: threshold, gate and Fc (see details in Figure 3.18). The baseline
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&Histograms
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Figure 3.17 – (a) FASTER console interface; (b) Histogram builder RHB interface.
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tracking stops when an event is detected and restarts when the signal is below the thresh-

old and maintain for a duration (gate). The Fc parameter represents the cut-off frequency

in the BLR low-pass filter.

Figure 3.18 – Gate and threshold adjustment in the dynamic base line restoration (BLR) in
“QDC” module of FASTER [80].

Each channel in FASTER can apply either internal or external trigger. The inter-

nal trigger includes leading edge trigger (threshold) and constant fraction discrimination

(CFD) trigger. The CFD trigger minimizes the walk, i.e. signals with different energies

and same rising time gives different timestamps when using leading edge trigger. It divides

the signal into two parts. One is delayed, and a fraction of the other one is subtracted

from it:

out(t) = f × in(t)− in(t− ν) (3.11)

where f is the fraction and ν is the delay. The fraction between 0.2 and 0.4 is reasonable

for scintillation detector. By definition, the delay time is selected to be equal to the time

taken for the input pulse to rise from the fraction (e.g. 0.25) of maximum amplitude to

maximum amplitude. The attenuated signal is added to the delayed and inverted signal

to form a bipolar signal with a zero crossing, see Figure 3.19. This zero crossing is the true

time of the event, providing an additional time precision with a 7.8 ps accuracy (based

on 2 ns accuracy of the internal clock), as it does not depend any more on the signal

rise time. Finally, a 2D threshold, i.e. signals under the threshold (level) during a time

window (gate), is set on this bipolar signal for internal triggering.

The FASTER has “RF” module to deal with TOF measurement, which is suitable to

any cyclotron frequencies ranging from 1 MHz to 100 MHz. It is necessary to know every

threshold crossing time, in order to calculate the TOF. But the data acquisition system

will be saturated if recording each threshold crossing time with, e.g. 2.5 MHz pulsed beam
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Figure 3.19 – Typical constant fraction discrimination (CFD) signal in “QDC” module of
FASTER [80]. A good quadratic polynomial interpolation needs at least 3 points
in the zero crossing edge.

in this case. The FASTER has implemented Phase Locked Loop (PLL) to record part of

the signals, e.g. 1/1000 of the total number of the signals, for the threshold crossing time.

Then any threshold crossing time can be deduced with the period of the radio-frequency

by the formula:

tn = tc1 + nTcycl (3.12)

where tc1 is the current threshold crossing time, n is the number of period in between and

Tcycl is the period, more information see Figure 3.20.
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Figure 3.20 – (a) Beam intensity fluctuation as a function of time; (b) Calculated period of the
beam pulse; (c) Precision of the threshold crossing time; (d) Precision of the PLL
reconstruction algorithm.

In this chapter, the experimental setup has been discussed, including different types

of detectors and measurement techniques. The fission fragments are measured in the

ionization chamber. High kinetic energy of fission fragments compared to α particles

enable fission tagging. The coincident γ-rays are measured in scintillation detectors,

including high efficiency gamma detectors PARIS. At the same time, liquid scintillation

detectors were used for the LICORNE neutron energy determination and beam intensity

monitoring. In the next chapter, the detailed data analysis procedures will be presented.
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Chapter 4

Data Analysis

In this chapter, we describe how the prompt fission γ-ray spectrum and its spectral

characteristics are obtained from the raw data acquired by FASTER. Firstly, the γ-ray

detector is calibrated by using various radioactive sources and neutron activation sources.

Detector characteristics from few tens of keV to 9 MeV are presented. Secondly, the inci-

dent neutron (from LICORNE source) on actinide samples is characterized by using the

liquid scintillation detector and the GEANT4 simulation code, as discussed in Section 2.

Thirdly, fission events are selected according to the charge spectrum from ionization cham-

ber. Fourthly, the measured PFG are selected by eliminating the prompt neutron response

in the γ-ray spectrometer via TOF technique. Then, the measured PFGS are unfolded to

recover the complex γ response in each individual detector, whose response function relies

on the GEANT4 simulation. Finally, the unfolded spectrum and its spectral characteris-

tics will be presented for different fission reactions, including 252Cf(sf), 238U(nfast,f) and
239Pu(nfast,f).

4.1 γ-ray detector characterization

4.1.1 Pre-treatment

Rare-earth Halide based scintillation detector (e.g. LaBr3(Ce)) is a new generation

of scintillation detectors in γ-rays measurement with excellent energy resolution (∼3%

at 661 keV), sub-nanosecond time resolution (∼300 ps) and relatively high intrinsic effi-

ciency, compared to the last generation of scintillation detectors such as Sodium Iodine

detectors NaI(Tl) and Barium Floride detectors BaF2. The scintillation detectors made

of LaBr3(Ce) used in this experiment have two sizes: 50.8 mm × 50.8 mm and 76.2 mm

× 76.2 mm in diameter and length, coupled with PMT 7723-100 of Hamamatsu. These

detectors were used in several recent measurements of PFGS from different fissioning sys-

tems [25–28]. As their response function is well understood, they are used in this work as

the main reference detectors to facilitate the comparison.
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Chapter 4. Data Analysis

PARIS is a new type of phoswich detector LaBr3(Ce)-NaI(Tl), where both crystals are

encapsulated in an Aluminium can and share one common PMT. Due to the composite

in nature, the response of PARIS is more complicated than a pure LaBr3 scintillation

detector. Depending on the large difference of the pre-amplifier signal decay times (i.e.

16 ns for LaBr3 and 250 ns for NaI), pulse shape discrimination (PSD) can be applied to

resolve the event reconstruction of each component (see Figure 4.1). PARIS phoswiches

benefit of a better time and energy resolution than a simple NaI and a higher efficiency

than a single LaBr3 crystal. A practical way to resolve the events in each component is

to plot a two-dimensional histograms of two charges of the signal, see Figure 4.1. The

two charges Qshort and Qlong correspond to two different integration gate on the signal.

One with a short gate on the signal of [-20 ns, ∼300 ns] (for LaBr3(Ce) signal) and the

other with a long gate of [-20 ns, ∼900 ns] (for both LaBr3(Ce) and NaI(Tl) signals). A

first line on the top corresponds to the events of the full γ energy deposition in LaBr3(Ce)

part. The second line below corresponds to the events of the full γ energy deposition

in NaI(Tl) part. The area between the two stripes corresponds to the events of partial

energy deposition in either of them (mixed events).
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Figure 4.1 – Correlation between Qshort and Qlong before and after rotation. Qshort and Qlong

represent the integrated charge over the short and long time gates, respectively. A
clear discrimination of different events in a PARIS phoswich crystal can be achieved.

In order to make optimal use of a PARIS phoswich detector, the reconstruction of the

total energy deposited in LaBr3(Ce) and NaI(Tl) crystals is essential. Figure 4.1 shows

that LaBr3(Ce) and NaI(Tl) crystals have different gains. In their work, M. Zieblinski et

al. [78] has demonstrated that by rotating two-dimensional histogram with a well chosen

angle, a same gain can be obtained for both crystals, which facilitates the calibration
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4.1. γ-ray detector characterization

procedure. The rotation angle is chosen in order to make mixed events vertical, as rep-

resented by θ in Figure 4.1(a). In another work, C. Ghosh [79] proposed an algorithm

that reconstructs the energy deposition in the individual LaBr3(Ce) and NaI(Tl) phoswich

elements separately.

In this work, in order to improve the energy resolution in the total energy spectrum,

the event of energy deposition in LaBr3(Ce) only was extracted directly (no rotation) with

a graphic cut (called a ROOT TCUTG [69]) of the stripe and projected to the Qshort axis

for the subsequent calibration. This calibrated energy of LaBr3 events is denoted as E1.

On the other hand, the mixed events and NaI(Tl) events were extracted by rotating the

histogram by an angle θ anti-clockwise (same definition in Ref. [78]) and projected to the

Qlong axis for calibration. This calibrated energy of NaI(Tl) and mixed events is denoted

as E2. For each event, total energy Etot is then obtained in terms of internal add-back

within each phoswich:

Etot = E1 + E2 (4.1)

where E1 corresponds to LaBr3(Ce) events and E2 to the mixed events and NaI(Tl) events.

Figure 4.2 plots the energy spectrum of different components in the phoswich. The red

curves represents the total energy Etot measured in a phoswich, which is the summation

of the contributions from LaBr3, NaI(Tl) and mixed events.
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Figure 4.2 – Measured spectrum of 9 MeV γ-ray source (AmBe plus Nickel foils, discussed in
the next section) for one single PARIS phoswich. Contributions from different
components of the phoswich as well as external add-back have been pointed out.
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A cluster of 9 PARIS phoswich detectors were used in this work. The scattered γ-rays

between neighbouring phoswich detectors can also be reconstructed by applying external

add-back algorithm in the cluster level. When less than 4 phoswich detectors are fired,

the γ-ray energies are summed up and attributed to the phoswich detector which has

the maximum energy deposition. The black curve in Figure 4.2 represents the energy

spectrum for one phoswich after external add-back algorithm.

4.1.2 γ-ray sources

Generally, in nuclear physics spectroscopy experiments, measurements focus on the

low-energy γ-rays, e.g. up to 3 MeV. As a consequence, the calibration and characteriza-

tion of the γ-ray detectors are usually performed by using various radioactive sources with

low-energy γ-rays, i.e. 60Co, 137Cs and 152Eu (see Table 4.1). However, in the study of

PFG, the energy range is from a few tens keV up to a few tens MeV, which then requires

an extension of the characterization to the high-energy region. It is essential because the

scintillation detector may lose its linearity in the high-energy region due to the fact that

the high light yield of the crystal may saturate the response of PMT. In addition, the

energy resolution and detection efficiency as a function of γ-ray energy up to 10 MeV

are needed as an input data for the subsequent γ-ray response function construction.

In this work, the characterization and calibration (i.e. linearity, energy resolution, time

resolution and detection efficiency) of the γ-ray detector are performed with the radioac-

tive sources mentioned in Table 4.1: common γ-ray source (60Co, 152Eu), Thorium decay

series, americium-beryllium (AmBe, a mix of 241Am and 9Be) source and γ-rays from

thermal neutron capture reaction (n,γ) on Nickel foil, covering an energy range between

40 and 8997 keV.

In thorium decay series, only the gamma line relative intensities are known. The so-

called “point-pair” method has to be applied in order to obtain the absolute efficiency

at high-energy region [93]. That is to set the lower energy gamma line to the region of

known detection efficiency to obtain the absolute intensity, where detection efficiency is

already calibrated by other common sources. And the absolute intensity of the higher

energy γ-rays in the un-calibrated region is then calculated with the numbers presented

in Table 4.1.

High-energy γ-rays are usually obtained in accelerator-based reactions, e.g. (p,γ) reac-

tions. In this work, a practical and convenient source of 9 MeV γ-rays [94] was obtained

by using AmBe fast neutron source and thermal neutron capture Ni(n,γ) reaction, with

the features of low cost, portability, and long-term stability. A box with several pieces

of paraffin was built to thermalize the fast neutrons emitted from the AmBe source and

the thermal neutrons are then captured on the Nickel foil, emitting 8997 keV γ-rays at a

rate of 0.26γ per capture [94]. The thermal neutron flux and capture rate are simulated

in GEANT4, see Figure 4.3, which allows the deduction of the absolute intensity of the
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4.1. γ-ray detector characterization

8997 keV γ-rays.

Table 4.1 – A list of γ-ray energies and intensities for detector calibration in this work. The
0.583 MeV and 2.614 MeV γ-rays are from β decay of 208Tl (T1/2=3.053 min) in
228Th (T1/2=1.9116 y) decay chain. The 4.439 MeV γ-ray is due to the de-excitation
of 12C∗, created from the 9Be(α, n)12C∗ reaction in AmBe source. The 8.997 MeV
γ-ray comes from the thermal neutron capture reaction on Nickel foil.

Nuclide Energy Intensity
137Cs 661.66 0.8510
60Co 1173.24 0.9997

1332.50 0.9998
152Eu 40.93 -

76.20 -
121.78 0.2858
244.70 0.0758
344.28 0.2650
411.12 0.0223
443.96 0.0281
778.90 0.1242
867.38 0.0424
964.08 0.1460
1408.01 0.2100

Nuclide Energy Intensity
Th chain 238.63 -

473.00 -
510.77 -
583.19 0.8506*
794.95 -
911.20 -
2614.51 0.9975*

AmBe 3416.91 -
3927.91 -
4438.91 0.56**

Ni(n, γ) 7975 -
8486 -
8997 0.26***

*“point pair” method to get the absolute efficiency at 2614.51 keV [95]; **The
4.439 MeV γ-ray to neutron ratio for the AmBe neutron source [96]; ***The 8.997 MeV
γ-ray per capture ratio in Ni(n,γ) reaction [94];
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Figure 4.3 – Left: Schematic of the 9 MeV γ-ray source, consisting of AmBe source, paraffin
and Nickel foils. Right: Emission neutron spectrum from the AmBe source and
observed neutron spectrum in the Nickel foils. The fast neutrons from the AmBe
source are thermalized by the surrounding paraffin, and then captured on the Nickel
foils.
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4.1.3 Calibrations

The calibration was performed at the beginning and at the end of the experimental

with the radioactive sources presented in the previous section, to monitor the gain sta-

bility. The high voltage supplies for the γ-ray detectors was tuned to insure that the

dynamic range is up to 10 MeV, taking into account that the maximum voltage of the

CARAS daughter card in FASTER is 2.4 V (+/-1.2 V). Before each calibration run with

the sources, the background was measured without any source in the experimental hall,

because LaBr3(Ce) contains radioactive contaminants that raise the background levels in

detector response. During the data analysis, the γ-ray spectrum was firstly background

subtracted and then each full energy peak in the spectrum was fitted with a Gaussian

function and a linear background, which gives centroid, sigma and height for each peak.

One example of the fitting process, on the 137Cs full energy peak at 661.7 keV, is plotted

in the Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.4 – Background subtracted γ-ray spectrum of 137Cs source for LaBr3(Ce) detector
Q5414. The full energy peak has been fitted with a Gaussian function and a linear
background, and the fitting results are noted.

The centroids obtained as a function of the γ-rays energy indicate the linearity of the

energy response of the detector, whose slope is the so-called gain. The non-linearity α

is estimated as the deviation of the channel to a linear fit with the experimental results.

The quantity of non-linearity has been summarized in Table 4.2 at two γ-ray energies,

4.438 MeV and 8.997 MeV respectively. Up to the γ-ray energy of 4.438 MeV, the non-

linearity is under the energy resolution (except few detectors like Q5414, Paris3 and

Paris7). It shows that the linearity is acceptable for both LaBr3 and PARIS phoswich
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4.1. γ-ray detector characterization

detectors up to γ-ray energy 4.438 MeV with the current PMT. In practical, a second

order polynomial function can be applied to the experimental data to achieve better fit,

see one example in Figure 4.5. It constrains the relative deviation to be within the detector

resolution at both low-energy region and high-energy region.

Table 4.2 – The summary of non-linearity α of the γ-rays detectors at Eγ = 4.438 MeV and
8.997 MeV, respectively.

Detector α(%) α(%)
@4.438 MeV @8.997 MeV

Thalia 0.42 1.88
Aglaea 0.54 1.27
Euphra 0.09 1.23
Q5414 3.38 5.41
Q9624 2.86 2.41
Q9625 2.18 1.94

Detector α(%) α(%)
@4.438 MeV @8.997 MeV

Paris1 1.67 4.26
Paris2 0.94 0.76
Paris3 3.57 6.63
Paris4 0.64 3.16
Paris5 1.54 3.29
Paris6 1.50 4.26
Paris7 4.19 6.75
Paris8 2.36 5.16
Paris9 2.61 5.55
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Figure 4.5 – (a) Energy response of the scintillation detector LaBr3 and phoswich detector
PARIS, respectively, i.e. correlation between γ-ray energy and QDC channel num-
ber; (b) Relative residuals of the linear fit to the experimental data of one LaBr3

detector in the energy range from 0.1 MeV to 9.0 MeV.

The full width half maximum (FWHM) of a peak is used to define the energy resolution

of a detector. The energy resolution resolves the small differences in the incident particle
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energy. When using Gaussian functions to fit the full energy peaks, the obtained sigma

can be easily transformed to the FWHM by:

FWHM = 2
√

2ln2 σ ≈ 2.3548σ (4.2)

For comparison with other detectors, the relative energy resolution (FWHM/E) at 661.66 keV

(137Cs) is used as a reference. The measured energy resolution are listed in Table 4.3 for

each detector. It is also plotted as a function of the γ-ray energy in Figure 4.6. This

dependency can be described by the function:

(
FWHM

E
) =

√
α2 +

β2

E
+ (

γ

E
)2 (4.3)

where α represents the light transmission from the scintillator to the photo-cathode, β

represents the statistical nature of the light production, attenuation, photon–electron

conversion and electron amplification, and γ is the noise term due to the photomultiplier

tube and the electronic amplification [97].

Table 4.3 – Summary of the energy resolution in terms of relative FWHM at γ-ray energy of
661.66 keV from 137Cs source.

Detector dE
E

(%)
Thalia 3.29
Aglaea 3.48
Euphra 3.25
Q5414 3.26
Q9624 2.86
Q9625 3.02

Detector dE
E

(tot) dE
E

(LaBr3) dE
E

(NaI)
(%) (%) (%)

Paris1 5.82 5.13 8.92
Paris2 6.29 5.71 10.87
Paris3 5.92 5.56 9.59
Paris4 4.70 4.40 12.22
Paris5 4.93 4.82 10.52
Paris6 4.79 4.56 7.87
Paris7 6.13 5.30 8.98
Paris8 6.25 5.74 9.49
Paris9 5.82 5.36 9.16

The detection efficiency is another important aspect of a γ-ray spectrometer. Espe-

cially in this type of experiment, the fission cross section in the fast-neutron region is

very low - three orders of magnitude lower than thermal-neutron-induced fission - and

thus the statistics of PFG emitted is limited. Detection efficiency is generally defined as

the ratio of the number of counts in full-energy peak by the number of photons emitted

from the source, also known as the full-energy peak efficiency. It depends on the geomet-

rical conditions and intrinsic properties of the detectors, as well as γ-ray energy. It can

be described as a production of the geometrical efficiency εg and intrinsic efficiency εi.

The geometrical efficiency εg is the ratio of the number of photons emitted towards the
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Figure 4.6 – Relative FWHM evolution as a function of the γ-ray energy for a single PARIS
phoswich, LaBr3 detector Q9625 (76.2 mm × 76.2 mm) and Q5414 (50.8 mm ×
50.8 mm), respectively.

detector by the number of photons emitted by the source:

εg =
1

2

(
1− d√

d2 + r2

)
(4.4)

where d is the distance between the detector and source, r is the radius of the front surface

of the detector. The intrinsic efficiency is the ratio of the number of counts in full-energy

peak by the number of impinging photons, which depends on the photon transmission

through the front window and interaction in the scintillator. It is difficulty to calculate

the intrinsic efficiency and generally simulated in Monte Carlo codes, e.g. GEANT4.

The full-energy efficiency, obtained from different radionuclides mentioned before,

needs to be fitted with mathematical functions in order to estimate efficiency at any

energy. The dependency between full-energy efficiency and γ-ray energy is fitted accord-

ing to the function that has been widely used for HPGe detectors [98] with the form:

ln ε(E) = exp
(
a0 + a1 lnE + a2(lnE)2 + a3(lnE)3

)
(4.5)

The polynomial degree is adjusted to three according to the reduced chi-square values

at different degrees. A smooth shape can be seen in Figure 4.7 in log-log scale with the

polynomial fitting function.

Apart from the linearity, energy resolution and efficiency calibration, the time reso-
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Figure 4.7 – Full-energy detection efficiency evolution as a function of γ-ray energy for a single
PARIS phoswich, LaBr3 detector Q9625 (76.2 mm × 76.2 mm) and Q5414 (50.8 mm
× 50.8 mm), respectively.

lution measurement for the γ-ray detectors also needs to be performed. In this work,

production of two coincident photons from 60Co source (Eγ 1.17 MeV and 1.33 MeV) was

used to perform such kind of characterization. One LaBr3 that had been proved with

good time resolution (∼300 ps) in previous experiment was used as a reference detector.

The coincidence time spectrum of the prompt cascade was then obtained whenever these

two photons are measured at the reference detector as well as any other detector at the

same time.

The obtained coincidence time spectrum is a superposition of the delayed and anti-

delayed time distributions. The delayed time distribution corresponds to decay transition

gated on stop detector and the anti-delayed time distribution corresponds to decay tran-

sition gated on start detector. The centroid shift of the delayed and anti-delayed time

distribution equals to 2τ , where τ is the mean lifetime of the state (τ=1.30 ps for the

Iπ = 2+ level at 1332.5 keV in 60Ni). The superimposed spectrum of the delayed and anti-

delayed time distribution (Figure 4.8) exhibits one Gaussian-like peak with the current

binning. The width of the superimposed spectrum is a measure of the time resolution of

the detectors. The obtained FWHM equals to 364 ps for LaBr3 (50.8 mm × 50.8 mm),

725 ps for LaBr3 (76.2 mm × 76.2 mm) and 417 ps for PARIS phoswiches, see one example

in Figure 4.8.
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Figure 4.8 – Coincidence time spectrum of the prompt cascade from 60Co source (Eγ 1.17 MeV
and 1.33 MeV). The delayed and anti-delayed time distribution are superimposed
and the FWHM gives the characteristic time resolution.

4.2 Neutron energy determination

The LICORNE neutron source, by using inverse kinematics, has a complex spatial

variation of neutron energy spectra compared to direct kinematics, as discussed in Sec-

tion 2. The neutron spectra seen by the samples vary as a function of the solid angle

covered. In addition, the geometrical information of some elements remain uncertain,

e.g. the thickness of Tantalum foil under deformation from the gas pressure is difficult to

estimate. Thus the determination of the incident neutron energy on the actinide samples

relies on the simulation of the inverse kinematics inside the hydrogen gas target, as is dis-

cussed in the Section 2.2, and a subsequent validation using a neutron TOF measurement

at 1.5 metres (or 3.0 meters) from the LICORNE source (Section 2.3).

The TOF measurement had been performed at the beginning of the experiment with

the pulsed beam (400 ns period, 2 ns width), with EDEN and NEDA liquid scintillation

detectors used in such measurements. The validation is performed through a comparison

between simulated and measured TOF spectra in EDEN or NEDA neutron detectors,

see Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10 in the left. The good agreement allows the deduction

of the neutron spectra seen by the samples with the same parameters of the LICORNE

setup in GEANT4 simulation. Then, the total neutron spectra seen by all the samples
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Figure 4.9 – Comparison between simulated and measured TOF spectra in neutron detectors
(placed at 1.5 m) in 238U(n,f) reaction at two different energies (left). Simulated
neutron spectra seen by all the samples in the ionization chamber, as well as the
weighted spectra by the fission cross section.

in the ionization chamber were simulated. Averaged incident neutron energies on the

samples, weighted by the fission cross sections, were thus deduced to be 1.9±0.3 MeV

and 4.8±0.2 MeV in the 238U(n,f) reaction and 1.8±0.5 MeV in the 239Pu(n,f) reaction,

respectively. Once the neutron energy has been determined to be as expected, the beam

is then switched to direct mode for subsequent PFG measurement in order to maximize

the statistics.
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Figure 4.10 – Comparison between simulated and measured TOF spectra in neutron detectors
(placed at 3.0 m) in 239Pu(n,f) reaction at two different energies (left). Simulated
neutron spectra seen by all the samples in the ionization chamber, as well as the
weighted spectra by the fission cross section.

4.3 Fission events selection

Fission events were identified from the charge spectrum of the ionization chamber,

depending on the difference of kinetic energy for fission fragments (FF) and α particles

(the maximum alpha energy for actinides ∼6 MeV, and typical kinetic energy for FF

see Table 1.1). A good α/FF discrimination is necessary (see Figure 4.11) because the

uncorrelated background γ-rays need to be excluded, the number of fission needs to be

extracted for subsequent normalization within reasonable uncertainty and especially no

weight on the mass of FF should be introduced.

The number of α particles appearing in the selected FF distribution is obtained by

superposing the two charge spectra of the chamber with and without the incident neutron

beam. A threshold can be set slightly higher than the maximum energy of α particles to

select fission events in the valley between the two distributions. PFGS are then extracted

and normalized to the this number of fissions to give average spectral characteristics per

fission. The influence of α particles in the FF distribution has been evaluated to be less

than 0.5%, which is negligible.

The number of FF under the α particles distribution is estimated by simple extrapo-

lation with Landau function fitted to the left part of the FF distribution. The analytic

function is unavailable for the fitting of the FF distribution due to the complexity of the

anode signal to the energy deposition of FF. The Landau function was chosen simply

according to the reduced chi-square. The total number of fission events is then able to be
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Figure 4.11 – The integrated charge spectrum taken with the JRC multi-sample ionization cham-
ber depicted in linear scale; the inset shows the same distribution in logarithmic
scale. α and FF distributions are reconstructed, respectively, giving access to the
number of overlapping events.

reconstructed, as well as the estimation of the ratio between the missing events and the

total number of fission events. Corresponding numbers of fission events are summarized

in Table 4.4. The number of missing events, mainly concerning the low energetic heavy

FFs, is less than 3.0% and 7.0% for each type of ionization chamber. Even though the

spectral characteristics vary as a function of the FF mass, the effect is not significant. In

addition, in each fission event, only one fragment is detected while the other fragment

is stopped. Prompt γ-rays from heavy FFs are still be possible to be detected when the

complementary light fragment is detected in the ionization chamber. Thus, we conclude

from the numbers presented in Table 4.4 that the impact of FF mass on the PFG is

negligible for these two types of ionization chambers.

The separation between charge distributions of FF and α particles is excellent in

the first experiment (chamber from CEA, measurement of 252Cf(sf) and 238U(n,f)), see

Figure 3.5, and hence a very low threshold can be set to select the fission events in one-

dimensional charge spectra. However, in the second experiment (chamber from JRC,

measurement of 239Pu(n,f)), the high activity of α decays (≈ 7 MBq) induce pile-up in
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the charge measurement, which hinders the separation between FF and α particles. PSD

was applied to improve the separation by excluding the events of small charge ratio and

large charge integration, which is a typical of α-α pile-up, as is has been explained in

Section 3.1.2 and Figure 3.7.

Table 4.4 – Summary of the number of fission events selected by using different methods (dis-
cussed in the text). The total number of fission events is reconstructed by means of
extrapolation.

Measurement Number of fission
1D-threshold 2D-TCUTG Extrapolation(total)

CEA: 252Cf(sf) 3.739E+07 - 3.769E+07
CEA: 238U(n1.9MeV ,f) 2.857E+06 - 2.941E+06
CEA: 238U(n4.8MeV ,f) 3.346E+05 - 3.444E+05
JRC: 239Pu(n1.8MeV ,f) 5.156E+06 5.575E+06 5.974E+06

4.4 PFG selection

Based on time coincidence, γ-rays can be correlated with the fission events. The

characteristic emission time of prompt neutrons and prompt γ-rays is 10−18-10−14 s and

10−14-10−3 s, respectively. So the experimental setup is not able to discriminate neutron

and γ by intrinsic time resolution (∼1 ns). Depending on the difference of the neutron

and γ-ray velocity, prompt neutrons and prompt γ-rays can be discriminated via TOF

technique. For example, over a chamber-detector distance of typically 35 cm, 10 MeV

prompt neutrons travel 8 ns, while prompt γ-ray travel 1.2 ns. With the time resolution

of the whole experimental setup being ∼2 ns, prompt neutrons can be discriminated in

the γ-ray spectrometer.

A two-dimensional plot of the TOF between the ionization chamber and the γ-ray

detector versus measured γ-ray energy is shown in Figure 4.12. The intense sharp hori-

zontal component is associated to PFG, and defines the “zero time” reference. The broad

component at larger TOF (few tens of nanoseconds later) is associated with PFN, which

needs to be eliminated in the PFG spectroscopy. Delayed gamma lines starting from

the prompt γ-ray structure can also be seen, and are associated with isomeric decays of

particular fission fragments. Usually, electromagnetic transitions take place within 10−15-

10−13 s. However, because of nuclear structure effect, an electromagnetic transition can

be delayed and have a “measurable” lifetime of several ns or greater. These transitions

are called isomeric transitions (IT) and the originating states are called isomers, e.g.

1769 keV gamma line with lifetime 54 ns can be a candidate for 146Ce [99]. Other lines,

that appears only in the neutron structure of the two-dimensional plot, can originate from

neutron inelastic scattering (n, n′γ) on materials inside the detectors, e.g. γ ray decay of
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the first excited states of 139La (165.86 keV), 79Br (217.07 keV) and 81Br (275.99 keV),

or materials close to the γ-ray detectors and the ionization chamber, e.g. γ ray decay of

the first excited states of 27Al (843.76 keV) and 56Fe (846.78 keV). A continuous γ-ray

background exists along the whole axis associated with uncorrelated decays in the exper-

imental room, e.g. 1435.8 keV intrinsic gamma line from the electron capture on 138La in

LaBr3 detectors. Gating on the time window before the prompt γ-ray structure and after

the prompt neutron structure allows extraction of this averaged continuous background

which must be normalized and subtracted from the measured PFGS. In the end, the

measured PFG in each γ-ray detector with respect to each fissioning channel (cathode or

anode) was extracted for subsequent unfolding procedure individually, in consideration of

slightly differences in the geometry between electrode and γ-ray detector.
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gives the stop signal. The inset shows the same correlation in low energy part. The
time resolution, i.e. Full Width Half Maximum (FWHM), of the prompt gamma
peaks projected to y-axis is around 1.2 ns for each gamma detector.

In comparison of PFG data with other experimental results and model calculations [26,

62], two conditions have to be considered in the PFG selection: the size of the time

window and the energy range. The size of the time window used to select PFG in few
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nanosecond after scission is crucial because the detection system only has time resolution

of around 1-2 ns. For example, since the time resolution is worse at low energies, more

stringent cuts disproportionately affect this part of the spectrum and can have effects

on the extracted spectral characteristics, as illustrated in Figure 4.13. For comparison

with other experimental results, the time window in this work has been set to be ±2.5 ns

in 238U(n,f) reaction and ±3.0 ns in 239Pu(n,f) reaction. Also, it is sensitive to the low

energy cut. Because most of the radiated photons are relatively low-energy, the photon

multiplicity drops off significantly as the low energy cut increases, see Figure 4.13. Another

concern is that the threshold effect and the coincident atomic x-rays can not be well

simulated for recovering the emission PFGS. Consequently, the experimental threshold

was tuned below 100 keV and for subsequent analysis a typical energy cut is chosen to

be 100 keV. On the other hand, the high energy cut is of little relevance to the spectral

characteristics due to the exponential decrease in the high-energy part.
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Figure 4.13 – The effect of time window (left) and low energy cut (right) to the prompt γ-ray
characteristics per fission. Half width of the time window also corresponds to the
time since scission occurs.
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4.5 Response function unfolding procedure

In the following section, information on the unfolding procedure is given in some

detail in order to understand any potential systematic errors that it can introduce. This

is especially important for measured spectra with low statistics, which can be the case

for PFG measurements of fast-neutron-induced fission, since cross sections are typically

three orders of magnitude lower than those for thermal-neutron-induced fission.

The γ-rays have complicated response in a gamma detector, due to the interactions

of Compton scattering, photoelectric effect and pair production. The measured spectrum

is not equal to the emitted PFGS. Therefore, the measured spectrum must first be de-

convoluted by the detector response to obtain the emitted spectrum. Let f (y) to be the

unknown emission γ-ray spectrum of the source, and R(x,y) to be the response matrix.

Then, g(x) given by:

g(x) =

∫ ∞
0

R(x, y)f(y)dy (4.6)

is the measured spectrum. The challenge is to solve this linear integral equation in order

to obtain the emission spectrum f (y) given the measured spectrum g(x) and simulated

response function R(x,y), from which the characteristics of each fission event are extracted.

This process is called “unfolding” or “deconvolution”.

It is well known for being an ill-posed problem [100]. Firstly, the continuous form of

the integral equation has to be rewritten into discrete form

gi =
N∑
j=1

Rijfj (4.7)

because a spectrum has a limited channel and each channel corresponds to an energy

range: energy range Ei and Ei+1. And the measured spectrum can only be presented in

discrete data between energy E0 and EN , where E0 is the lower limit and EN is upper

limit. It is the first limitation in this problem to obtain emission distribution. Secondly,

the measured spectrum always accompanies with a noise term, including statistics error

εgi and systematic error δgi :

gi =
N∑
j=1

Rijfj + εgi + δgi (4.8)

Thus, a small perturbation in the measured spectrum can cause an arbitrary large per-

turbation of the solution during inverse process, especially in this work the PFGS has

limited statistics. In this specific physical case of unfolding PFGS, a detailed procedure

is presented below.
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4.5.1 Emission spectrum shape

In some cases, the unfolding process is model dependent. For example, Brunson [101]

has established a mathematical model for the prompt γ-ray multiplicity distribution,

whose coefficients need to be fitted during the unfolding process. In contrast, the unfolding

procedure in this experiment has no prior information (functional form) available and the

measured spectrum is unfolded directly with the simulated response function for the γ-ray

detectors (model independent).

In the case of PFGS, there is no functional form for the emission spectrum due to

the complexity of the process producing the γ-rays. In its low energy part (< 1 MeV),

the spectrum is dominated by discrete (mainly E2) transitions, characteristics for the

populated fission fragments [102], see inset of Figure 4.14. These low-energy γ-rays sit on

a continuous background of statistical γ-rays which are mainly E1 transitions. The latter

cover a wide range of energies from few tens keV up to 8 MeV. At even higher energy

ranges, the de-excitation of giant resonance (GR) of the fragments was observed [103,104].

In the case of fast-neutron-induced fission, the limited statistics above 6 MeV constrain the

study of high energy spectroscopy, which is out of the scope of this study, see Figure 4.14.
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4.5.2 Response function construction

The response function itself is obtained from detailed GEANT4 simulations of the

entire experimental setup using the PENELOPE physics list [105]. The energy deposition

of the γ-rays in the detector is scored by G4VSensitiveDetector and hits in GEANT4, see

Figure 4.15 for a schematic view of the simulation process. The experimental smearing

effect, i.e. energy resolution, is also taken into account for γ-ray spectrometer. As dis-

cussed in Section 4.1.3, the relative energy resolution (FWHM/E) as a function of the

γ-ray energy is obtained from calibration procedure. The energy deposition of the γ-ray

is then convoluted with a Gaussian random number, whose sigma follows the distribution

of experimental distribution (FWHM/E).

Figure 4.15 – Schematic view of the simulation process in G4VSensitiveDetector of GEANT4.

In the low energy part, the lower limit has been set at 100 keV to avoid threshold

effects and exclude atomic x-rays, which cannot be simulated very well. In order to

extract the spectral characteristics in the energy range between 100 keV and 6 MeV,

the energy range is extended up to 10 MeV in terms of excluding the effect of Compton

scattered high energy γ-rays affecting the lower energy region of the spectrum.

A typical simulated response function can be seen in Figure 4.16. The y-axis corre-

sponds to the energy of the emission γ-ray, whose width (binning) is determined according
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to the energy resolution as a function of γ-ray energy (Equation 4.3), in consideration of

computation capability. The x-axis is the observed γ-ray energy in the detector corre-

sponding to the emission γ-ray. The binning of the x-axis is dependent on the unfolding

algorithms (discussed in the next section), e.g. symmetric N × N response matrix for

matrix inversion and linear iteration is mandatory. Also other structures are visible in

the plot, e.g. the double-escape, single-escape peak and annihilation peak (i.e. 511 keV).

A validation of the response function was performed by using the detection efficiencies

and comparisons between simulated and experimental spectra from conventional γ-ray

sources, see Figure 4.17. It confirms that the experimental setup and physical processes

are reasonably described in the code, and the response function precise enough for the

subsequent unfolding process as a preliminary condition.
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4.5.3 Unfolding algorithms

Various unfolding algorithms for recovering the emission PFGS have been developed

over the last 50 years. Unfolding algorithms fall mainly into two categories: un-regularized

and regularized methods.

The un-regularized methods are most straightforward, including matrix inversion and

bin-by-bin method [62]. In the matrix inversion, the emission spectrum and corresponding

statistical error can be deduced easily by:

fj =
N∑
i=1

(R−1)ji gi (4.9)

Cov(fj, fk) =
N∑
i=1

(R−1)ji(εgi)
2(R−1)ki (4.10)

where εgi is the uncertainties of the measured spectrum. However, the inversion of the

response matrix is not precise. Precise inversion gives R−1R = 1 identical without off-

diagonal elements, which is not the case here. And also this method is well known to be

fluctuating since it cannot distinguish between widely fluctuation and smooth distribution,

and obtains large negative correlations between adjacent bins. The bin-by-bin method

obtains a scaling factor from the ratio between the measured spectrum and simulated

spectrum and apply a background subtraction to the lower energy part at the same time

when starting from the highest energy bin:

fi =
(gi − gbg,i)

Ri,i

(4.11)

where gbg,i is the accumulated background. Since the process is purely linear, error prop-

agation formula can be applied. A more practical method was proposed in Ref. [62],

which performs a least square or maximum likelihood fit between measured spectrum and

simulated spectrum every 3 bins to get the scaling factor and at the same time better

eliminate the smearing effect of energy resolution in neighboring bins.

Instead of un-regularized unfolding, a regularization parameter can be introduced,

which makes a compromise between the “fit” of the solution to the measured distribution

and the “size” of the solution. It is able to wash out the oscillations and transform ill-

conditioned problems into well-posed problems, which makes the solution more acceptable

and stable. Different methods have different definitions of “fit”, “size” and the way to

choose the optimum regularization parameter. Tikhonov regularization [106] and singular

value decomposition (SVD) regularization [107] are well known methods, implemented in

“TUnfold” and “TSVDUnfold” classes of ROOT. Tikhonov et al. [106] introduced the

regularization theory and methods, which is to solve the minimization problem with the
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general form:

argmin[ ‖ Rf − g ‖2
2 +λ2 ‖ L(g − g0) ‖2

2 , λ ] (4.12)

where λ is the regularization parameter. The “fit” is defined as the norm ‖ Rf − g ‖2

of the residual vector, originating from a fold step from the solution to the measured

distribution. The “size” of the solution is defined as the norm ‖ L(g − g0) ‖2. The g0 is

0 when no prior information is available. And the L is identical matrix in standard form.

L-curve criteria is available for finding optimal λ, by plotting (‖ Rf−g ‖2, ‖ L(g−g0) ‖2)

in log-log scale.

In addition, iteration is also a regularized method, including linear [108] and non-

linear iteration [109]. By avoiding reversing the measured distribution, the corresponding

prediction for the solution is computed by a folding step from an initial guess, whose

shape is usually not far from the measured distribution. It is then compared to the

measured distribution and modified at each iteration, such that the difference between

this distribution and the measured distribution is reduced. Andras Laszlo et al. [108]

suggests a linear iteration algorithm as follows:

fk+1
i = fki +N−1

col

N∑
j=1

(RT )ijgj −
N∑
j=1

Rijf
k
j (4.13)

where Ncol is column norm of the response matrix R and RT is the transposed of the

response matrix. Due to the linearity of the method, the statistical error propagation is

feasible. And the systematic error of the unfolded distribution has a upper limit [108], as

follows:

εk+1
i = εki +N−1

col

N∑
j=1

RT
ijgj −

N∑
j=1

Rijε
k
j (4.14)

δfi ≤ (1 + ln(k + 1)N−1
colR

T
iiδgi) (4.15)

Unlike the linear iteration, all components in non-linear iteration method are scaled to

their contribution Rijf
k
j to gi during the modification process:

fk+1
j =

M∑
i=1

Rijf
k
j

gi
N∑
j=1

Rijfkj

/
∑
i

Rij (4.16)

Error propagation is not applicable due to the non-linear model. Simple error assignment

can be given according to Ref. [109].

The quality of “fit” is described by chi-square χ2 =
M∑
i=1

(gi−ti)2
ti

, where ti =
N∑
j=1

Rijf
k
j and

fk the unfolded spectrum at kth iteration. When the number of iterations k increases, the
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oscillations become larger. It means that the norm of the solution is larger, described by

another quantity X2 =
N∑
i

(f̂ki −f
k
i )2

fki
, where f̂i is calculated from toy experiment (unfolded

spectra obtained from different sets of measured spectra). A stopping criteria, i.e. halt

the procedure as soon as the unfolded spectrum properly fits to the measured spectrum,

is then used to choose the optimum iteration number, see Figure 4.18.
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Figure 4.18 – The chi-square χ2 and norm size X2 distribution as a function of the iteration
number. The optium regularization parameter, namely iteration number, can be
chosen according to this plot.

The unfolding code of above algorithms can be found in the link [110]. Even though

there are plenty of algorithms developed, there is a lack of knowledge about what kind

of systematic effects the different unfolding algorithms have on the unfolded spectrum,

especially the spectral characteristics. In addition, the performance of the unfolding

procedures needs to be evaluated in low-statistics data sets, which is particularly relevant

for fast-neutron-induced fission PFG measurements. By artificially reducing the number

of events (selecting a data subset), the impact of low statistics on the extracted average

multiplicity has been quantified for each unfolding algorithm. The results, shown in

Figure 4.19, demonstrate that the iteration method is the most stable for spectra with

the fewest counts. Consequently, it was chosen as the unfolding algorithm in this work.

4.5.4 Observables extraction

Once the unfolding is completed, the spectral characteristics can then be extracted

from the unfolded spectra, which are normalized to the number of fissions (as discussed in

Section 4.3). The average multiplicity is deduced by integrating the unfolded spectrum.
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Figure 4.19 – Comparison of different unfolding techniques from the spontaneous fission source
252Cf at different statistical configurations, with the extracted property of γ-ray
multiplicity per fission.

The multiplication between the unfolded distribution and the γ-ray energy gives the

total energy released. The average photon energy can then be calculated from these two

quantities. The calculation of these quantities follows:

Mγ =

∫
Nγ(Eγ) dEγ (4.17)

Eγ,tot =

∫
Eγ ×Nγ(Eγ)dEγ (4.18)

εγ = Eγ,tot/Mγ (4.19)

where Nγ(Eγ) is the unfolded PFG distribution (normalized to per fission) as a function

of the γ-ray energy Eγ.

In order to validate the calculations, simulated data with high statistics are used in

case of a discrete (radioactive source 152Eu) and a continuous (energy in exponential, mul-

tiplicity in Gaussian) distribution, which are typical of PFGS. Figure 4.20 (using linear

iteration algorithm) gives the comparison among measured spectrum, unfolded spectrum

and emission spectrum. Even though the unfolded spectrum cannot fully eliminate the

energy shearing effect, which causes oscillation in the neighboring bins, the spectral char-

acteristics of the unfolded spectrum very well represents the ones of emission spectrum,

see TABLE 4.5. The analysis shows that, for one detector, aforementioned unfolding pro-

cedures reasonably reproduce the average multiplicity, total energy released and average

photon energy in high-statistics data sets.
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Table 4.5 – Summary of the performance of different deconvolution techniques tested on a dis-
crete and continuum distribution (at high statistical situation) [110], respectively.
The calculation of the quantities are described in the text.

M̄γ(/fission) Eγ,tot(MeV) εγ(MeV )
Bin-by-bin 1.54 ± 0.06 1.09 ± 0.05 0.71 ± 0.04
Matrix Inversion 1.68 ± 0.03 1.19 ± 0.03 0.71 ± 0.02
Linear Iteration 1.65 ± 0.06 1.16 ± 0.02 0.70 ± 0.03
Non-linear Iteration 1.57 ± 0.01 1.11 ± 0.02 0.71 ± 0.01
Regularization 1.59 ± 0.01 1.07 ± 0.02 0.67 ± 0.01
Reference 1.58 ± 0.01 1.11 ± 0.00 0.71 ± 0.01

M̄γ(/fission) Eγ,tot(MeV) εγ(MeV )
Bin-by-bin 7.37 ± 0.12 13.09 ± 0.34 1.77 ± 0.05
Matrix Inversion 7.25 ± 0.10 12.89 ± 0.35 1.78 ± 0.06
Linear Iteration 7.28 ± 0.08 12.93 ± 0.07 1.77 ± 0.02
Non-linear Iteration 7.24 ± 0.02 12.83 ± 0.06 1.77 ± 0.01
Regularization 7.27 ± 0.01 13.27 ± 0.04 1.82 ± 0.01
Reference 7.25 ± 0.02 12.86 ± 0.00 1.77 ± 0.00
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4.5. Response function unfolding procedure
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Figure 4.20 – Comparison of the unfolded γ-ray spectra for (a) a discrete gamma source 152Eu
and (b) an exponentially distributed gamma source. Each unfolded spectrum is
compared to the emission spectrum, as well as the measured spectrum (scaled for
better visibility).
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Chapter 4. Data Analysis

4.6 Results

4.6.1 252Cf(sf)

In the first experiment, two fission chambers from CEA Bruyère-le-Chatel were used

to study prompt emission in fission. The first chamber only contained one cathode of
252Cf sample. 252Cf is a spontaneous fission source that has been widely studied and the

measured PFGS can be used as a reference to compare with other results and validate

the analysis procedure. The measured spectrum of each individual γ detector was un-

folded separately, following the unfolding procedure discussed in the previous section. The

spectral characteristics are then extracted individually. For each detector, the error bar

assignment was performed by taking all the possible sources of uncertainty into account

during the data analysis procedure. One example of the error bar assignment is presented

in Table 4.6 with corresponding description in below.

Table 4.6 – A detailed decomposition of the uncertainties for the spectral characteristics of
PFGS. Relative errors from different sources of uncertainty are presented and the
total value is the quadratic sum. It is for one of the γ-ray detectors (LaBr3 Q9625).

Source of uncertainty Relative error
M̄γ(/fission) Eγ,tot(MeV ) εγ(MeV )

Measured Spectrum 1.46% 2.18% 1.62%
Response matrix statistics 0.66% 0.13% 0.67%
Response matrix systematics 2.61% 0.80% 1.91%
Unfolding systematics 1.87% 1.90% 3.81%
Binning effect 0.26% 1.01% 1.06%
Energy calibration 0.20% 0.44% 0.64%
Fission fragments measurement 0.07% 0.32% 0.32%
Total 3.61% 3.22% 4.78%

Source of uncertainty Description
Measured Spectrum samples generation according to Poisson distribution
Response matrix statistics simulate 106 particles per energy
Response matrix systematics due to measurement: θ, φ ± 10◦, distance ± 0.25 cm
Unfolding systematics test arbitrary distribution, e.g. exponential
Binning effect binning by energy resolution (σ, FWHM and 2×FWHM)
Energy calibration quadratic fitting error
Fission fragments measurement ∼0.5% uncertainty on FF measurement

The final values are then obtained from the weighted mean and associated uncertain-

ties of spectra from the multiple detectors in the experimental setup, see Figure B.1 in

Appendix. B. The values obtained are presented in Table 4.7, compared to other previ-
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4.6. Results

ous measurements. ∆t represents the time window to select the PFG and ∆E represents

the energy range when extracting the spectral characteristics. Each individual unfolded

spectra from multiple detectors were combined into two averaged unfolded spectrum for

different detector types, i.e. LaBr3 scintillation detector and PARIS phoswich detector,

as is plotted in Figure 4.21.
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Figure 4.21 – Summed unfolded PFGS of 252Cf(sf) for LaBr3 and PARIS phoswich, respectively.

Table 4.7 – Summary of PFGS characteristics of 252Cf(sf) for LaBr3 and PARIS phoswich, re-
spectively. The width of time window and the energy range have been pointed out
if available.

252Cf(sf) Detector M̄γ Eγ,tot εγ ∆t ∆E
(/fission) (MeV) (MeV) (ns) (MeV)

This work LaBr3 8.30±0.15 6.60±0.15 0.80±0.02 ±2.5 0.1-6.0
PARIS 8.40±0.19 6.70±0.26 0.80±0.02 ±2.5 0.1-6.0

R. Billnert et al. [62] 8.30±0.09 6.64±0.10 0.80±0.01
A. Chyzh et al. [111] 8.14±0.40 7.65±0.55 0.94±0.05

The unfolded spectra from the LaBr3 scintillation detectors and the PARIS phoswich

detectors are in very good agreement with each other despite the very different γ-ray re-

sponses. There is good agreement in terms of both the slope in the high-energy region and

the positions of the structures in the low-energy region. There are some small differences

observed in the amplitude of the major peaks in the low-energy region, but this may be

due to the different energy resolutions of the two detector types and are also within the

uncertainties. The spectral characteristics for the two types of the detectors agree well
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Chapter 4. Data Analysis

within 1.5% and are within the error bars (see Table 4.7). This demonstrates a good

performance of the PARIS phoswich detectors in this experiment - in fact, it was the first

time that these detectors have been used in a physics experiment.

Our results from 252Cf are also in very good agreement with results from previous

experiments [62, 111]. Comparisons are given in Table 4.7. We conclude that our anal-

ysis procedure is valid and may now be applied to the spectral data obtained in our

measurements of PFG from neutron-induced fission of 238U and 239Pu.

4.6.2 238U(n,f)

In this section, the experimental PFGS results from fast-neutron induced fission of 238U

at two different incident energies (1.9 and 4.8 MeV) will be presented. It also aims to

examine any potential energy dependence of spectral characteristics below second chance

fission.

The 238U ionization chamber used for the measurement had an identical external geom-

etry and was constructed of similar materials compared to the 252Cf chamber. However,

the uranium samples were deposited on different cathodes or anodes, positioned between

12 and 20 cm away from the LICORNE gas cell. Due to the slight difference in the source-

detector geometry, the response matrix for each γ detector has to be simulated at each

positions. The measured PFGS corresponding to each fission position have been unfolded

separately, see Figure B.2 in Appendix. B. The final values for the spectral characteris-

tics were then extracted from the weighted mean for each of the relevant quantities, see

Table 4.8. To obtain the final unfolded spectrum in Figure 4.22, all the separate unfolded

spectra were combined into two averaged unfolded spectrum for different detector types.

Table 4.8 – Summary of PFGS characteristics of 238U(n,f) for LaBr3 and PARIS phoswich, re-
spectively. The width of time window and the energy range have been pointed out
if available.

238U En Detector M̄γ Eγ,tot εγ ∆t ∆E
(MeV) (/fission) (MeV) (MeV) (ns) (MeV)

This work 1.9 LaBr3 6.38±0.19 5.15±0.21 0.81±0.02 ±2.5 0.1-6.0
PARIS 6.69±0.19 5.35±0.19 0.80±0.02 ±2.5 0.1-6.0

4.8 LaBr3 7.37±0.49 6.29±0.69 0.85±0.11 ±2.5 0.1-6.0
PARIS 7.25±0.42 6.06±0.60 0.84±0.10 ±2.5 0.1-6.0

J.M. Laborie 1.7 7.05±0.20 5.92±0.24 0.84±0.03
et al. [112] 5.2 7.25±0.35 5.73±0.40 0.79±0.04

Again, it is visible that the unfolded spectra from the LaBr3 scintillation detectors and

the PARIS phoswich detectors are in very good agreement with each other. In addition, a

linear fit to the spectral characteristics for the two incident neutron energies in this work

has been performed. For example, the trend of the total energy released per fission has a
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Figure 4.22 – Summed unfolded PFGS of 238U(n,f) for LaBr3 and PARIS phoswich, respectively,
at En=1.9 and 4.8 MeV.

slope 0.32±0.14 MeV/MeV and an intersection 4.64±0.32 MeV. The experimental results

reveal that the spectral characteristics of PFGS, including the average multiplicity, the

total energy release as well as the average photon energy, have no significant observable

energy dependence when the beam energy is raised from 1.9 to 4.8 MeV. Also no significant

observable evolution in the shape of the spectrum is seen.

4.6.3 239Pu(n,f)

In the second experiment, the PFG of fast-neutron induced fission of 239Pu was inves-

tigated, by using an ionization chamber developed in JRC (Geel). The chamber contained
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Chapter 4. Data Analysis

high purity 239Pu samples. Every two samples were attached to the cathode, forming 4

channels for readout of fission fragment detection information in the anode. Similar to the

treatment in the case of 238U(n,f), the response matrix for each γ detector is simulated

in 4 different positions taking into account the difference in source-detector geometries.

The spectral characteristics are summarized in Table 4.9, which are extracted from the

weighted mean of each individual unfolded spectra (see Figure B.3 in Appendix. B). The

summed unfolded spectra are plotted in Figure 4.23.
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Figure 4.23 – Summed unfolded PFGS of 239U(n,f) for LaBr3 and PARIS phoswich, respectively,
at En=1.8 MeV.

Table 4.9 – Summary of PFGS characteristics of 239Pu(n,f) for LaBr3 and PARIS phoswich,
respectively. The width of time window and the energy range have been pointed out
if available.

239Pu En Detector M̄γ Eγ,tot εγ ∆t ∆E
(MeV) (/fission) (MeV) (MeV) (ns) (MeV)

This work 1.8 LaBr3 7.37±0.36 6.75±0.39 0.91±0.04 ±3.0 0.1-7.0
PARIS 7.12±0.40 6.67±0.38 0.91±0.04 ±3.0 0.1-7.0

A. Gatera thermal LaBr3 7.35±0.12 6.27±0.11 0.85±0.02 ±3.0 0.1-7.0
et al. [26]

In this chapter, the procedure of obtaining the unfolded PFGS and spectral charac-

teristics have been presented step by step. In the end, the spectrum and characteristics,

obtained following the same procedure, are either plotted or listed in the table. In the

next chapter, the comparisons and discussions about the experimental results, as well as

the theoretical calculations, will be detailed.
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Chapter 5

Discussions

The spectral characteristics and corresponding spectral shapes of prompt fission γ-rays

(PFG) in different fissioning systems have been measured, including spontaneous fission

of 252Cf, fast-neutron-induced fission of 239Pu and 238U. The same experimental methods

and analysis procedures have been applied to obtain the emission spectra by recovering

the complex response functions of different types of γ-ray detectors. Thus the results

can be compared in a consistent way to understand what can impact the prompt γ-ray

emission.

According to the experimental results in Figure 5.1, the PFGS shows different struc-

tures as a function of the γ-ray energy in the range of 0.1 to 10 MeV. In the high-

energy region, from 1 MeV to 8 MeV, it is characterized by the exponentially decreas-

ing yields of statistical γ-rays (mainly electrical dipole transitions). An exponential

fit of the tail (between 3 MeV to 6 MeV) has been performed, which gives the fitted

slope parameter of 1.24 MeV−1, 0.97 MeV−1 and 1.20 MeV−1 for the fission reactions
252Cf(sf), 239Pu(n1.8MeV ,f) and 238U(n1.9MeV ,f), respectively (Figure 5.2). The spectrum

of 239Pu(n1.8 MeV ,f) is much harder than the two others in this region. At energies below

1 MeV, the discrete characteristic γ-rays along the Yrast lines of rotating fragments dom-

inate the spectrum. In the fission process, a few hundreds of different isotopes are popu-

lated. Some of them have close-lying and overlapping γ-ray lines. This feature, combined

with the limited energy resolution of our γ-ray detectors (scintillation detectors), creates

bunches of lines with similar energies. For example, the gross γ-ray structures of 350 keV,

480 keV and 580 keV are related to the discrete γ lines from 4+ → 2+ → 0+ chains of

highly populated fission fragments 100Zr and 138Xe, in the case of 238U(n1.9MeV ,f). Above

8 MeV, the onset of the giant-dipole-resonance (GDR) leads to a slight enhancement of

the γ-ray spectrum [103,104].

In order to identify the different effects that may impact the PFGS emission, the

calculations from two fission models, GEF and FREYA, will be used in order to reveal

the physics behind the obtained experimental results. GEF code includes a model of the

potential energy surface (PES) of the compound nucleus in order to obtain the fragment

yields at scission. Several physical models, e.g. excitation-energy-sorting mechanism and
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Figure 5.1 – Unfolded prompt fission γ-ray spectra obtained from this work with LaBr3 detec-
tors for different fission reactions: 252Cf(sf), 239Pu(n1.8MeV ,f) and 238U(n1.9MeV ,f),
respectively.
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Figure 5.2 – An exponential fit to the high-energy tail between 3 MeV and 6 MeV for the
unfolded prompt fission γ-ray spectra obtained from this work, for different fission
reactions: 252Cf(sf), 239Pu(n1.8MeV ,f) and 238U(n1.9MeV ,f), respectively.

statistical model for angular momentum generation, were proposed to determine the initial

conditions of the fission fragments at scission. The fragments are then de-excited by

neutron emission and subsequent photon emission. The neutron emission is described

by evaporation models, including neutron-gamma competition. The γ-rays emission is

calculated in a fully analytical formalism, in terms of the electric dipole E1 and electric

quadrupole E2 transitions. FREYA code reads in fission fragment yields and the total

kinetic energy of the fragments as inputs. Different excitation-energy-sorting mechanism

and angular momentum generation mechanism are implemented for the determination of
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the initial conditions of the fission fragments for subsequent de-excitation process, i.e.

neutron emission and photon emission. The neutron emission is described by evaporation

models and it stops when no more neutron emission is energetically possible. Neutron-

gamma competition is not included. The photon emission is calculated firstly by the
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Figure 5.3 – Calculated prompt fission γ-ray spectra in GEF code for different fission reactions:
252Cf(sf), 239Pu(n1.8MeV ,f) and 238U(n1.9MeV ,f), respectively.
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Figure 5.4 – Calculated prompt fission γ-ray spectra in FREYA code for different fission reac-
tions: 252Cf(sf), 239Pu(n1.8MeV ,f) and 238U(n1.9MeV ,f), respectively.
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statistical transitions (E1) and then follows the experimental data form RIPL-3 in low-

energy region.

It has been mentioned above that the lower energy limit and time window to select

the PFG are important in comparison between experimental results and theoretical cal-

culations. It is noted that the default lower energy limit for γ-ray in GEF code is 50 keV,

which can be set to be a higher value when treating the event-by-event data. In FREYA,

this quantity is a tunable input data in the source code, which is set to be 100 keV as is

the same in the experiments. The lower energy limit effect strongly influences the PFG

characteristics, especially the γ-ray multiplicity and average photon energy per fission.

Regarding the time limit for prompt γ-rays emission, the GEF code in default version

stops the de-excitation calculation whenever the γ-ray cascade reaches an isomeric state

according to JEFF-3.1.1 with lifetime in the order of 10 to 100 ms. In FREYA, the max-

imum lifetime of isomeric states is set to be 1.5 ns, which is close to the experimental

conditions, i.e. few nanoseconds of time window. Due to limited time resolution of the

whole experimental setup (∼2 ns), the selection of a time window of few nanoseconds

strongly affects the experimental spectral characteristics. The calculated results of PFGS

are plotted in Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4. The comparison of the spectral characteristics

is presented in Table 5.1.
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Figure 5.5 – Comparison of prompt fission γ-ray spectra obtained from experimental data, GEF
and FREYA calculations for the fissioning system of 238U(n1.9MeV ,f).

From the comparison (Figure 5.5), we can see that the theoretical calculations cannot

fully match the experimental results neither in the low-energy nor in the high-energy

regions. In GEF calculations, the discrete γ lines have rather poor agreement with the

experimental results since it uses an analytical formula to obtain the electrical quadrupole
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Table 5.1 – Comparison of PFGS characteristics between experimental results observed from
this work and theoretical calculations from GEF and FREYA, for different fission
reactions. The selected time window and the energy range have been also pointed
out.

Mγ Eγ,tot εγ ∆t ∆E
(/fission) (MeV) (MeV) (ns) (MeV)

This work 8.35±0.20 6.64±0.21 0.80±0.02 ±2.5 0.1-6.0
252Cf(sf) GEF 7.17 6.52 0.91 ∼104-105 0.1-6.0

FREYA 8.31 7.10 0.85 1.5 0.1-6.0
This work 6.54±0.19 5.25±0.20 0.80±0.04 ±2.5 0.1-6.0

238U(n1.9MeV ,f) GEF 6.24 5.84 0.94 ∼104-105 0.1-6.0
FREYA 7.23 6.18 0.85 1.5 0.1-6.0

This work 7.31±0.46 6.18±0.65 0.84±0.11 ±2.5 0.1-6.0
238U(n4.8MeV ,f) GEF 6.54 6.14 0.94 ∼104-105 0.1-6.0

FREYA 7.30 6.28 0.86 1.5 0.1-6.0
This work 7.23±0.37 6.71±0.37 0.91±0.04 ±3.0 0.1-7.0

239Pu(n1.8MeV ,f) GEF 6.72 6.76 1.00 ∼104-105 0.1-7.0
FREYA 7.38 7.06 0.96 1.5 0.1-7.0

transition along the Yrast line, while FREYA takes into account the experimental data

from RIPL library at the last stage of the prompt γ-ray emission and thus well reproduces

the positions of the major bunched γ peaks, even though the amplitudes of these peaks

differ. In the high-energy region, the enhanced yield above 3 MeV calculated with the

GEF code is not supported by the experimental results and results from FREYA code has

better agreement with the experimental results. Nevertheless, both codes depict that the

PFGS for 239Pu(n1.8MeV ,f) is clearly harder than that for the two other fissioning systems,

which is also observed in the experimental results.

According to the spectral characteristics presented in Table 5.1, the prompt γ-ray

multiplicities from FREYA calculations have good agreement with the experimental re-

sults generally (except that for the fissioning system of 238U(n1.9MeV ,f), the discrepancy

is up to 10%). That is because the free parameters of the FREYA calculations (in de-

fault) is tuned by the multiplicity quantity of the 252Cf(sf) reaction, taken from Billnert et

al. [62]. However, the total γ-ray energy release is in overall higher than the experimental

values. The average energy per photon is thus also higher because of the relationship

εγ = Eγ,tot/Mγ. In terms of the GEF calculations, there are no free parameters for tun-

ing. The obtained total γ-ray energy release has good agreement with the experimental

results generally (except that for the fissioning system of 238U(n1.9MeV ,f), the discrepancy

is up to 10%). But the prompt γ-ray multiplicity is much smaller than the measured

values. Consequently the average energy per photon is much higher.

In this section three potential effects that can influence the spectral characteristics

of PFGS will be discussed, including the energetic condition, isotopic yields and angular
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momentum of the fission fragments. Due to the fact that all these three effects change

with the incident neutron energy, the potential energy dependence of PFGS will also be

discussed in the last section.

5.1 Energetics of the fission process

The primary fission fragments at scission are excited and rotating. Their energy

and spin will be evacuated by first emitting prompt neutrons, followed by prompt γ-rays,

though some competition between neutrons and high-energy γ-rays (de-exciting e.g. giant

resonances) exists. Generally, the emission of prompt neutrons takes away most of the

excitation energy of the fragments and does not modify the spin distribution on average.

The leftover excitation energy and spin distribution at scission are the initial conditions

for the prompt γ-ray emission. The following discussion includes a complete description

of the energetics of the fission process from scission to the start of the prompt γ-ray

emission, with the help of the calculation results in GEF and FREYA as well as some

experimental evidences.

At the scission configuration, the initial excitation energy ESC
init can be described by

two components, intrinsic excitation energy E∗,SC and collective Ecoll,SC :

ESC
init = E∗,SC + Ecoll,SC = E∗,SC + Edef,SC + Erot,SC (5.1)

The collective excitation energy includes deformation energy Edef,SC and rotation energy

Erot,SC . The rotation energy Erot,SC is due to the angular momentum of fission fragments

generated in the scission process, where the mechanism of angular momentum genera-

tion is still unknown. According to energy conservation, the total statistical (intrinsic)

excitation energy is deduced by [8]

E∗,SCtotal = E∗,SCL + E∗,SCH = M gs
CN + E∗CN −MSC

L −MSC
H − Erot,SC

L − Erot,SC
H − V C

LH (5.2)

where M gs
CN and E∗CN is the ground state mass and excitation energy of the compound

nucleus, M sc
i the mass of the deformed pre-fragments, V C

LH the coulomb repulsion between

the two deformed pre-fragments of the scission configuration and Erot
i the rotational energy

of the deformed pre-fragments.

The sharing of this statistical excitation energy E∗,SCtotal still remains controversial and

different methods were applied in various model calculations, as is discussed in Sec-

tion 1.2.2. In FREYA, E∗,SCtotal is divided in proportion to the respective heat capacities, i.e.

the level density parameter ∂E∗i /∂Ti = 2aiTi ∝ ai according to the well-known relation

E∗i = aiT
2
i , and assuming the nuclear temperature is equal for the two fragments in a

thermal contact. Consequently, the E∗,SCtotal is divided in proportion to the mass number

since ai ∝ Ai. In GEF, the statistical excitation energy is shared according to the proba-
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5.1. Energetics of the fission process

bility distribution of the available micro-states, given by the total nuclear level density [7].

The partition of the statistical excitation energy is not proportional to the mass of the

fragments.

The deformation energy at scission plays an important role in the total excitation

energy, which in turn depends on the shell structure of the specific nuclides. Thus the

mass asymmetry of the pre-scission nuclear shape produces the saw-tooth shape of ex-

citation energy as a function of fragment mass at the scission point, see Figure 5.6. An

experimental evidence is the kink around m∗H ≈132 (132Sn), which corresponds to the

stiff doubly magic numbers with small deformation energy, and most of the deformation

energy is stored in the shape-distorted complementary light fragments.

The deformation energy at the scission point is transformed to excitation energy when

the fragments are fully accelerated. Neutrons are assumed to be evaporated from the fully

accelerated fragments, since the neutron characteristic emission time is much larger than

the duration of the acceleration phase. Evaporation models for the prompt neutron emis-

sion have been proved to be a good approximation since the Maxwell spectrum describes

well the measured neutron energy spectra in the laboratory frame (see Figure 1.9), with

the formalism:

φ(εn) ∼ √εn e−εn/T (5.3)

where T is the temperature of the daughter nucleus and ε the kinetic energy of the emitted

neutrons. Even though neutrons evaporated from a rotating nucleus are related to its

angular momentum [113], this effect can be neglected in the first-order approximation.

The neutron emission is ceased when it is not possible energetically any more, which means

that the neutron emission is mainly constrained by the available excitation energy. Thus

the initial fission fragment excitation energies Einit(A) largely determine the multiplicities

and total energy of evaporated neutrons, see Figure 5.6 (top and middle). It is noted

that the sawtooth shapes are roughly reproduced in the total energy released by prompt

neutron emission En,tot(A), while the distribution of post-evaporation excitation energy as

a function of fragment mass does not conserve the shape any more (bottom in Figure 5.6).

The post-evaporation excitation energies correspond to the initial energetic conditions for

the subsequent γ-ray emission.

As is seen in Figure 5.6, the distribution of the post-neutron-evaporation excitation as a

function of the fragment masses does not have the same shape of the two aforementioned

distributions. The distributions also possess more-or-less the same shape for different

fissioning systems in each calculation code, though the two different codes produce slightly

different distributions. Nevertheless, this result is compatible with the discussions above

because prompt γ-ray emission comes mainly after the fission product excitation energy

drops below the neutron separation energy Sn by a few MeV, i.e. another neutron emission

not energetically possible. Therefore, in terms of one fission fragment with certain mass

and charge number, the post-evaporation excitation is at a similar level despite the initial
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Figure 5.6 – The energetics of the fission process from scission point to the start of the prompt
γ-ray emission as a function of fragment mass A for different fission reactions:
252Cf(sf), 239Pu(n1.8MeV ,f) and 238U(n1.9MeV ,f), respectively, according to GEF
(left) and FREYA (right).
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excitation energy and the prompt neutron properties varies significantly with different

fission reactions. The neutron separation energy should give a hint on this quantity, which

can be easily checked by plotting the neutron separation energy as a function of fragment

mass. Sn(A) is weighted over charge yields for each mass number A, see Figure 5.7.

This calculation uses nuclear masses from Ref. [114] and independent fragment yields

from JEFF-3.3 evaluation [115]. The obtained neutron separation energy Sn(A) changes

dramatically at A=100 and A=132 and rather slowly in each individual region. It roughly

reflects the shape of the distributions compared to FREYA calculations and the relative

level of the neutron separation energy Sn. Sn of 238U(n0.4MeV ,f) is ∼0.5 MeV lower

than 252Cf(sf) and 239Pu(n0.4MeV ,f), because this reaction produces more neutron-rich

fragments than the other two reactions.
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Figure 5.7 – Neutron separation energy distribution as a function of fragment mass A, weighted
over the charge yields for each mass number. The charge yields are ob-
tained from JEFF-3.3 library [115] for the available fissioning systems: 252Cf(sf),
239Pu(n0.4MeV ,f) and 238U(n0.4MeV ,f), respectively.

5.2 Fission fragments yields

As mentioned in the previous section, the physical quantities in fission process depend

on the fragment mass, e.g. the distribution of total γ-ray energy released as a function

of the post fission fragments mass (see Figure 5.6). Therefore, in determining the γ-ray

characteristics, the fragment mass dependence needs to be coupled with the corresponding

mass yields (in fact, charge yields has already been taken into account when obtaining

the mass dependences). Generally, the fission fragments yields varies with different fission
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reactions and incident neutron energy (for neutron-induced fission), which in essence

needs to be taken into account in the calculations and evaluations of the prompt γ-ray

characteristics.

It has already been observed in the experiment of the Darmstadt-Heidelberg Crystal

Ball spectrometer that there is a strong enhancement of the γ-ray spectra in the energy

range between 3.5 MeV and 8.0 MeV due to the strongly reduced level densities in the

vicinity of the shell closures at Z=50 and N=82 [116], which in turns gives much larger

nuclear temperature T according to T =
√
E∗/a, where E∗ is the statistical excitation

energy (see Figure 5.8). This phenomenon is well reproduced in the FREYA code, see

Figure 5.9, where an enhancement can be seen in the mass region from 130 to 135 in

different fissioning reactions (only 238U(n1.9MeV ,f) is shown, similar for other reactions).

However, in the GEF code (Figure 5.10), except the enhancement in the mass region of

A=128-133, the light fragments also exhibits an enhancement in the high-energy region,

which are not supported by the experimental results in Crystal Ball spectrometer. This

overestimation might be the origin of the enhanced yields above 3 MeV in the PFGS

spectrum when compared to the experimental results obtained from this work (Figure 5.5).
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5.2. Fission fragments yields

Figure 5.8 – Normalized γ-ray spectra for different fragment mass splits. The spectra have
been scaled for better visibility. The dotted line shows the spectrum observed for
Ab=106-108. Results taken from Ref. [116].
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Figure 5.9 – Normalized γ-ray spectra for different fragment mass A in fission reaction
238U(n1.9MeV ,f) calculated in FREYA code. The spectra have been scaled for
better visibility. The red spectrum represents the PFGS obtained from this work.
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Figure 5.10 – Normalized γ-ray spectra for different fragment mass A in fission reaction
238U(n1.9MeV ,f) calculated in GEF code. The spectra have been scaled for better
visibility. The red spectrum represents the PFGS obtained from this work.
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The leftover excitation energy, after neutron evaporation has ceased, is exhausted by

γ-ray emission, including statistical photons mainly from electrical dipole transitions and

discrete γ-ray from electrical quadrupole transition. The statistical γ-rays carry away

most of the remaining excitation energy of the fragments in a wide energy range, up to

8 MeV (∼neutron separation energy). In both calculations, the energy distribution of

statistical photons follows the giant dipole resonance form factor modulated black-body

spectrum with slight differences in the formalism [7,8]:

FREY A : φ(εγ) ∼
Γ2
GDRε

4
γ

(ε2γ − E2
GDR)2 + Γ2

GDRε
2
γ

e−εγ/T (5.4)

GEF : φ(εγ) ∼
ΓGDRε

4
γ

(ε2γ − E2
GDR)2 + Γ2

GDRE
2
GDR

e−εγ/T (5.5)

where Γ2
GDR is the width of GDR, EGDR the position of GDR, T is the nuclear temperature

and ε is the γ-ray energy. The magnitude of the angular momentum is reduced by 1

(FREYA) or 0 (GEF) for each statistical photon (mainly E1 transitions) emitted and the

remaining excitation becomes E∗f = E∗i − εγ. The use of the giant dipole resonance form

factor hardens the spectrum, especially in the high-energy region. And this effect is more

enhanced for fission fragments with larger mass number, due to the fact that the GDR

position follows EGDR(MeV ) = 31.2/A1/3 + 20.6/A1/6 [117], see Figure 5.11(a).
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Figure 5.11 – (a) Giant dipole resonance form factor distribution for different fragment masses
A; (b) Black-body spectrum with different temperature coefficients.
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5.2. Fission fragments yields

The nuclear temperature also depends on each individual fragment, i.e. the level den-

sity parameter [118]:

a(U) = a∗
{

1 +
δW

U
(1− e−γU)

}
, U ≡ E∗ −∆ (5.6)

where a∗ is the asymptotic level density parameter, δW the shell correction energy, γ the

damping factor, E∗ the excitation energy and ∆ the pairing energy. The effect of the

nuclear temperature in the γ-ray spectra can be seen in Figure 5.11(b), where a larger T

harden the spectrum in the high-energy tail.

Once the Yrast line is reached, the remaining rotational energy is evacuated by elec-

trical quadrupole E2 transitions. The magnitude of the angular momentum is reduced

by 2 and the corresponding rotation energy disposed is described by the semi-classic

expressions:

If = Ii − 2 (5.7)

εγ =
~2

2J I
2
i −

~2

2J I
2
f (5.8)

where I is the angular momentum following the sequence of 0,2,4,..., and J is the mo-

ment of inertia depending on each individual fragment. In FREYA, the calculation also

includes the experimental nuclear structure information from RIPL3 [51] data base. In

the low-energy region, the calculations follows the tabulated decay rates between the lev-

els from RIPL3 (partially). This is the reason why the low-energy structures in FREYA

calculation have better agreement with the experimental results measured in this work,

see one example of 138Xe in Figure 5.12.

In this work, the measured PFGS is the summation of the contributions from all

the mass splits. The experimental observations [116] reveals that the spectra are similar

except for the fragments in the vicinity of the shell closures. This observation is also

reproduced in the model calculations. Thus, we can deduce that the slope of the mea-

sured PFGS may also largely depends on the fragment yields in the region A=130-135.

This is compatible with the experimental results and calculated results in both FREYA

and GEF that the spectra of 239Pu(n,f) is harder than 252Cf(sf), due to the fact that

the yields in region A=130-135 for the fission reaction 239Pu(n,f) is higher than that in
252Cf(sf), see Figure 5.13 and Figure 5.14. On the other hand, even though the frag-

ments yields is quite similar for the fission reactions 239Pu(n1.8MeV ,f) and 238U(n1.9MeV ,f)

(according to FREYA), the γ-ray spectra is much softer in the high-energy region for
238U(n1.9MeV ,f). This is because the initial condition in terms of excitation energy for

each fragment is quite different for reactions 239Pu1.8MeV (n,f) and 238U1.9MeV (n,f), while

similar for 239Pu1.8MeV (n,f) and 252Cf(sf), see Figure 5.6. One might naively expect that

higher initial excitation energy, when prompt γ-rays emission starts, tends to emit more
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Figure 5.12 – Discrete γ-ray from electrical quadrupole transitions of 138Xe calculated from GEF
and FREYA code, as well as partial level scheme of 138Xe deduced from experi-
mental data set [119].

energetic γ-rays. Therefore, the slope of the high-energy tail in PFGS should depend on

the initial energetic condition of the fragments when prompt γ-ray emission starts and

the fragment yields, especially the fragments close to the vicinity of shell closures.

In the low-energy region of the measured PFGS, the discrete γ-rays mainly from

electrical quadrupole transitions E2 along the Yrast line of the fragments lead to another

enhancement of the γ-ray spectrum below 1.5 MeV. Due to the large variety of fragment

isotopes with their close-lying γ lines and the limited energy resolution of scintillation

detectors, broad structures rather than sharp peaks are obtained, see Figure 5.1. For

different fission reactions, even though the fragment yields may vary significantly, the

major bunched groups of close-lying γ lines stay in the same positions and only the

amplitudes vary. In addition, contrary to statistical photons, these discrete γ-rays are

also sensitive to the angular momentum due to its nature, e.g. the multiplicity of γ-rays

from E2 transitions is proportional to the amplitude of angular momentum I. The aspect

of angular momentum will be detailed in the next section.
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Figure 5.13 – Charge and post-evaporation mass distribution in GEF and FREYA code for
different fission reactions. In GEF, the fragment yields as a function of mass and
charge is obtained according to the potential energy at scission [7]. In FREYA,
the mass and charge distribution of the fragments are determined by first selecting
the mass from a probability distribution P(Af ) of five-Gaussian and a subsequent
charge selection from a normal distribution [8], with no odd-even staggering.
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Figure 5.14 – Post-evaporation fragment mass distribution at different energy gates on the
prompt fission γ-ray spectrum. The energy gates are [4.0 MeV-4.5 MeV], [4.5 MeV-
5.0 MeV] and [5.0 MeV-5.5 MeV], respectively.
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5.3. Angular momentum

5.3 Angular momentum

In addition to the excitation energies and fragments yields, the initial fragment an-

gular momentum distribution is also an important initial condition for the prompt γ-ray

emission. Due to the fact that the rotating fragments emit E2 photons to carry away

most of the angular momentum, one can naively expect that higher angular momentum

generates prompt γ-rays with higher multiplicity and lower energy. On the contrary, the

distribution of Yrast states as a function of spin is a very important observable for the

study of angular momentum in fission.

Since this experiment does not have mass resolution for the fragment detection nor

the energy resolution for the γ-ray measurement, it is difficult to extract sufficient experi-

mental evidence for further detailed study. The only experimental observation is that the

amplitudes of the major γ peaks in the low-energy region varies for different fissioning

systems in Figure 5.1. According to the Ref. [54], where independent isomeric yield ratio

was measured to deduce the average fragment angular momentum, it indicates that the

angular momentum varies slowly with the change of the Z, A and excitation energy of the

fissioning system. We then conclude that the amplitude difference of the major bunched

γ peaks in the low-energy region, is mainly due to the variant excitation energy conditions

and fragment yields, rather than the angular momentum, for different fission reactions.

The following discussion will only include the difference of the treatment in the angular

momentum for the two calculation codes.
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Figure 5.15 – Initial spin distribution of the fission fragments at scission from GEF and FREYA,
for different fission reactions.

Generally, the emission of prompt neutrons is assumed not to modify the spin distri-
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bution in average. The initial spin distribution of the fragments is thus assumed to be the

same at the scission point and post-neutron evaporation. The angular momentum genera-

tion mechanism of the fission fragments at scission point is poorly understood. Therefore,

it is treated by sampling the spin magnitudes independently for each fragment from the

statistical distribution with the form similar to Equation 1.15 in the GEF code. The spin

cut-off parameter is dependent on each fragment’s moment of inertia and temperature

with no adjustable parameter [7]. The FREYA code calculates the angular momentum

from the overall dinuclear rotation plus the fluctuating amounts from the wriggling and

bending modes in dinuclear rotation. The fluctuation components are the major source

of the spin quantity, which are also agitated from the statistical distribution of the sim-

ilar form mentioned before [117] with an adjustable free parameter. The calculated spin

distributions J(A) are plotted in Figure 5.15. It can be seen that the heavy fragments

generally have larger spins than the light fragments due to the differences in moment of

inertia. The spins calculated in the GEF code are larger than those in the FREYA code.

Figure 5.16 shows the photon characteristics as a function of fragment mass, including

the multiplicity and total energy release per fission. Very different multiplicity distribu-

tions are observed, i.e. the one from GEF calculation reflects its spin distribution while

the result from FREYA is close to its total excitation energy distribution (cf. Figure 5.6).

This is because the different way of treating the statistical photon emission (this part of

emission is also noted in Figure 5.16). According to the discussion in the last subsection

that the PFGS for each fragment mass does not vary significantly except for the vicinity

of shell closures, the statistical photon emission is mainly constrained by the statistical

excitation energy and thus the multiplicity distribution follows roughly the shape of its

statistical excitation energy. The statistical photons do not modify the spin in GEF and

the following E2 radiations follow essentially the Yrast line towards the ground state.

So the multiplicity component originating from E2 radiations (proportional to the spin)

dominates the distribution. On the contrary, the spin magnitude is decreased by 1 per sta-

tistical photon emission in FREYA, i.e. large part of the rotational energy is damped into

the statistical energy. Thus, the multiplicity distribution is similar to the total excitation

energy.
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Figure 5.16 – Prompt γ-ray characteristics as a function of post-evaporation fragment mass A
from GEF and FREYA, including average γ-ray multiplicity (top) and total energy
release (bottom) per fission.
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5.4 Incident neutron energy dependence

Changes in the PFG characteristics with incident neutron energy can occur because

the three aforementioned aspects depend on the incident neutron energy. It is well known

that the relative contributions from each fission fragment in the fission yields to the

spectral characteristics of prompt γ-ray change with the incident neutron energy. The

extra total fragment excitation energy available will be distributed for both neutron and

γ-ray emission (see Figure 5.6), causing both of them to evolve as a function of the

incident neutron energy. Finally, the angular momentum distribution ought to change, i.e.

the average angular momentum of fission fragments is higher in medium-energy-induced

fission than low-energy-induced fission [54]. In this work, PFGS from fast-neutron induced

fission of 238U at two incident neutron energies 1.9 MeV and 4.8 MeV, and of 239Pu at En

= 1.8 MeV are measured. There is no evidence for a firm shape change of the PFGS within

the precision of the measurement (see Figure 5.17). No significant energy dependence for

the spectral characteristics of PFGS below the second chance fission is observed.

Due to the fact that the increase of neutron energy is not very large, namely 2.9 MeV

in the 239U∗ fissioning system and 1.8 MeV in the 240Pu∗ fissioning system (compared to

thermal-neutron induced fission from Ref. [26]), combined with the experimental evidence

that the angular momentum is not sensitive to the excitation energy of the compound

nucleus [54], it indicates that the energy dependence of the spectral characteristics of

PFGS below the second chance fission is mainly depending on the fission yields changes

and how the extra excitation energy is distributed between neutron emission and γ-ray

emission.

According to the independent yields (after neutron emission and before β-decay) in

JEFF-3.3 evaluation data base for the two fissioning systems [115], the isotopic yields do

indeed change when the incident neutron energy changes. According to the data available,

for example, highly populated fragment Y(A=138) changes from 0.060 % to 0.047 %

when incident neutron energy increases from 0.4 MeV to 14.0 MeV in 238U(n,f) and it

changes from 0.061 % to 0.058 % when incident neutron energy increases from 0.025 eV

to 0.4 MeV in case of 239Pu(n,f). Therefore, it is expected that the low-energy part of

the γ-ray spectrum (i.e. discrete transitions, characteristic of the populated fragments),

and the slope of the high-energy tail (sensitive to the yields of A=130-135), changes with

neutron energy. However, changes in these structures are expected to be small over the

studied neutron energy range, and we are indeed unable to evidence them clearly with

the precision of the current measurement by using scintillation detectors in the case of

fast-neutron-induced fission.
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Figure 5.17 – Comparison of experimental prompt fission γ-ray spectra at different incident
neutron energies for different fission reactions, respectively. The low-energy part
are plotted in the left with linear scale and the total spectrum in the right with
logarithmic scale. The error bar of one distribution has been omitted for easier
reading.
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A detailed comparison in terms of PFGS at different incident neutron energy is per-

formed in Figure 5.18 and Figure 5.19. Both model calculations, from GEF and FREYA,

also do not show significant differences at the two incident neutron energies in accordance

with the experimental results. It can be explained by the discussions in the previous sub-

sections about the effect of the excitation energy, fragment yields and angular momentum

to the prompt γ-ray emission. Figure 5.20 plots the post-evaporation excitation energy,

post-evaporation mass distribution and initial angular momentum distribution at neutron

incident energy En=1.9 MeV and En=4.8 MeV, respectively. In GEF calculations, only

the mass yields in the symmetric fission region increases by one order of magnitude. Nev-

ertheless, it has negligible contributions to the prompt γ-ray emission, since the absolute

value is still 3 orders of magnitude lower than the maximum. The angular momentum

of the heavy fragments at scission increases by roughly 1 ~, due to the excitation energy

sorting mechanism implemented [5]. In FREYA calculations, all these distributions do

not show significant differences. As a consequence, both GEF and FREYA calculations

do not show significant energy dependence for prompt γ-ray emission below the second

chance fission.
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Figure 5.18 – Comparison of prompt fission γ-ray spectra at different incident neutron energies
for the fission reaction 238U(n,f) obtained from GEF and FREYA calculations,
respectively. The low-energy part are plotted in the left with linear scale and the
total spectrum in the right with logarithmic scale.
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Figure 5.19 – Comparison of prompt fission γ-ray spectra at different incident neutron energies
for the fission reaction 239Pu(n,f) obtained from GEF and FREYA calculations,
respectively. The low-energy part are plotted in the left with linear scale and the
total spectrum in the right with logarithmic scale.
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Figure 5.20 – Post-evaporation excitation energy, post-evaporation mass distribution and ini-
tial angular momentum distribution at neutron incident energy En=1.9 MeV and
En=4.8 MeV, respectively, for the GEF (left) and FREYA (right) calculations.
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On the other hand, the change in incident neutron energy leads to a few MeV of ex-

tra excitation energy imparted to the compound nucleus, 2.9 MeV and 1.8 MeV in case

of 239U∗ and 240Pu∗ respectively, which is shared between the TKE and TXE of fission

fragments. Previous measurements [120–122] have shown that for these two fissioning

systems the average total fission fragment kinetics energies decrease with increasing inci-

dent neutron energy, by 1.33 MeV and 1.73 MeV in its energy range, respectively. This is

because symmetric fission (SL fission mode) are increasing with increasing incident neu-

tron energy and the total kinetic energies are at a minimum for symmetric fission [123].

Thus the extra TXE can be deduced from the experimental results of TKE, see Table 5.3.

Then the partition of prompt γ-ray energy in this extra excitation energy can be deduced

according to the energy conservation

TXE = TXEn + TXEγ = νn(εn + Sn) + Eγ,tot , (5.9)

where νn is the average neutron multiplicity, εn is the average neutron energy in center

of mass system and Sn is the average neutron separation energy. TXEn corresponds to

the excitation energy released by neutron emission and TXEγ by γ-ray emission. The

neutron properties, namely neutron multiplicity and average neutron energy in laboratory

system, can be obtained from JEFF-3.3 evaluated library [115]. The average neutron

separation energy Sn has to be calculated using experimental masses [114] or theoretical

masses [124] and weighted by the independent fission yields [115]. These numbers are

presented in Table 5.2.

Table 5.2 – Summary of the prompt fission neutron properties extracted from JEFF-3.3 data
library.

En (MeV) νn (#) εn,lab (MeV) εn,cm (MeV) Sn (MeV) TXEn (MeV)
238U(n,f) 1.9 2.57 1.99 1.27 5.33 16.96
238U(n,f) 4.8 2.97 2.07 1.34 5.40 20.02

239Pu(n,f) 2.5e−8 2.86 2.10 1.37 5.94 20.91
239Pu(n,f) 1.8 3.14 2.13 1.41 6.08 23.52

Table 5.3 – Summary of the distribution of the excess excitation energy in prompt neutron and
prompt γ-ray emission.

∆En ∆E∗CN ∆TKE ∆TXE ∆TXEn ∆TXEγ,calc ∆TXEγ,exp

(MeV) (MeV) (MeV) (MeV) (MeV) (MeV) (MeV)
238U(n,f) 1.9→4.8 2.9 -1.33 4.23 3.06 1.17 0.93±0.68
239Pu(n,f) 2.5e−8 →1.8 1.8 -1.72 3.52 2.61 0.91 0.44±0.39

According to the calculated values of energy release in Table 5.3 for the two fission

reactions, ∼70% of the excess excitation energy is evacuated by neutron evaporation and
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only ∼30% for the photon emission, which means that the majority of the extra available

TXE is dissipated by prompt fission neutron (PFN) emission. It is compatible with

the measured values of the total energy release from prompt γ-ray emission within the

uncertainties, supporting the conclusion that there is no significant energy dependence

for the spectral characteristics of PFGS below the second chance fission.

Figure 5.21 and Figure 5.22 contains - as a function of incident neutron energy - the

average values for each quantity from this work, together with results from GEF, FREYA

and calculations based on systematics [125]. The calculated observables of PFG from GEF

and FREYA have reasonable agreement with the experimental results and also exhibit a

slightly increasing trend in terms of average γ multiplicity and total energy per fission,

and no firm trend of the average γ-ray energy. It is also noted that the multiplicity and

average energy quantities are very sensitive to the lower energy limit.

Some discrepancies are observed in the calculations based on systematics for the
238U(n,f) reaction. We report much lower average γ multiplicity per fission, slightly lower

total energy and higher average energy per fission, compared to the calculations based on

systematics. A possible reason for the discrepancies is that these calculations are based

on the assumption that the average total γ-ray energy and the multiplicity are linearly

depending on the neutron multiplicity, whose coefficients are depending on the A and Z

of the fissioning system. As a result, it highly relies on the fit with respect to the experi-

mental PFG data to get the coefficients, where the number of experimental PFG data is

still clearly insufficient.

Our observation of at most weak energy dependence of the PFG characteristics in

this energy range is, within uncertainties, compatible with the results of J-M. Laborie et

al [112]. It is also of importance for nuclear applications, since γ-ray heating accounts for

a major source of energy deposition in certain reactor components, e.g. instrumentations

and structural materials. In particular, the heating from γ rays is two orders of magni-

tude higher than neutron heating [3] in reactor reflectors and shielding, and needs to be

estimated to a reasonable accuracy to avoid possible fracture and failure. The observed

results facilitate the design for the fast reactors in Generation-IV which may not require

significant changes in the modeling of γ heating transportation.
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Figure 5.21 – Summary of the PFGS characteristics including average multiplicity Mγ , average
total energy Eγ,tot and average γ-ray energy εγ , as a function of incident neutron
energy, for fast-neutron induced fission of 238U.
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Figure 5.22 – Summary of the PFGS characteristics including average multiplicity Mγ , average
total energey Eγ,tot and average γ-ray energy εγ , as a function of incident neutron
energy, for fast-neutron induced fission of 239Pu.
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5.4. Incident neutron energy dependence

Three possible effects that may impact the prompt γ-ray emission are investigated in

this chapter, including fission energetics, isotopic yields and angular momentum of the

fission fragments. The comparison of the spectral characteristics in different fissioning

systems reveals that the prompt γ-ray emission is constraint by its energetic conditions

and thus related to the neutron separation energy. The slope of the PFGS at high-energy

indicates that the prompt γ-ray emission also has dependences on the fragments yields.

Lastly, the incident neutron energy denpendce of the prompt fission γ-ray emission is also

investigated, which is observed to be very weak.
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The development of inverse kinematics neutron source, LICORNE, has opened up

many new experimental possibilities, particularly related to the spectroscopy of the fis-

sion process and investigation into prompt emission of fast-neutron-induced fission. In

this work, firstly, we developed the code to simulate the LICORNE neutron source and

perform the experiments to validate the code. Secondly, we performed prompt fission

γ-ray measurement for fast-neutron-induced fission and corresponding data analysis pro-

cedure to extract the spectral properties. Lastly, an investigation into different fission

models have been carried out, by comparing the obtained experimental results to the

calculations.

The simulation of the directional neutron generator LICORNE with p(7Li,n)7Be and

p(11B,n)11C reactions have been implemented in GEANT4. The experimental differential

cross section distributions are used in the kinematics calculations to better sample the

angular distribution of the neutrons. The event biasing techniques, namely importance

biasing and particles splitting, are implemented in GEANT4 without changing the tool kit

itself, in order to decrease the calculation time. The code has been validated by comparing

to the experimental results, including time-of-flight spectrum by using a liquid scintillation

neutron detector and fission rate distribution by using an ionization chamber. Finally,

the code has been used to understand the neutron spectrum and flux distribution in the

space depending on different configuration of the LICORNE setup. These modifications

and additions can help the design of future experiments for fundamental physics research

and nuclear applications.

In this work, two experiments using the directional neutron source LICORNE have

been carried out, namely measurement of prompt fission γ-ray spectra in fast-neutron-

induced fission of 238U and 239Pu. Fission fragments were measured in an ionization

chambers and discriminated with α particles depending on the differences of kinetic ener-

gies. The ionization chamber provides a fission tag and the coincident γ-ray are detected

by different types of inorganic scintillation detectors, including LaB3 and PARIS phoswich

detectors. The prompt fission gamma rays are discriminated from prompt fission neutrons

via time-of-flight technique. The measured γ-ray spectra were unfolded from the detec-

tion system response, which is simulated in GEANT4. Different unfolding techniques
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were tested and iteration method has been chosen in consideration of stability especially

in low statistics data set. The obtained results demonstrate a good performance of the

PARIS phoswich detectors in this experiment when compared to LaBr3. It was the first

time that these detectors have been used in a physics experiment.

The spectral characteristics have been extracted from the PFGS with two important

conditions: lower energy limit and the width of time window for PFG selection. The

correlation between the spectral characteristics and these two conditions are obtained.

The spectral characteristics in nominal conditions for the three fission reactions, i.e.
252Cf(sf), 238U(n,f) and 239Pu(n,f), are also presented for easier comparison with other

experiments and theoretical calculations. The γ multiplicity and total photon energy

release for 238U(n,f) reaction is much lower than the other two reactions. It reveals that

the prompt γ-ray emission is constrained by its energetic conditions, which reflects the

neutron separation energy distribution. These quantities in the fission process also have

dependences on the fragment yields, e.g. the slope of the PFGS at high-energy region

is sensitive to the mass yields around mass A=130-135. The initial angular momentum

distribution of fission fragments may impact the prompt γ-ray emission, but it is difficulty

to extract sufficient experimental evidence for further detailed study in this work. The

possible energy dependence of the spectral characteristics have been investigated. The

energy dependence of prompt γ-rays emission on incident neutron energy is observed to be

very weak. However, a strong dependence on the particular fissioning system is observed.

These results provide information on PFGS characteristics for important nuclides 238U

and 239Pu in a reactor core. They also depict general features for prompt γ-ray emission

in fast-neutron-induced fission.

In this work, the ionization chamber used is only capable of tagging fission events

and was not designed to provide any mass information of the fission fragments. The

PFGS obtained are the contributions from all the possible mass splits. As discussed in

Chapter5, the relative contribution to the PFGS of each fission fragment is different.

Future experiments may use ionization chambers that are capable of correlating PFGS

with corresponding fission fragment mass information.

In the experiments described here, scintillation detectors were used to provide high

detection efficiency for fast-neutron-induced fission. The cost of using scintillation de-

tectors is that the energy resolution is not able to resolve the discrete γ lines of each

individual fission fragment. The characteristic γ lines contain the spin and parity infor-

mation, which enables extraction of the angular momentum of the fission fragments at

scission. Hence, future experiments may use high purity Germanium detectors (HPGe)

to measure the PFG with high energy resolution in order to access the rich information

in the de-excitation process of the neutron-rich nuclides.

Information on the fission fragment properties at scission is crucial for the theoretical

calculations, and at the same time is a challenge for experimental investigations. The
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prompt neutron evaporation precedes the prompt γ-ray emission. In order to extrapolate

the properties of fission fragments at scission (e.g. the excitation energy for each fragment

at scission), not only prompt γ-rays but also prompt neutrons need to be measured.

Thus, information of neutron/γ competition can be obtained directly. As a consequence,

it would be interesting to measure the prompt neutrons and prompt γ-rays simultaneously.
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Appendix A

Simulation interface

#Event biasing (default)

#Important biasing factor: 10000; split biasing factor: 100;

#GAS cell geometry

#cell length

/Licorne/cell/setLength 3.5 cm

#cell pressure

/Licorne/cell/setPressure 1.50 atmosphere

#foil thickness

/Licorne/foil/setThickness 0.0027 mm

#update the geo (important)

/Licorne/cell/update

#Define the primary beam (Lithium or Boron)

/Licorne/beam/setZ 3

/Licorne/beam/setA 7

/Licorne/beam/setEnergy 16.6 MeV

#Root file name (output)

/Licorne/hist/setName test.root

#Number of primary particles

/run/beamOn 10
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Appendix B

Spectral characteristics of PFGS
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Figure B.1 – Spectral characteristics for each individual γ detector for LaBr3 (left) and PARIS
phoswich (right), respectively, in case of 252Cf(sf).
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Spectral characteristics of PFGS
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Figure B.2 – Spectral characteristics for each individual γ detector for LaBr3 (left) and PARIS
phoswich (right), respectively, in case of 238U(n,f) at En=1.9 (a) and 4.8 MeV (b).
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Spectral characteristics of PFGS
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Figure B.3 – Spectral characteristics for each individual γ detector for LaBr3 (left) and PARIS
phoswich (right), respectively, in case of 239Pu(n,f) at En 1.8 MeV.
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Appendix C

Résumé en français

Le développement de la source de neutrons à cinématique inverse, LICORNE, a ouvert

de nombreuses possibilités expérimentales, notamment en ce qui concerne la spectroscopie

du processus de fission et l’étude de l’émission prompt de la fission induite par les neutrons

rapides. Dans ce travail, nous avons d’abord développé le code pour simuler la source de

neutrons LICORNE et effectuer les expériences pour valider le code. Deuxièmement,

nous avons effectué des mesures la rayonnement γ prompt de fission induite par neutrons

rapides et la procédure d’analyse des données correspondantes pour extraire les propriétés

spectrales. Enfin, une étude sur différents modèles de fission a été réalisée, en comparant

les résultats expérimentaux obtenus aux calculs.

C.1 Motivation physique

Le spectre de la rayonnement γ prompt de fission (PFGS) et ses caractéristiques

spectrales, i.e. multiplicité de rayonnement γ, libération totale d’énergie de rayonnement

γ et énergie moyenne de photon, sont des données nucléaires cruciales pour la physique

des reacteurs. La rayonnement γ prompt (PFG) de fission ont un large éventail d’énergie,

de peu de dizaines de keV à peu de dizaines de MeV. Elles peuvent échapper au coeur

du réacteur et déposer l’énergie dans l’instrumentation et des matériaux d’armature. Le

chauffage γ de ces matériaux est dominant au-dessus du chauffage de neutron [3], qui

doit être prévu avec l’exactitude raisonnable pour éviter la fracture et l’échec possibles.

Mais dans un réacteur expérimente récent, le chauffage de γ a été montré pour être sous-

estimé par jusqu’à 28% cite HPRL. En outre, le développement réacteurs de Génération

IV, visant pour la sécurité améliorée, exigent la mesure d’un PFGS plus précis et des

caractéristiques spectrales.

D’autre part, l’information plus précise de PFGS est également utile d’un point de

vue fondamental de physique. De nos jours, plusieurs codes concurrentiels de calcul es-

sayent de reproduire toutes les propriétés des fragments de fission et des particules émises

(neutron et rayonnement γ) pour un large éventail de systèmes fissioning. Ces codes
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incluent GEF [5–7], FREYA [8–13], CGMF [14–17], FIFRELIN [18–20] etc. Beaucoup

d’hypothèses et de modèles sont faits en ces codes, qui demeurent toujours controversés.

PFGS contient un grand nombre d’informations sur le processus de fission et les nuclides

neutron-riches (fragments de fission). Il peut mener à une meilleure compréhension le

mécanisme de tri d’énergie d’excitation entre les fragments de fission naissants au scis-

sion [5,18,21], le mécanisme de génération de moment angulaire des fragments de fission

naissants au scission [7,13,16,18] et la concurrence de neutron-γ pendant le processus de

déexcitation du fragments de fission [22–24].

Ces dernières années, une série de mesures a été effectuée pour obtenir des valeurs des

caractéristiques spectrales plus précises, dans le fission induite par neutron thermique [25–

27] et le fission spontané [28, 29]. L’information de PFG existe très peu pour la fission

induite par neutron rapide. Le développement du source de neutron de LICORNE [30–

32], par la production des neutrons rapides intense, expédient cinématiquement focalisés,

effectue l’étude de la fission induite par neutron rapide plus accessible. Dans ce travail,

nous visons à mesurer et étudier le PFGS a la fission induite par neutron rapide de 238U

et de 239Pu. 238U et 239Pu sont les nuclides importants dans un coeur du réacteur. Ces

résultats fournissent également des informations des caractéristiques de PFGS pour la

fission induite par neutron rapide en général.

C.2 Simulation de la source de neutrons LICORNE

LICORNE utilise p(7Li,n)7Be et p(11B,n)11C pour focaliser cinématiquement les neu-

trons sortants dans une petite plage angulaire autour de zéro degré par rapport à la

direction de l’axe du faisceau. Les avantages des réactions cinématiques inversées sont

que les matériaux de blindage pour la collimation du faisceau ne sont pas nécessaires, ce

qui limite le bruit de fond des neutrons diffusés, et le flux de neutrons est considérablement

augmenté. Depuis sa création en 2013, la source de neutrons LICORNE est devenue un

outil essentiel pour l’installation ALTO.

La simulation du générateur de neutron directionnel LICORNE avec p(7Li,n)7Be

et p(11B,n)11C réactions ont été mis en application dans GEANT4. Les distributions

expérimentales de section efficace différentielle sont employées dans les calculs de cinématique

pour améliorer l’échantillon la distribution angulaire des neutrons. L’événement polar-

isant des techniques, polariser à savoir d’importance et particules se dédoublant, sont

mis en application dans GEANT4 sans changer la trousse à outils elle-même, diminue le

temps de calcul. Le code a été validé en comparant aux résultats expérimentaux, y com-

pris le spectre de temps-de-vol à l’aide d’un détecteur de neutrons de scintillation liquide

et la distribution de taux de fission à l’aide d’une chambre d’ionisation. En conclusion,

le code a été employé pour comprendre le spectre de neutrons et la distribution de flux

dans l’espace selon la configuration différente de l’installation de LICORNE. Ces modifi-
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cations et additions peuvent aider la conception de futures expériences pour la recherche

fondamentale de physique et les applications nucléaires.

C.3 Dispositif expérimental et analyse des données

Dans ce travail, deux expériences utilisant la source neutronique LICORNE ont été

réalisées, à savoir la mesure des spectres de rayonnement γ prompt dans la fission induite

par neutrons rapides de 238U et 239Pu. Le dispositif expérimental se compose principale-

ment de chambres d’ionisation et de détecteurs de rayons γ. Les fragments de fission ont

été mesurés dans des chambres d’ionisation et discriminés avec des particules de α en fonc-

tion des différences d’énergies cinétiques. La chambre d’ionisation fournit une étiquette

de fission et les rayons cöıncidents γ sont détectés par différents types de détecteurs à scin-

tillation inorganique, y compris les détecteurs LaB3 et PARIS phoswich. Les détecteurs

à scintillation de LaBr3(Ce) ont une excellente résolution temporelle (∼300 ps) et une

bonne résolution énergétique (∼3% à 661 keV). PARIS est un tableau d’un nouveau

type de détecteurs LaBr3(Ce)-NaI(Tl) phoswich. La coquille intérieure est constituée de

cristaux cubiques LaBr3(Ce) et la coquille extérieure est constituée de cristaux rectangu-

laires NaI(Tl). En appliquant une discrimination de forme d’impulsion pour les signaux,

les détecteurs phoswich PARIS bénéficient d’une énergie et d’une résolution temporelle

supérieure de la partie LaBr3(Ce), et d’une efficacité accrue, particulièrement à haute

énergie, de la partie NaI(Tl) avec un coût économique inférieur à celui du LaBr3(Ce)

pur de taille identique. Les rayons gamma de fission rapide sont distingués des neutrons

de fission rapide par la technique du temps de vol. La procédure d’analyse des données

comprend:

1. γ caractérisation du détecteur

2. Détermination de l’énergie neutronique incidente;

3. Sélection des événements de fission;

4. Prompt fission γ-rays selection;

5. Déploiement de la fonction de réponse.

Les spectres de rayonnement γ mesurés ont été extraits du temps de vol par rapport

aux histogrammes bidimensionnels de l’énergie des rayons γ avec une certaine fenêtre tem-

porelle et une certaine plage d’énergie pour chaque γ détecteur. Chaque spectre de rayons

gamma γ mesuré a été déplié à partir de la réponse du système de détection pour récupérer

le spectre d’émission. La fonction de réponse aux rayons γ a été simulée dans GEANT4 et

validée par des nucléides radioactifs dans le processus d’étalonnage. Différentes techniques

de dépliage ont été testées et la méthode d’itération a été choisie en tenant compte de la

stabilité, en particulier dans les ensembles de données statistiques faibles. Les résultats

obtenus démontrent une bonne performance des détecteurs de phoswich PARIS dans cette
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expérience par rapport à LaBr3. C’est la première fois que ces détecteurs ont été utilisés

dans une expérience de physique.

C.4 Résultats et discussions

Les caractéristiques spectrales ont été extraites du PFGS avec deux conditions im-

portantes : la limite inférieure d’énergie et la largeur de la fenêtre temporelle pour la

sélection PFG. La corrélation entre les caractéristiques spectrales et ces deux conditions

est obtenue. Les caractéristiques spectrales dans des conditions nominales pour les trois

réactions de fission, i.e. 252Cf(sf), 238U(n,f) et 239Pu(n,f), sont également présentées pour

faciliter la comparaison avec d’autres expériences et calculs théoriques. La multiplicité

de γ et la libération totale d’énergie photonique pour 238U(n,f) réaction est beaucoup

plus faible que les deux autres réactions. Il révèle que l’émission de rayons γ est limitée

par ses conditions énergétiques, qui reflètent la distribution de l’énergie de séparation des

neutrons. 238U est le nucléide stable le plus riche en neutrons et 238U(n,f) la réaction

produit plus de fragments de fission riches en neutrons que les deux autres réactions de

fission. Ces quantités dans le processus de fission dépendent également des rendements

des fragments. L’une des preuves est que la pente du PFGS dans la région à haute énergie

est sensible aux rendements massiques autour de la masse A=130-135. La distribution

initiale du moment angulaire des fragments de fission peut avoir un impact sur l’émission

rapide de rayons γ, mais il est difficile d’extraire suffisamment de preuves expérimentales

pour une étude plus détaillée dans le cadre de ce travail. La dépendance énergétique possi-

ble des caractéristiques spectrales a également été étudiée. La dépendance énergétique de

l’émission de rayons gamma γ sur l’énergie neutronique incidente est très faible. Toutefois,

on observe une forte dépendance à l’égard du système de fissionnement particulier. Ces

résultats fournissent des informations sur les caractéristiques des PFGS pour les nucléides

importants 238U et 239Pu dans le cœur d’un réacteur. Ils décrivent également les car-

actéristiques générales de l’émission rapide de rayons gamma γ dans la fission induite par

neutrons rapides.

C.5 Conclusions et perspectives

Dans ce travail, nous avons développé un programme GENAT4 pour simuler la source

de neutrons LICORNE. Le programme vise à reproduire la distribution de l’énergie neu-

tronique et de flux dans l’espace à différentes configurations LICORNE, et dans un temps

raisonnablement court. Les mesures expérimentales valident le programme et le pro-

gramme a été utilisé dans de nombreuses expériences récentes. Des rayons γ de fission

induite par neutrons rapides de 238U et 239Pu ont été mesurés, en utilisant des neutrons

rapides générés à partir de la source LICORNE. Les caractéristiques spectrales de la fis-
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sion rapide γ-rays sont comparées aux résultats des calculs du FEM et de FREYA, ce qui

renforce l’importance de l’état de l’énergie d’excitation, des rendements isotopiques et du

moment angulaire des fragments de fission pour l’émission rapide γ-ray.

Dans ce travail, la chambre d’ionisation utilisée est seulement capable de marquer les

événements de fission et n’a pas été conçue pour fournir des informations sur la masse des

fragments de fission. Les PFGS obtenus sont les contributions de tous les fractionnements

de masse possibles. Comme nous l’avons vu dans le chapitre réfchap:fifth, la contribution

relative de chaque fragment de fission au PFGS est différente. Les expériences futures

pourraient utiliser des chambres d’ionisation capables d’établir une corrélation entre le

PFGS et l’information correspondante sur la masse des fragments de fission.

Dans les expériences décrites ici, des détecteurs à scintillation ont été utilisés pour

fournir une grande efficacité de détection pour la fission induite par neutrons rapides. Le

coût de l’utilisation de détecteurs à scintillation est que la résolution énergétique n’est pas

en mesure de résoudre les lignes discrètes γ de chaque fragment de fission individuel. Les

lignes caractéristiques γ contiennent les informations de spin et de parité, ce qui permet

d’extraire le moment angulaire des fragments de fission à la scission. Par conséquent,

les expériences futures pourraient utiliser des détecteurs au germanium de haute pureté

(HPGe) pour mesurer le PFG avec une haute résolution énergétique afin d’accéder à la

riche information dans le processus de désexcitation des nucléides riches en neutrons.

L’information sur les propriétés des fragments de fission à la scission est cruciale pour

les calculs théoriques et constitue en même temps un défi pour les études expérimentales.

L’évaporation neutronique rapide précède l’émission de rayons gamma γ. Afin d’extrapoler

les propriétés des fragments de fission à la scission (par exemple, l’énergie d’excitation pour

chaque fragment à la scission), il faut mesurer non seulement les rayons γ, mais aussi les

neutrons rapides. Ainsi, l’information de la compétition neutron/γ peut être obtenue

directement. Par conséquent, il serait intéressant de mesurer simultanément les neutrons

rapides et les rayons gamma γ.
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Résumé : Les spectres des rayons γ prompt de 
fission sont des données nucléaires importantes 
pour la physique des réacteurs, en tant qu'entrée 
pour les calculs de chauffage gamma, puisque 
l'effet de chauffage gamma peut être sous-
estimé jusqu'à ~28% avec les données 
nucléaires actuelles. De plus, les nouvelles 
informations sur les rayons γ prompts de fission 
seront utiles du point de vue de la physique 
fondamentale, où les résultats peuvent être 
comparés à de nombreuses prédictions 
théoriques concurrentes pour affiner les 
modèles du processus de fission. 
    Les spectres des rayons γ prompts de fission 
ont été mesurés pour la fission induite par 
neutrons rapides de 238U et de 239Pu, en utilisant 
des neutrons rapides générés à partir de la 
source LICORNE. Le dispositif expérimental se 
composait d'une chambre d'ionisation et de 
différents types de détecteurs à scintillation, 

dont les détecteurs LaBr3 et PARIS phoswich. 
Une procédure d'analyse, comprenant le 
unfolding et la simulation de la réponse aux 
rayons γ dans les détecteurs à scintillation, est 
mise au point pour extraire le spectre des rayons 
γ prompts de fission et les caractéristiques 
spectrales correspondantes.  
    Les résultats expérimentaux sont comparés 
aux codes de modélisation de fission GEF et 
FREYA. Cette comparaison révèle que les 
caractéristiques spectrales sont liées aux 
conditions énergétiques, aux rendements 
isotopiques et au moment angulaire des 
fragments de fission. La dépendance 
énergétique des caractéristiques spectrales 
montre que l'émission des rayons γ est tout à fait 
insensible à l'énergie neutronique incidente. 
Toutefois, on observe une forte dépendance à 
l'égard du système fissionnant particulier. 
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Abstract : Prompt fission γ-ray spectra are 
important nuclear data for reactor physics, as 
an input for gamma heating calculations, since 
the gamma heating effect can be under-
estimated by up to ~28% with present nuclear 
data. Furthermore the new prompt fission γ-ray 
information will be useful from a fundamental 
physics point of view, where results can be 
compared with many competing theoretical 
predictions to refine models of fission process. 
    Prompt fission γ-ray spectra have been 
measured for the fast-neutron-induced fission 
of 238U and 239Pu, using fast neutrons generated 
from the LICORNE source. The experimental 
setup consisted of an ionization chamber and 
different types of scintillation detectors, 
including LaBr3 and PARIS phoswich  

detectors. An analysis procedure, including 
unfolding and recovering the γ-ray response in 
the scintillation detectors, is developed to 
extract the prompt fission γ-ray spectrum and 
corresponding spectral characteristics.  
    The experimental results are compared to the 
fission modeling codes GEF and FREYA. This 
comparison reveals that the spectral 
characteristics are related to the energetic 
conditions, isotopic yields and angular 
momentum of the fission fragments. The 
energy dependence of the spectral 
characteristics shows that the prompt γ-rays 
emission is quite insensitive to the incident 
neutron energy. However, a strong dependence 
on the particular fissioning system is observed.  
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